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The Committee on Research of the National Council of Teachers. of English
most pleased 'to continueits.Research Report series with this monograph

by Alan Purves, a distinguished researcher of international reputation.
Though, the committee alwats takes special pleasure in introducing a new
researcher, it takes equal pleasure in publishing the work of an established
researcher, particularly one who has appeared before in the Research Report
SOW: Self& only WirferLobarland Alan .PUrves hbld that dlatinction. Both
have set high standards of research. Both are models of years-long dedication
to research on the basic questions in English educatiOn.

I believe that few would argue the claim that Purves is presently the most
notable American researcher in the teaching of literature and in reader re-
sponseto Venture, notable both for the quality orhis work and for its range
and variety. He was the principal designer of the literature assessment in the 4
aoss-national International Educational Achievement studies, horn which
came the research in this monograph. He has done additional ground-breaking
work in the evaluations of readers' response to literature, notably the con-
struction of a good part of the first American assessment of achievement in
literature for the National Assessnient of Educational Progress. He has edited
materials, for sthopl literary study and published articles and books on the
teaching of literature in schools and colleges, and he has undertaken and pub-

lished in book-length form the most exhaustive review yet attempted of the
research on reading interests, response to literature, and the teaching of
literature. And all of this influential work has been grounded in Purves's com-
prehensive knowledge of literary theory and reader psychology. His first publi-
cation in the Research Report series, a work quite different from the present
one, provided researchers and .theorists with a systematic way of describing
the responses readers make to works of fiction. In the thirteen years since its
Publication, it has spawned dozens of studies, including my own dissertation
study and those of two of my students. I remember distinctly my excitement
on reading it ksolved an immediate problem in my own novice research,
and even then it seemed to me a major contribution to our field.

This present study, Research Report no. 20, Reading and literature:
American Achievement in International Perspective, is also a major con-
tribution. It reports achievement in reading .speed, comprehension, and

xiii
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,
vrord knowledge and in literary understanding, interpretation, and mite thst of
American students ages rune, fourteen, and sevonteen: There is also pottant
demographic information on teachers, permitting a profile of the condary
English teacher. All of the data were collected from a random sale of
American schools in 1270.

in ibesradition of the Research'Rep.t series, this monog ' .4 'UCCS
substantive new findings as well as valuable measurement and cal
suggestions. I'll restrain my impulse to comment on the mater fin e-,
porred'in the study and leaVe it to the reader to encounter those in Purves's
,cautious, concise presentation. But I do want to note briefly.the measurement
and methodologicat contributions in the report so that those will not be over-

. looked by the research community. Perhaps of greatest importance is the fact
rhaeall of the student tests and questionnaires from the international studies
of 'reading and literature are included, here in appendices. These instruments
will be useful in many different kinds of Studies. In addition, the report-re-'

rataveals a very sophisticated approach to data analysis, an approach initially
designed by the best international consultants available in the late I§60s and
added to by consultants in secondary analysis. sides the usual' correlational
statistics, Nm jamand his t am'make use o re scion analysis, Rasch Madel
analysis; multiple discriminant analysis, and factor analysis. The data analysis
is a model of what' might be done with survey data of this type. Brief appen-
dices explain the use of the Rasch Model and of multiple discriminant 'analysis.

As to the substantive findings reported here, I am confident readers will
find them intriguing. Nevertheless, since this is only a-one-tithe assessment'of
achievernen't and since it relies mainly on correlational analyses of various
kindsas such achievement and attitude surveys always roust -the findings
are not definitive. 11.0thing is "proved" in this report: there 'is prescription
here for improving the teaching of literature in American schools. There is
however, a wealth ch, intriguing relationshipsbetween teachers' preferences
and students' preferences, student background and achievement, opportunity
to learn and achievement, teacher knowledge and professionalism and student
achievement' curriculiim design and achievement, classroom activities and
achievemeht, and many more Though Purvey cautiously presents several
compelling conclusions from these relationships, he emphasizes the need for
a "number of experimental studies" of the main questions raised in his report.
Indeed, this skillfpl, compelling survey of 'reaching practices and student
achievernent in reeding and literature may foster an array of new studies
raking it as their starting point. That, too, would be very much in the
tradition of the Research Report Series:

- Charles R. Cooper
Committee on Research
National Council of Teachers of English
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The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA) began its 'studies in reading and literature fifteen years ago; the
testing was &Me .a decade ago, and the results published in 1973, One
may ask why they should be reexamined now. A number of answers come
to mind. The first is that they provide one of the most extensive data
bases ever compiled, and although the data reflect a particular point of
history, nonetheless they;may hold the answers to many basic questions.
Secondly, when 'the studies were published they tended to support the
then popular .cry that schools don't make a difference. It is my contention
that the tendency was an unwarranted inference. Third, the studies tended
to overplay she regression analyses, and much was lost. Finally, I must
confess to simple curiosity. What is reported here is far from all that
might be ex t,lored, but I believe that it is, time to pull together both some of
my reanal: .nd some of my reinterpretations.

The genesis of this volume coincided with the completion of the volume
reporting the results of the lEA study of achievement in literature (Purves,
1973). At that point I realized that much of the data lay unmined and that
many intriguing questions remx _d. With some graduate students in 1973
and l274 began to look at certain aspects of the data, and at the same time
realized t at I would need the data tapes. These were not available Jima 1976
and the first copy I received was defective; a decent copy did nor arrive until
1978. At that time, three graduate students, Warren Dastrup, Del Harnisch,
and Donald Quirk, helped in setting up the files and performing many of the
analyses that are reported here. I am particularly grateful to Donald Quirk for
his indefatigably working on ways to connect teacher response to student re-
spOnse (to no avail) and for his help in many aspects of the study. I am in-
'eluding Del Harnisch's description of part of the Rasch Analysis of reading in
Appendix B and Donald Quirk on Multiple Distriminant Analysis in Appen-
dix D because I think them of use to many in.both English and statistical
analyses. Barbara Bauer worked on the teacher analysis, patiently mining the
correlates of their goal preferences. 61,6

The LEA data, which are the subject of this monograph, consist of
a set of computer tapes on which is recorded information derived from
tests, attitude' scales, and questionnaires administered to children, teachers,
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and school administrators. The information recorded so that a researcher
can examine individuals as well as groups. The is are currently available
at a number of centers (Teachers College, Columbia; the Universities of
Chicago, Illinois: Kentucky, and California at Los Angeles, to name a few).
On the tapes are code books which explain most of the data. The actual
tests and questionnaires are either printed in part in the original volunies
or are availble from lEA headquarters in Stockholm, or through ERIC
(ED 102 169ED 102 194). The reading comprehension and literature
tests and student and teacher questionnaires are reprinted in this volume
in Appendix A.

I wish to thank the Research Board of the University of Illinois for its
support in the purchase of the tapes and computer costs and.the College of
Education bl the University of Illinois for additional support. Many discussed
aspects of the study with me and gave me new perspectives lan Westbury,
Arthur Applebee, Jana Mason, James Wardrop, and particularly my wife,
Anne, who was always encouraging and critical Finally, Patricia Bandy
des*erves many thanks for typing the manuscript and putting up with my
stylistic and orthographic-al idiosyncrisiesT

urban...
July 1:-)79



Reading and Literatu e

The IEA Studies in Reading
and Literature

The International Association fur the P,- .uation of L -ational Achievement
(ILA), a voluntary .associatio,- .,ucational research, 'tom a large num-
bet of countries a study of achievement in subjects: reading,

civic education, English as a foreign lat, ge, and French
foreign lang6 age. The work on developing tests, questionnaires, and

analysis began in 1965, and the testing in reading, science, and literature was
done in 1970. Each subject study was, designed by a committee; Robert
Thorndike chaired,the reading committee; A. W. Foshay and Alan Paves
chaired the literature committee. Fifteen countries participated in the reading
sturdy and ten in the literature study. The testing was done at two levels: age
fourteen (Population If), and the preuniversity year in secondary school
(Population IV); most countries also tested ten year,olds (Populat1ion I) in
reading. Countries participating are shown in Table I.

Unlike other countries, the United States did not test tile same students in
both reading and literature on the one hand and science on the other. As a
result one cannot make comparisons of achievement in these subjects. In the
reading study the students were given a test of comprehension using short

,passages and multiple- choice questions, a test of reading speed, a brief test of
word knowledge, and a questionnaire about background, interests, and opin:
ions (see Appendix A). The comprehension tests differed for the three age
groups, although there were some common passages.

In literature both age groups were given a multiple choice comprehension
test on two short stories (one common to all students and one of three stories
rotated among random thirds of the student group), and a response pre
ference -ques nnaire esigned to elicit their preferred mode of writing or
talking about ea The literature test also included a questionnaire deal-
ang with the students' interest in reading and literaturcv general response
preference questionnaire, a questionnaire seeking their involvement in what
they read, and one dealing with reading preferences and other interests. The
students were also gives a questionnaire dealing with their attitudes towards
school, their sense of the climate of the school, and their perceptikk of certain
class and teacher practices (see Appendix M. The rationale beNnd this
battery of tests and questionnaires is evident in the breakdown of the literature
curriculum illustrated in Table 7.



Reading and literature

Although there was an emphasis in each country's curriculum on the
students' knowing certain works and authors, the diversity of cultures was
such that no common test could be constructed. A similar problem existed
with the knowledge of critical terms and systems. The measures, therefore,
concentrated on various aspects of the students' response to literatureboth
cognitive and affectiveand on their attitudes and interests.

In addition to 'information about students, the study secured information
from teachers and schools:10 each school in the study, all rachers of the
mother tongue responded to a questionnaire, as did the principal of the
school. 'The IEA Council decided that the individual teachers were not to be
specifically linked to the students, but were to be grouped by school, so that
no link between pupil and teacher could be made. The teacher questionnaire
is reproduced in Appendix A. The total number of instruments is found in
Table 3. Each student spent close to three hours on strictly timed tests, and

Table I

Annurie I'articipatk#tg in ILA

Flemish- seeking Belgium

French - speaking Belgium

Chile

England

Finland

Flungry

India

Iran

Israel

Italy

Netherlands

New Zealand'

Scotland

Sweden

United States

I MI fitjt 1,14 hi 1,s,11,6,

Reading l Literature

X X

X

x X

x

x

X

x

X



The lEA Studios in Reading an

another hour on questionnaires and attitude scales. In general, not all testing
was done on the same day, For a further discussion of test development and
test characteristics, the reader is referred to the Igh, general' volumes on
reading and literature (Thorndike, 1973; Purves, 1973):

Table 2

Cross-National Curricular Emphases in ature, Populations II I-and IV

Behavior

Recognize and
recall

Apply knowledge of
specific literary
texts to

Apply contextual
information to

Apply literary
terminology and
theory to

Apply mythological
information to

Respond to

Express a pattern
of preference for

Express a
responte to

Express a pattern
of response to

Have positive
attitudes and
interests in
literature

1. The number to the le tt ut the diagonal represents the emphasis at age fourteen.
that to the right the emphasis at the end of secondary school. 3-major emphasis, 2 minor
emphasis. I 'slight emphasis. 0 -no emphasis

Content

Specific
literary
texts

Contextual
information

Literary
terminology
and theory

Mythological
information

3/3r 0/2 1/2 2/2

0/1 0/2 0/1 1/2

0/2 0/1 0 0/1-

0/1 0/0 0/1

0 0/1- 0/1

3/3 0/2 1/2

1/2 0/1 0/1 0/0

3/3 0/1 0/1 0/1

1/1 0/1 1/1

2/3 0/1 0/0 1/1
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lin the United States, the lEA rests lvere developed and administered at
much the same time as the first 'round of the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP). Although the findings are comparable on a broad
national basis, the two studies were designed differently enough so that they
complement each other. The National Assessment gathers little background

Table

The Reading and literature Tests

Number of Tests Time (in ininutes)

Reading, Population 2 45
(8 passages, 45 items)

Reading, Population II 2 45
(8 passages, 52 items)

Reading, Population IV 2 54
(8 passages, 54 items)

Reading speed (40 inutes) 1 4

Word Knowledge, 11)

Populations I and II only
(40 items)

Literature test ( "The Sea")
(resporise preference,
comprehension, rating)

. Literature rotated test
X ("The Use of Force ")
or Y ("I See You Never ")
or Z,("The Man by the
Fountain") (each with
response, preference,
comprehension, and rttti

eraturf involvement
or transfer 4nd interest

Student questionnaire.
General
Reading
Literature

Li

Teacher questi,,,,n

School questionnaire

15

15

15
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- data and no teacher or school data so that few correlations with perfor-
mance can be determined. On the other hand, the lEA studies do not include
either race or region of the student,

Sample

Internationally, the students in Population I were defined as all students
aged ten years but not age eleven and in full -time schooling at the time
of testing; those in Population II were defined as all students aged four-
teen years and in full-time schooling at the time .of: testing; those in Pop-
ulation IV as all stjidents in the final year of full-time secondary courses
leading to .university entrance qualifications, or of full-time courses of the
same length. For the United States this definition meant for Population
I, mostly Grade 4 students; for Population II, mostly Grade 9 students; for
Population IV, Grade 12 students.

For the first stage of sampling, a complete listing was prepared for the
United States of (1) all towns 'and cities of over 10,000 population, and

all non-urban counties, as defined by the U.S. Census, Two items of
information were obtained for each sample .unit defined above. These were

median education of the adult population and (2) median income per
family. Combination of these two provides a simple, available index of
socio- economic status on which the communities may be stratified.

Communities were grouped into several size categpries, for example,
county units, cities of 10,000 to 25,000, cities of 25,000 to 50,000, and so on,
Within each size category there were three categories of socio-economic
status as defined above. Each socio-economic level for each size ,category was
divided into two strata in most casesone for .public schools and one for
parochial schools. In addition, there were separate strata for public schools
in cities over one million, Catholic' schools in cities of over one million, and
private' non-Catholic schools. In. selecting communities for each stratum,
random sampling- procedures were employed. A first and second alternate
were chosen to allow for noncooperation.

The sectind task was' that of sampling within communities. In the smaller
communities it was possible to go'directlyio the pupil as the second stage of
sampling. Here the plan was' simply to list all pupils in the defiled target
popuHtiorl whose birthday fell on specified days of the Month, for exam*,
the 1st, 9th, and 32nd for a one in ten sample. For the ten- and fourteen -year-
old populations, the attempt, was made to test all students who irad the
required birthdates regard -less of the grade in which they were studying.
For the twelfth-grade group (Population IV), studints in the last year of
secondary school were included in the sample. Thus, the plan was to test a_

pletely random sample of the age or grade group.
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In larger communities, it was necessary to interpose a stage of sampling
between the selection of the community and the selection of the single pupil.
This required the selection of a sample of schools from among all the schools
within the community unit. Where this was done, an attempt was made to
have the local school authorities list all the schools in order from "best' to
"worst.- The list was then broken up into several strata, the exact number
depending upon the number of schools to be used in the community, and a
school (with a first and second alternate) was chosen from each stratum.

The above 'procedures were used for-drawing the sample for each .of the
three target populations identified fur the study by the lEA project. The same
group of communities were to be Used for selecting the sample for each
target 'population. It was planned to test about 6,000 students from 400
schools at the Population I level. At Populations II and IV, it was planned
that 5,400 students from 300 schools would be tested in each subject. The
increased number of students at Populations II and IV results from the
United States decision to carry out a split testing at these levels. That is, two
mutually exclusive subsamples of students were randomly drawn for testing
in each school, One subsample took the science instruments 'and associated
questionnaires and scales. The other group took the mother tongue tests and
associated questionnaires and scales. Procedures for conducting the split test-
ing were worked out with the data processing staff. Because of the six rotating
forms of the Population IV science rests and the three rotating harms of the
literature test, it was decided that a multiple of six should be tested in each
subject area at Populations ll and IV. Eighteen is such a number. The desire
to test in 300 schools at each population, resulted in a total of 5,400 students
-to be tested in each subject at Populations II and IV, o_r'a total number of
10,800 students per population.

Table -1( shows the general sample structure which was used in the
United States.

The Major .Cross-National Findings

A part of the lEA studies dealt with Lniss-national comparisons (although
the studies were nor primarily engaged in determining international league
tables) but, because of the diversity of countries and because there were so
many different dimensions of achiever uent it would be hard cid assert that
any one country was the best or worst' lifgures I and 2, which present a
country's scores ,In.relation to an internatiohal mean, illustrate the.vomplexay
ref any assertion about which country is btst. New Zealand stands high in
reading, comprehension and literature achievement, but not well in reading
speed, Nnsfer, and interest, whereas countries like Iran and Chile score
poorly in the comprehension rest but high in transfer and interest There are
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also major differences between the performances of the two e groups in
their relative performance internationally, which draw attention to relatively

, large gains and losses, though these are probably less great within a country
than they are on an international scale. These figures have to be reviewed
from an international perspective rather than from the perspective, of age.
Perhaps the only clear conclusion that one can draw ,lies in the sharp
difference in performance between the so-called developed and developing
nations, a comparison that is 'not particularly enlightening,,exCept to show
that economic gaps are matched by educational gaps.

In international comparisons of the achievement of Population IV stu-
dents, it is essentialta take into account in each country the extent to which
pupils at that stage are a selected group. In some countries comprehensive
education/ persists through secondary school; in others, like New Zealand,
relatively feu:, students reach Form VII. If one assumes that a selective system
keeps the best students (not necessarily a warranted assumption), and if in
the mosr'selective system 9 percent of the age group are in the last year of
secondary school, then one could infer that these are the best 9 percent in
that country. Then one could compare the performance of the bese9 percent
in all countries. Figure 3 presents this comparison as well as that of the best
5' percent and best 1 percent, to show that excellent performance is 'at about
the fame level in all countries. One might conclude that the Population IV
students in New Zealand (wherd only 13 percent of the age group are still in
school) are matched by the best students in other countries. One cannot say

Table

encral Sample Structure

Major Strata

Over 1,100,000

Total
Number
in U.S.

5

Numb
Tested

Percent
of Schools

6(1 in 16)

Percent of
Pupils in
Each School

10

500,000 to 1,000,000 15 3 in 8) 10

250,000 to 500,000 30 3 in 4) 10

100,000 to 250,000 80 8 25(1 in 4) 10

50,000 to 100,000 200 10 5011 in 2) 10

25,000 to 50,000 425 10 100 10

10,000 to 25,000 1,300 13 100 25

County Units 2,800 100 50
-#
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:that all New Zealand seventeen and eighteen year olds are better readers of
literature than their counterparts ocher countries; one can say only that
there are fewer low-scoring children still in school in New Zealand. The
United States, on the other hand, brings a higher proportion (75 percent) of
its age cohort farther along in reading than any other country in the sample
without the best students suffering.

Cross-National ResultsResponse Preference

As was suspected early in the study, achievment in literature meant different
things iredifferent countries: erhphasis in one country might be on literary
history, in another on mythology, in another on the moralistic uses of
literature, in yet another on critical analysis. But, without exception,' the
different curricula required the reading of texts, followed by discussions in
which everyone was involved, which in turn led to written work. From
visiting different classrooms in different countries, the literature committee
suspected that the very nature of the talk or writing would differ; for example,
in one country the talk might be 'about political aspects of the work, ink
another about its psychological aspects, and in another about its personal
effect. To ascertain these' differences and verify these impressions, an inven-
tory based on an analysis of the essays of students in several countries was
constructed (Purvey and Rippere, 1968). The inventory of response prefer-
ence was presented to students three times, once in a questionnaire asking
them to identify the five questions they thought most important in dealing
with literature in general, and twice more after they had read two short
stories. One could, therefore, get a sense of whether an approach to stories in
the abstract was the one used by a student after actually reading a particular
story. The same twenty questions were given to the students' teachers. A
group of college professors and teacher trainers in each country was Also
asked to rate the questions as to theii7 importance in teaching or in .the
curriculum in general. Thus, three levels of people rated the questions: experts
and planners, classroom teachers, and students.

Alt gh the results of any inquiry can be looked at in a number of ways,
the corWttee chose to view the variation in choice of question according
to _story, according to age, and according to country. On the basis of some
earlier story inquiries, it had been guessed that a student would tend to
choose the same questions regardless of the story to which the questions were
attachedor regardless of whether they were attached to a story at all. The
results only partially confirmed the guess. On an international average, of the
fourteen year olds, only 9 percent chose three or more questions consistently
over each of the three opportunities. A larger percentage failed to repeat itself
on any of the three opportunities. At the eighteen-year-old level, the students
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were slightly -more consistent: 15 percent chose three or more questions con-
sistently on each of the three opportunities. The most consistent students
were those in New Zealand and England; the least consistent were those-in
Iran a,nd Chile. There is a clear trend in all the countries, for students to
become more consistent as the-y progress through secondary school.become

Another way of looking at consistency here is to look at the correlation of
s between the stories and the questionnaire: to see if students tend to

choose in the concrete what they choose the ablitract. If a boy claims he is
uninterested inagirls, but turns to ogle ever girl. that walks by, then his
protestations and his actions can be said to be inconsistent. It was that kind
of consistency with respect to literary response that the committee was
looking at. Overall in each country the preferred choices following the stories
coincided with those following, the questionnaire. The avrage correlation-
across countries for the fourteen year olds is .57, that for the eighteen year
olds is .72 is perfect match. would be 1.00; a perfect mismatch -1.00;
and no association 0.00). But there are strong. differences between the stories
despite this appearance of conformity. The story The Use of Force,- lift
example, differs from the ocher; in that students tend to ask -e questions

about whether the story should even have been written,(abcrut what is
happening in the story, and about the story's theme and plot. aye Bradbury's

See You Never- elicited mitre questions about the language in the story,
hidden meaning, and, the value of the work in drawing out the reader's
emotions,. It is clear that rhere is a Tendency for different stories to elicit
different,re4ponses; each story also elicits responses that differ from those
-peeked on the questionnaire At the same rime, Acre is a tendency for older
students to be more consistent than yylinger ones and to choose the same
questions regardless of the story That tendency needs to be further explored.

The analysis indicated that by chance any one question would be chosen m,
any one time by 25 percent of the students there were twenty questions and

'each student was to choose five): One might suspect, however, that if students
were consistent with each other within a culture of a country, they would
`tend to choose certain questions with grcate'r frequency 'and to reject others'
vehemently. The average of 25 percent would remain, but the curve depicting
choice mighe be quite different from a group which simply chose the ques-
tions at random The statistic used to describe this phenomenon is the
standard deviation. a number indicating diversity from the hypothesized
mean for each item of 25 percent The smaller the somdard deviation, the
more similar to each other are the members of a particular group: In this
study, the lower standard deviation would indicate a lack of clear cut choice
among the twenty questions, a high standard deviation would indicate that in
a country there were some very popular questions and some very unpopular
ones For the fourteen year olds, the aver-as standard deviation across all

Li





countries was ten percentage points. For the-eighteen year; olds, it was fifteen
percentagt4oints, so one may infer that the'older students clearly tended to
be more - definite' in their likes and dislikes among the tventy questions. In
Finland and England there-occurred the greitest difference between the two
age groups; In the United States and Iran, they were most like each other in
this respect. In England and Finland, then, students seem to acquire very

.clear preferences among the questions. In.Iran and 'the United States, what
patterns exist are- already set by the age of fourteen. One has,khen, a' fairly
clear sense that 'students choirrol.questions, what is called their response
preference is partly determined by the storrilalligly by some external
factor; that the- choice falls into increasingly clear patterns as students
progress through secondary school; and that students tend to become More
like each other as they get older. The question then remains as to whether
these tendencies are accompanied by differences between countries and then
to see what the effect of schools might be.

In terms ot,the quistion preferred, students in different countries were
both similar and different. StUderits generallY rejected the question4, Is this a
proper subject for a story? and. Is anyone in this story like people I know?
They generally preferred the questions, Has anything in this story a hidden
meaning? and What happens in the story? Aside from these universal
rejections and predilections, the countries Seem to produce students with
sharply different profiles of response. Two sets of questions form the coor-
dinates on which one could plot the major differences between countries:
the first coordinate would include an emphasis on point of view and personal
interpretarion (What does the story tell me about 'people like the people
I know?), together with a subordinatiori of personal feelings of evaluation
of the meaningfulness of the work and of the historical background. The
second coordinate includes a strong emphasis on interpretation (character
motivation, thematic interpretation, and moral interpretation) and a lack
of emphasis on form and structure. This coordinate could be said to form=
a form-content continuum; the first, a personal impersonal coordinate (Fig-
ure 4). Belgium and Italy are countries which emphasize the impersonal
and the formal; Chile, England, and Iran, emphasize the personal and content-
oriented responge, The United States students -are concerned with content but
not from a personal point of 'view.

To delineate the subtle differences between countries and between age-
groups within countries is not the purpose of this chapter, but some comment
on the three English-speaking countriesEngland, New Zealand, and the
United Stateswill be instructive. The English students seem to fall into two
groups by the time they reach the last year of secondary school. The first
group concentrates on the questions: What literary devices are in the work?
How does the way the work is written relate to what is said? How is the
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work organized? What does the writer think of the people in the work? The

second group is concerned with How can we explain the wit the people
behave in the work? How does the work make me feel? and Does the writer

succeed inrarousing my emotions? The first group is' concerned with formal

criticism, the second with the,students' feelings. Both grotips strongly reject

the questions that would directly relate the work to the student's life,
Whether these groups are in separaschools has not been determined,

In New Zearand, the students at the end of secondary school fall into
three groups: one concerned with the writer's point of view, the structure

of the work, and the literary devices in the work; the second with the
point of view, literary devices, and theme; and a third with point of view,
theme, and symbol. The three groups range from the formal analyst to the

interpreter of form; all are variations on a narrow band and are quite differ.

ent frqm the diverse groups in England. One group of high-school seniors in .

the United States is concerned with symbolic meanings, structure, literary

devices, and morals; another with hidden meanings, .themes, and moral inter -

pretations; and a third with morals, the feelings of, the students, and,_the

capacity of the work to evoke feelings. The fourteen year olds are remarkably

like the eighteen year olds. There are some common elements among the

three countries, but the differences are more striking than the similarities,

At this point, then, one can conclude that preferences among responses

are dependent partially on the text, but also on what one might call the
. culture of the student, and that patterns of preference become more sharply

etched as students progress through secondary school. The question then

remains as to whether these patterns are learned in school. One way of
determining that would be ta see whether the students' preferences are those
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.atibleittriculurii makers and the teecheis. In general, the preferences of the.
and 'teiChers are more similar than 21fferent. For the younger

students, the rank-order correlation between studenvandleacher is 0.35 (the
'tow/be is -Chile, with 0.05 and the highest Italy with 0.54); for the older
students the average is 0,44 (Iran as the lqwest with ;0.10 an Chile the
highest with c1,71). The Iranian results are, somewhat suspect on other
grnunds,- so that if one were to exclude Iran; the average for the younger
group would be 0.38 and for the older group- 050. In any event, there- is a
clear indication that 'students agree' with their teachers and tend to agree
with them More as they get older. In the case of both student and teacher,
the figures are based on the questionnaire responses and not based on
response to a given story. In the three_ English-speaking countries, the correla-
tions are not as great between the eighteen year olds and their teachersas
they are in Finland, or Chile; nevertheless, the correspondence is strong in
England (0A4). Experts in each of the countries were asked what emphases
with respect to the twenty questions they saw in the official or semiofficial
curricula. As one might expect, within ,a country, they disagreed, some being
snore academically oriented, others more pedagogically oriented. Yet we
found a national consensus. Although there was considerable disparity be-
tween experts, students, and teachersnotably in New Zealandin general,
there is a remarkable congruence between groups, and a strong tendency for
the teacher to act as the mediator between expert opinion and snident

-preference. The teacher, in short, tends to be a ynajor force in influencing the
student's choice of critical approach..

So far, circuillktantial evidence leads one to the conclusion that whatever
else schools may fail to.do in literature education, they succeed in imparting
to students -a preferred way of approaching literary works. For example,
older students tend to be more definite in their choices of responses than do
younger ones; older students tend to agree more closely with teachers than do
younger ones; differences between countries would seem to indicate that the
differences are not entirely attributable to maturation (as regards reading
interest, students tend to conform to an international age pattern rather than
to national patterns across ages). These general trends are supported by the
finding that students in different countries tend to differ with _respect to
groups of choices. Although all students may choose the question Has
anything in the work a hidden meaning? they differ as to their choice of
other questions. With this 'set of international results as a background, one
may proceed to the analysis of the results for the United States in reading
and literature. In part, this analysis reviews material published in the initial
studies, but more information has been drawn from reanalysis of the data.
The reading and literature results are treated separately.
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As ,was eailier, the lEA tests were administered almost at the same
rt:

time .as the National Assessment, and althOugh their purpose's differed the
generalresults were sernarkably similar. Achievement scores were related to
socio-economic sinus: Poorer areas in the United Scares showed lower scores
than richer, areasa parallel to the difference between develop_ ed and devel-
oping nations. In 'literature, the response profiles of United States seniors
were quite sitnilar .in both. studies, although the National Assessment
ported these profiles in more general categories. In neither of these studies
was the question why raised, nor were many details given.



What Tea is of Reading and
Literature Report

u ThemselveS

As a, part of the general purpose of examining the achievement of students,.
the- igA. studies included 'a fairly extensive questionnaire "directed to the
teachers (see Appendix A). The teachers who responded werenot necessarily
the actual teachers of the students, but all of the teachers of the subject, in the
students' school. This type of Sampling was undertaken so as to preVent
student scores from being related to a specific teacher. While the sampling
served to .protect the teachers, it prevented certain kinds of, analysis; and
limited any discussion of teacher effects to a generalized, effect, which might

rlseciescriPed,aa pedagogical atinosihere.._
-Nonethikas, the data -do permit one to gain an overview of certain

characteristicsof English teachers at the elementary, junior high, and senior
high schools. Despite the various school configurations in the United States,
one might safely assume that Population I teachiti would be in elementary
sehoOls; Population II 'withers in junior high Schools; and Pop_ulation IV
teachers. in senior high schdols. If a sampled school included both Population
II and Population 'IV students, any one teacher responded in terms of
one population only

Fixed Characteristics of the Teachers

In many -respects the teachers appear to Aneet most of ones expectations:
The preponderance of them are female, although there is an increasing
proportion' of males in the senior high school (Table 5). A majority of the
teachers at all levels are relatively young although the senior high-school
group appears somewhat older than the other two. As one might expect,
teachers are, for the most part, college educated; the high-school teachers are
trained in Englishbut not in reading, surprisingly and disappointingly. The
high-school teachers appear to hold more stable careers than the eleinentary
and junior high-school teachers, as might be expected given the higher
proportion of men in that group, and given conventional occupational roles.

19,



ntunber of the.itetns qn the questionnaire dealt with the professional
Involvement of the teachers. A higher percentage dI the group belong to a

`'general` teaching association than to a subject -matter , association, but a
rtlatively large proportion appears not to keep up *kb thF latest, trends iii
their field (Table 6). The lack of inseevice training in the substance of their

Se'

Table 5

aracteristics of Teachers

Population

,Nurribe I 787

Female 89%

s than 27
28-37
38 17
4847
Cover 58

Completed more than
four years post-
secondary education 7

Majored in English

Modal number of hours
of preservicc
instruction in reading Over 10(57%)

Years of Experience:
Less than 5
5-10

10-20
20-30
Over 30

Years at Current School:
less than 5

5-10
10-20
20-30
Over 30

35%
22%
20%©

14%
9%

63%
18%
14%

4%
1%

1. All further percentages are based on these n's.

Population. II Population

,320 '370,

68% 61%

34% 32%

23% 22%
19% 18%
15% 16%

9% 12%

81% 79%

65% 83%

0(43%) 0(42%)

36% 31%
27% 21%
19% 23%

9% 13%
9% 11%

54% 54%
28% 24%
13% 13%

2% 7%
3 %' 2%
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-prOfession is particularly noticeable among teachers at all levels, although a
fair proportion of elementary teacheFs have had sortie training in reading
and a similar proportion of high:school teachers have had some in literature.
It would appear from these data that a large proportion of 'the teaching force
takes little action to improve its 'subject matter competence.

Another aspect of a mother's professionalism appears. in the reported
mount of time spent preparing lessons and grading papers (Table 7):

Erethentary teachers "ipendless time on both tasks, perhaps-because of the
structure of their classroom Ind their day. Senior high-school teachea spend
less time preparing and more time marking than do junior high-school
teachers, as might be expected if one assumes that more writing is assigned
in senior high school.` Although it might _be argued that teachers teach
through testing, some may question that assumption in the light of the

Table 6

Professionalism of Teachers

Member general teaching_
association

Member subject teaching
association

Read teaching periodicals
frequently

Read subject periodicals
frequently

Attended an educational
conference in past year

Modal 'number of weeks
of inservice training
within the past.
five years

in Literature
in Reading
in Linguistics
in Philology
in other aspects of
English/Humanities

Population Population II P- pulation IV

82%, 74% 79%

15% 54% 62%

51% 53% 48%

43% 54% 56%

67% 58% 65%

0(58%) 0(42%) 0(38%)
0(27%) ,0(50%) 0(60%)
0(61%) 0(48%) 0(50%)
0(86%) 0(70%) 0(79 %)

0(55%) 0(42%) 0(41%)
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recent furor over tes-score decline. The fact that another 39 percent of the
high.schoo teachers spend less than six. hours a week guiditig seems to,
support the questioners.

The Teachers and the Curriculum

The tedchers were asked 'a number of questions about the curritilhim in
reading and literature: how it is determined, how it is assessed, and its
nature. Table 8 presents their impression of the forces that determine the,

curriculum they teach; it also, presents some anomalies. The lifetime needs of
the student could be, interpreted, as a surrogate for teacher autonomy, since ,
the teacher would determine, those needs. Yet it is clear that some constraints
are placed On this autonomy, particularly for elenientary teachers who' are
con'fionted bysyllabii textbooks, and the pressure,of what occurs in the next
grade. Few teachers at 'any level have much freedom to, choose textbooks;
69 percent of the junior and senior high-school teachers report that texts are
selected by a teacher committee and 71 percent of the elementary school
teachers also report the selection is done 'by a local committee (4vhether
within the school or, not remains a question). It would appear that most w.
teachers sense some constraint upon their autonomy_ .

One kind f constraint, of course, is the kind of assessment prOccdure
used; for if acher is bound by external tests and teaches to them, the
teacher's auto y is reduced (Table 9). To a great extent, teacherf at all

levels treat_ ir own modes of assessment, although standardized rests'
loom in the ackground, particularly' lin the elementary school and junior
high school. As might be expected, students take more essay tests as they go
through school and the amount of homework also increases. Curiously,

Table 7

Time Spent on Preparation,and Marking

Population I Population II Population IV

Modal number of hours
per week
preparing lessons 3-6(42%) 6-10(41%) 6 -10

Modal number of hours
per week
grading and marking 3-6(47%) , 3-6(40%) 6-10(39%)
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. , .kever, werneiti6r high school teachers a
do Junior high-school mothers. This is. on

nelnight otheridise an explicable pa!terh.

Table

to assisn. term papers
he few breaks in *hat

'The Irn rit l terming t of Curriculum

Population Poptlation II, Population IV

ted ai an important
deternilaant:

hat students' will
need slier ichoql 78% 80% 84%

An official syllabus
-or curriculum- -- 50%

1356

Prescribed textbook 29% 14% 15%

Standardized tests 10% . 10% 11%

What students will
need in, next grade 70% 55% 55%

Teacher has autonomy in
choosing textbooks 15% 17%

Table 9

Mode of Assessment Used Frequently

Population I Population II Population IV

Standardized tests 13 %© 7%

'Essay tests 19% 60% 76%

Teacher-made
objective tests 54% 60% 51%

Homework 40% 53% 51%

Projects and term-papers 35% 45% 41%

Have used a standardized
reading test in the
past six months .87% 66% 48%
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The actual goals of instruction will be discussed later in this chapter,
but he one should note_ that 31 percent- of the elementary- teachers see
reading and literattire as part of an integrated language arts program, as do
53 percent of the junior high-school teachers and 43 perceni of the senior
high-school teachers. It would appear chat the advocates of an integrated
Program would have to .proselytize the hardest in the elementary school.

Instructional Practices

One means of describing the curriculum is toinfer itfrom the stated practices
of teacher's (Table IQ). It is, quite, clear from the frequencies with which
various techniques are employed that the structure of instruction becomes
increasingly conFained as a 'studlent -passes'from elementary to secondary
school. The variety of activities diminishes greatly as d6es the teacher's sense
of the variety of student levels of ability. and of the need to cater. to,that
variety. Whole class instruction becomes the order of the day in senior high
school and that instruction is dominated by recitation and discussion.' The
aims of instruction become focussed mom clearly on historical and critical
dpproaches to literature, on what might be termed the acadethic approach. In
a question asked of only the Population II and IV teachers, 32 percent of the
Population II teachers do not use drama or improvisation as compared to
44 percent of the Population` IV teachers, another index of the decrease in
student activity. Whether this trend towards the curriculum of talk and away
from the curriculum of activity represents a purposive preparation for college
one cannot tell. One can only wonder about the desirability of the trend.

Teachers' Practices and the Performance of Students

As we have seen, teachers' practices vary according to the experience a the
teachers and the level at which they are teaching. One might also consider
tow they vary according to the overall achievement of the students. To
perform this analysis, the schools at Population II and IV were divided into
three groups: those placed more than one standard deviation below the
mean of school mean scores in reading; those between one standard devia-
tion below and one standard deviation above the mean; and those more than
one standard deviation abOve the mean. For each of the three groups the
mean values for teachers' responses to certain questions were determined,
and trends of difference were noted.

The trends for low-achieving schools cited in Table 11 are those in which
the direction is constant and greater than AS (in most cases the questions
were asked on a three-point scale). Table 11 indicates a fairly clear relation-
ship between a style of instruction and student performance. At both levels
teachers in low-achieving schools- use more objective' tests, see textbooks as
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Proportion of Teachers-Using Selected -chpiquesFrequently

Within.clastals
grouping 51% 21%

Taxtbook 83% - 61%
Printed drill material 32% 19%
Individualized or

programmed packets
.Smalllyoup,work
Individual tutoring
Audio-Viatial aids

Field trips
Lectures

estioning
Discussion

Individualized instruction
in reading 75%

Reading groups 79%
Student oral reading 82%
Teacher reads aloud while

students listen
Teacher reads aloud while

students follow
Teach to increase

reading rate
Allow class-time for

free reading .

Have a classroom library
Assign a dictionary to

each student
Assign or ieconimend

ancillary material
Histories of literature
Handbook of critical

terms
Biographies of

authors
Critical'essays

on works

Population Populatlon II Population

30%. , 19%- -12%

55W 36% , -31%,

4396 ,31% . 28%
66% 33% 27%
14%- --i-' 7% --

0% 19%- 25%
81% 80% 84%
88% . 87% .89%

33% 24%
20% 11%

'68% 64%

86% 61% 62%

68% 69% 66%

68% 46% 35%

95% M% 77%
79% 50% 48%

67% 51% 31%

34% 50%, 61 %-

13% 41% . 61%

60% 85% 84%

18% 53% 73%
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important determinants of what they do, use more printed drill, more
individualized reading instruction, and wore -oral reading. They tend to
require less writing and lecture less. In junior high schools, they tend to use
more programmed and more audio visual material and less homiWork, small

.group work field trips, and questioning. In senior high school, too, they
appear more bound by eiternal examination and standardized tests. The only
difference in direction occurs with respect to 'homework, perhaps because
more of the work in low-achieving junicit high schools is done in class. In,,
sum, the teachers in low-achieving schools appear to use more ''busywork"
and less work. that allows for individual' expresiion. They tend to do throse
things that keep the _students occupied individually and keep them quiet.

Table l I

Relative Direction of Frequency
Teachers' Fraciices in Low-Achieving Schools

Population II

Use for assessment
.4 standardized tests

essay tests
teacher made objet
homework
projects and papers

Criteria tcudetermine teaching
A textbooks

external examinations

Methods and materials used
textbooks -

printed drill
individualized or programmed material
small group work
audio-visual
field trips and projects
lectures
questioning
within-class ability groups
individualized reading instruction
students read aloud
teacher reads aloud students listen
teacher reads aloud students follow
drama and improvisation
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Whether iviiies' bring about low achievement o
cannot bdetermined.

y Experience

Although it has already been noted that the teachers were a relatively young
group, one might examine the differences between more and less experienced
teacheis: Pearion product-moment correlations With experience were gener:
aced and all correlations with a significance level of .009 or better were
included for discussion (Table 12). These correlations were generated for
junior high-school and Senior high-school teachers only from these correla
ions, the following picture emerges. More older teachers in both groups

tend to be female, to have had more years of,education, to have had training

Table 12

Select I Lions with Experience of Teacher;

Population IV

Sex ale) .82 .87
Years at school .72 .71

Have had preservice education in re .23 .22.

Member of teacher associcion .16 .13

Member of-subject association .28 .30

Reads teaching periodicals .30

Reads subject matter journals .22 .28

Attends conferences .13 .24

Hours spent grading papers .20 13
Use of standardized tests .32 .31

Teaching affected by prescribed curriculum .19

Teaching affected by prescribed text .21

Teaching affected by standardized test .16 .25

Use individualiied materials .15

Use within-class grouping .23

Assign_a dictionary .26

Requike biographies of authors .17



in reading but not to have majored in .literature, and to be active in their
profession through membership in associations and through reading journals
and attending conferences. One might conjecture that the professional stays
in the profession, while a large number ofynung teachers are merely marking
time before, moving, to some other activity. Such a conjecture confounds the
notion. of teacher-trainers that they. are preparing an even more professional
cadre of teachers.

More experienced teachers rend both to be more strongly influenced
by standardized, tests and to use than more Of the senior high-school
group, more experienced teachers tend to be mare influenced by the syllabus
and the prescribed texts as well as to use the texts inure. They also tend
to use within-class grouping, to assign dictionaries, to h.ave a class libriry,
and to require author biographies. One might view these tendencies as
conservativeor as pragmatic following the line of least resistance. Whether
the tendency is to be deplored or encouraged remains open.

Teachers' Instructional Goals in -Literatur

One part of the reacher questionnaire asked teachers of literature to rank in
order of importance a ser, of eight goals of instruction in literature. The
results are "ctisp,layecl in Table 13, and show that the only difference between
the tvio bus of teachers lies in the importance of the heritage and
language (the reacher of senior high-school students being somewhat more
concerned with the heritage and those of junior high-school students with
langUago. This difference would appear to be consonant with the general
aims of literature instruction at the two levels.

Because the two groups are roughly similar and because the goals of
senior high-school teachers would appear to have a stronger influence on the
whole secondary school curriculum, further analysis was performed using
only the Population IV teachers. A first step in this analysis was a correlation
of the frequency mea9s for each of the goals with the others (Table 14).
Apparently, the goals pre mutually exclusive in the eyes of the teachers,
except for those who group the history of literature and the literary heritage
together. The two goals which speak to language, either that of the students
or that in the text, stand most sharply apart from the others, an oddity if one
believes that it is through language that a student gains self-understanding
or discussion skills or critical acumen, a position held by most of those who
have written about the literature curriculum. -1-*

When one looks at the relationship between goals and other teacher
characteristics, one finds a few patterns (Table 15). The correlations listed
are all significant at or above the .01 level of confidence ancican help make
some sort of profile of teachers who value a goal-highly.
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Taste-oriented teachers. Teachers who favor improving students' taste
appear to be older, to have a degree in English, and to be more
experienced. They tend to assign projects and term papers, but not to
use textbooks, standardized tests, drills, or within-class grouping. They
do use small-group work.

History-oriented teachers. This group appears to be the one that keeps
up most significantly with the field. Curiously it tends not to assign
histories to the students.

Heritage oriented teachers. These teachers again are older and more
experienced and tend to use textbooks less frequently than others. Like
the taste-at-rented teachers they may reflect an approach to literature
characteristic of their own teachers.

Self - understating- oriented teachers. These teachers are not necessar-
ily teaching their speciality nor are they interested in it; thus their
preference for the goal may come from a general educational bias,

Table I,

Rank Order of Goals of instruction

Population II Population IV

To improve the literary tastes
of students 5

To teach the students the history
of their literature 8

To acquaint the students with their
literary and cultural heritage 5 4

To help the students understand them-
selves and the human condition 1

To develop the students' ability to
discuss the variety of literary forms
that are around them 7 7

To develop the critical faculties and
analytic skills of students

To develop the students' ability to
use their language,

To show the students the ways by
which language affects their
response to events 4
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rather than one specific to literature instruction. It is odd that the
group tends to use standardized tests, follow a syllabus, and lecture, but
nor use small-groups, audio-visual material, or free reading in class.
This pattern of practice would seem less "student- centered" than many.

Form-oriented teachert. The teachers who lean towards this goal are
younger, less-experienced, than average. They

44
tend to be members of a

subject-marter organization. That their choice of goal reflects the
recency of their training seems a clear possibility.

Criticism-oriented teacherf. This group is also young and relatively
inexperienced. In class the teachers tend to assess students with
objective tests and homework and to use textbooks. They also rend to
group their students and to use oral work more than other teachers
and to encourage the reading of biographies of authors. Again the
pattern may reflect recent training.

Student-oriented teache This group appears not to have had train-
ny, in literature but to make up for it by hard work in preparation

and marking. These teachers have had training, in reading and use
individualized instruction.

Language-orsented teachrt, This group also spends a fair amount of
time preparing for class but does not read journals. These teachers rely
on projects and term papers less frequently than do others and do not
have a class library.

None of these profiles is particularly surprising_ and the relationship of a
goal RI the recency of training suggests the strong effect tit undergraduate
education on teaching in America.

One further set of correlations with the goal preferences cif teachers is
worthy of note. The teachers were asked to rate each of twenty questions
about a literary waTrk on a four-point scale. These questions mirror the
sub-categories of response in Purves and Ripper t 19(,8) The correlations
between goals and questions could help validate both goal and question
(Table 161., The results are somewhat disappommig I hose concerned with
taste do value the question about the propriety of the work and about the
language of the work, but nit about as realism Those concerned with
history tend to avoid questions dealing with character, theme, realism, or the
reader Teachers valuing self do ask questions about the works
content and meaning but not about language Those valuing the exploration
of the effect of language on the reader sueni also to have a pattern of
questions supporting that goal The results therefore validate the goals but
not all of then ,mid not Stwngly It would appear mote pruhtahle to explore
the responses if teachers more threoly
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Improve literary tastes

Teach history of literature

Gain acquaintance with heritage .37

Develop self-understanding .26 .26 .11
Develop ability to discuss literature .15 .17
Develop critical faculties 6.29 .31 .31
Develop ability to use language .24 .25 .34 .29
Show how language affects responses .28 ,29 .55 .32 .18 .24
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Membership in subject,matter association

Read teaching journals

.11
--.17

.17

Read subject-matter journals .14

Assess students on objective tests .12

Assess students on homework .12

Assess students on projects and term papers . .12 .14 .12 .14

Use special syllabus in day-to-day instruction

Use prescribed textbooks in
day-to-day instruction .14 .12

Use standardized tests
y2,

Frequently-use textbooks

.14
13

.15

.12

Frequently use printed drill material .15
Frequently use individualized materials .14
Frequently use small-group work .12 .15 .13 .12

Frequently use audio-visual material .15

Frequently use lectures .10

Use of within-class grouping .13
Amount of inservice training

in teaching reading .14 .12 .16 .15
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Students are allowed classtime for free reading

Each student has his/her own dictionary

Have a bookcorner. 9r library in_ the classroom

.15

.14 6
Number of books in the bookcorner or library .12

Hours of preservice instruction in
the teaching of reading

Use individualized instruction reading
2 .14

Use of within-class grouping for
instruction in reading

.18
Ask students to read aloud

.16
Teacher reads aloud with the students listening .15



Use special techniques to improve
students' rate of reading .13

Endorse the reading of histories of literature .12
Endorse the reading of handbooks

of literary criticism

Endorse the reading of biographies
of individual authors

Time spent on modern literature .14

.15



Table 16

The Relationship between Preferences for Certain Questions
and Curriculum Goals in Literature

Respective preference in asking questions
on propriety of the subject

Respective preference in asking questions
on literary devices

.Respective preference in asking questions
in language usage

Respective preference in asking questions
on plot and point-of-view

Respective preference in asking questions
on form and content

.15

0 0
fa.

V
,414

.20

.13 .14

.
.11

.18

.13



Respective preference in asking questions
on structure

Respective preference in asking questions
on characterization and setting 8

Respective preference in asking questions
on universality .16 .32

Respective preference in asking questions
on genre .14

Respective preference in asking questions
on realism .16 .25 .37 .18

Respective preference in asking questions
on the moral or lesson .12

Respectsive preference in asking questions
.22 .14on the reader's emotions

Respective preference in asking questions
on the significance of the work .16

Respective preference in asking questions
on reader involvement .14 .17

Respective preference in asking questions
on how the parts explain the whole work .29 .12

Note: Correiatipns given are all significant at .01 or better
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Teachers' Responses to Lit

Reading and L tera,

The teachers were asked to rate each of the twenty questions of the response
preference measure on a four-point scale from -trivial" to "very important."
In order to examine their patterns of preference, we selected first a factor
analysis for the teachdrs at each population level and, since similar patterns
emerged, for the two groups of teachers together. After deleting the three
responses with the least in common with the group as a whole, a factor
analysis followed by a Kaiser Varimax rotation revealed the patterns found
in Table 17. The three omitted responses were Is it proper for an author to
write a story on such a subject? How is the work related to the time in which
it was written? and Is there' any one part of the work that explains The
whole work?

The results of this analysis indicate that there are two factors. The items
showing the highest loadings on factor I, deal with literary devices, language,
the relation of technique to content, structure, evaluation of craft, symbols,
genre, and tone. The factor is one of an impersonal formal approach not
unlike that of the "New Critics." Certainly it has all the marks of academic
text-centered criticism. As might be expected, factor 2 contains questions
relating to the life of the reader: whether the reader finds a connection to the
work, whether the work resembles the reader's perception of the world, the
lesson of the work, the ernotiOns aroused by the work and its success in in-
volving the reader, and whether the work is serious and significant.j;.These
questions focus on the content of the work as opposed to the formarikiiphasis
of the questions in factor 1.

After discerning that the tOachers divide into two "schools- of criticism,
one might then see whether belonging to a school implies a particular
teaching style. A number of questions were selected from the teacher question-
naire that dealt with methods of assessment, teaching criteria, and methods
and materials (Table IS). These formal aspects hf teaching were then related
to the two "schools" by means of multiple discriminant analysis, a procedure
which seeks to find what pattern of variables makes a maximum discrimina-
tion among groups (Table 19). The procedure produced twelve variables that
discriminated among the eight groups.' Their function coefficients, are dis-
played in Table 20.

The first analysis indicated that both functions were highly significant
( 001 ), but that if one were to plot the position of the centroids along the
two axes, they would not fall clearly into quadrants. If, -however, the axes
were rotated 450, the results would clearly show the differences among
groups. The rotation tends to modify the discriminant function coefficients
somewhat For further details see Appendix D.



Item
Number

Table 17

Loadings of Seventeen Response Preferences
from Teacher t uestionnaire English Section on Factors 1 and 2

(After Varimax Rotation)

Response Preference Factor Factor

1 2

'31 What literary devices did you notice in the work? .480 2.051

32 I& the work symbolic or allegorical? What is its theme? .393 .106

33 How would you describe the language of this work? .596 .003

35 What happens in the work Who is narrating it? What
is the setting? .291 .121

36 How is technique related to what the work says? .677 .104

37 What is the structure of the work? How is it organized? .702 .073

38 Is the work well written? Does the form support the
content? Is it well constructed? .681 .159

39 How would you interpret the character of this person?
What is the significance of the setting? .195 .213

40 Did you find that any of these people are like people
you know? Did anything like this ever happen to you? .090 .637

41 Do any of the formal devices have any significance?
What symbols do you find in the work? .634 .096



Table 17 (Continued
Item

Response Preference Factor FactorNumber
1 2

42 What is the genre of the work? In what literary tradition
is it? .589 .049

43 Does this work describe the world as it is? Do you find
the world like the way it is described in this work? -,002 .651

44 What is the author teaching us? What is the work criticizing? .095 .438
45 What is the tone in the work? .409 .302
46 . What emotionsbr feelings does the work arouse in you? .103 .691
47

48
Is this work about serious things? Is it significant literature?
roes the work succeed in getting you involved in its

.327 .464

situation? Is it successful in arousing your emotions? .105 .689

3.34 2.41
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(hers rank high in the first function, they tend to use essay tests
rather than objective tests, to place a priority on the students' later needs,
and to use textbooks and lectures but not field trips. This would appear to be
an academic approach. If teachers rank high on the second function, they
tend to value projects, be concerned for the demands of the next grade, and
use audio-visual materials. They would seem, then, to be somewhat more
student-centered for they reject essays and lectures and standardized tests.
That they assess students with projects but do not use them in teaching
would appear anomalous unless one concedes that what caught theuacbers'
eye was the phrase -field trips,- which tend not to be part of the secondary
school English routine.

Table 18

Twenty Curricular (Procedural or Formal) Variables
from the Teacher istionnaireGeneral Section

Item
Number Item Description

Assessment:
17 Standardized tests
18 Teacher-made essay tests
19 Teacher-made objective tests
20 Performance on homework
21 Performance on projects, term papers, etc.

Teaching Criteria:
22 What I think the students in class will need when they

leave school
23 The curriculum or syllabus
24 Prescribed textbook
25 Standardized tests that the student will have to take
26 What the student will. need at the next grade or in their next

course

Methods:
27 Textbooks
28 Printed drill material
29 Individualized material
30 Small group work
31 Individual tutoring or individual ,ontei cocci wink aE Eltic II13

32 Audio-visual materials TV, films. slides. radio, et,-.
33 Field trips and special projects
34 Lectures
35 Questioning

Discussion
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The two funcrttsns serve to make quite different tinctions among the
teachers (Figure 5). The first function discriminates between junior high-
school and senior high-school teaching and makes a certain intuitive sense.,
The junior high-schocil teachers' tend to use objective measures and field
trips; the senior high-school teachers essay tests, lectures, and textbooks. The
fits( function, then, serves to define the educational, environment. The
second function is much more clearly related to the factors, the first of which
pointed to the formal critic, the second to the personalistic teacher. This
latter Aroup tends to use projects and papers, audio-visual materials, and be
concerned' with the demands of the next year in school. The formal critics
use essay,,tests, projects, and lectures and tend to he concerned with the
demands of standardized tests (presumably college entrance tests). The
formal critic tends to teach in a more -academic- fashion.

There appears then to be a clear relationship between curritular thrust
in literature and certain aspects of teaching style. Although that style is

also influenced by the level of the students taught, it is clearly affected
by the teacher's beliefs about response to literature. This finding is not

surprising, perhaps, but its pervasiveness and clarity is of more than passing
interest to the researcher and the curriculum planner, for it suggests clearly
the relationship between content and style and, I would suspect, between

content and training

Table It)

Description of
in l)ist,riminani Analysis

Yht (=troops Used

CurriLular Variables

.i74a ,_...,... _ ..

Group ID Fopolauon
Score on
Factor 1

I ll LOW

II LOW

3 II HIGH

II filth
IV I..Jw

6 IV LOW

7 IV HIGH

8 IV HIGH

I High Alici (ii

(1,1,12 ittinC,Vhat Appt

Score on

{
Far tor 2

LOW

HIGH

Low

moil
LOW

HIGH

LOW

IIIjil
i

Number of
ra scs

79

79

79

87

110

,dtic tif. (A,C,i tin
jOA grijk.ip



Table 20

Summary of Discriminant Analysis with
Twebie Curricular Variables and Eight Groups

Standardized' biscrirnin

Item Description

t.Function Coefficients

Function 1

Assessment
17 Standardized tests -..310297
18 Teacher made essay s -.4147

:19 Teacher made abject tests -.4608 .1947
21 Projects, term papers .1536 .317

Criteria
22 Needs after school
Z5. Standardizid tests
26 Needs in next g_ rads

. Method's
27 Textbooks
0 Small group work

32 Audio-visual
33 Field trips
34 , Lectures

.4047 '.0796

.1355 -.6447

.0719 .2708

..4782 .1626
-.1461 -.1620
-.0402 .2455
-.3868 -.3298

.2616 -.3347

Group centroids

Group Function 1 Function 2

1 a -.6037 .1630
2 -;1272 .5982
3 -.1638 -.3727
4 -.1826 -.0636
5 .3522 .0239

6., .2383 .2383

.0595 -.3525
8 .3350 -.1718
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In this Chapter, we have examined certain aspects of the profession of
Ehglish language arts teaching in the schools of the United Sirs. Teachers
report that they are not in the profession long,.that they take little care to
improve their knowledge, and that they teach what they are told to teach.
Although there are differences according to the age of the student, teachers
tend to teach in a lecture or lectute-recitation mode and to be relatively
unconcerned with student activity and talk. In low-achieving Schools teachers
do tend-to rely on student activity, but whether it-is mere "busy work"
remains hard to discern. One might conclude that the teachers report them-
selves to be a conservative lot, one that becomes increasing_ly' conservative
with age.

Within this general pattern, we and that there are differences among
teachers deriving from their perceived goals of literature instruction, the
level at which they teach, and their preferred approach to literature. The
nature Of instruction depends, then, on the nature of the literary concern
of the teacher, which may or may not be related to their perceptions
of their students. One suspects, however, that these concerns arise from
the teachers' preservice training, rather than their sense of their clientele.
Instructional practices appear to be related to goals and critical stance,
a finding which on .the one hand can hearten the minds of those who
View curriculum and instruction intertwined, but which on the other hand
can dismay those who would like to see instruction and curriculum arising
from the perceived needs of the students.

-C.



One of the main aims of the lEA study was to determine to the extent
possible those factors which best predicted higher achievement in reading,
whether of individual students or of schools. The study could not, of course,
determine the predictors of, absolute achievementwhy everyone learned to
read somewhat. The only phenomenon one could examine was the difference
between high - scoring and low-scoririg' students. To effect this examination,
the cross national study used the technique of multiple regression. The
results of that analysis were not fully discussed by Thorndike (1973), so it
seems appropriate to do so in this volume.

The analysis was a stepwise regression analysis (see Peaker, 1975), in
which the variables were placed in blocks and the blocks entered in what
might be called chronological order: first home background variables, then
the type of school or type of program in which the student was placed (an
index of prior education), then school and classroom variables, then the
students' attitudes and interests, and last the score on the word knowledge

test. For Population I, the science achievement score was entered before the
word knowledge score; Population II and IV studentironVeirlier science or
readink.and literature.

In examining the results of a regression analysis, one should note four
phenomena: the amount of variance accounted for by a variable (increase
in R2), the regression and correlation coefficients, and the amount of unique
variance accounted for by-the variable (b2/c). Since predictor variables are
related to each other, one needs to determine the singular effect of any
variable. To take an example from Table 21, dealing with the elementary
school children, the occupation of the father is highly correlated with achieve-
ment, and accounts for 13.6 percent of the variance between high- and
low-scoring students, yet it is also so correlated with such other variables as
number of siblings, type of school, and the science score, that its unique
contribution is negligible (.001). In fact, very few of the variables contribute
much by themselves; the science score, the word knowledge score, and the
sex of the student appear to have some independent effect on differences in
achievement in reading,

47



e analysis gives one a mosaic of relationships to higher or lower
scores in the test. High scorers tend to girls from small families whose
fathers have relatively high status jobs and which.leave the child alone. They
tend to be advanced in grade and in more academically oriented schools, with

wer teachers' aides, viewer principals, and a dormanePTA. They are eager
for school, read a fair amount, watch less television than others, and do well
in other subjects. In sum, they are good students who enjoy what they are
doing. The absence of teachers' aides suggests that these paraprofessionals
are placed in schools with fewer able students. The newness of the principal
is puzzling,. however, but may suggest that principals use these schools as
stepping stones to better positions with a fair amount of frequency. On the
whole the analysis provides one with a description rather than any possible
prescription for changing school policy.

The regression analysis, for Population 11, the junior high-school students
(Table 22),. adds to the description, but little more to the prescription. Again,
home background and home library accompany higher performance The
more highly scoring student works harder, has a more mature teacher (arid
more often a male teacher), is in a larger class which is not grouped, and
spends more time reading a fairly high quality fare. One curious phenome-
non, to which we Will return, is that the higher achieving student watches
more television but goes to the movies less often than the less able student.
Except for that anomaly, the analysis presents ,a picture of a reader from a
good home in an academic school where there is more homework done
without help from parents scoring well on tests of reading compreherision.
The lack of grouping and the size of the class suggest that poorer students
are placed in smaller classes with grouping rather than that -these practices

- should-be shunned.
With the high-school students (Table 23), the picture is much the same as

for the elementary and junior high-school students. Better readers come from
higher socio-cultural homes (the negative influence of age probably results
from the fact that older students are grade-repeaters). They read, do their
homework, have high aspirations, and like literature. Their schools have a
high retention rate, are strictly evaluated, and have well-trained teacher§.
Again, nothing in the analysis helps lead one to a variable which, if changed,
could bring about improvement in reading for more students, As one looks
at th, -ee tables, one notes a decreasing amount of explained variance as
one from elementary to high school and a relatively high amount of
joint ..dice Thesefindings suggest that the differences in achievement in
high-school must be accounted for by factors that the survey could not
uncover, and, more that reading achievement is a social 'phenomenon, a part
of a geperal culture shared by the home and the school such that no one kind
of school 'intervention can exerra dramatic effect.
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Comparison of High.Achigving and Low-Achieving Studen

tad not stop with the regressions, howeyer, in one's search for explana-
tion of relative performance, for the regression loOks only- at linear relation-
ships between variables. -A useful supplement may arise frbm an examination
of the two tails of the distribution, to see what differences might distinguish
high-performing from low- performing students.

The analyses performed with two^groups (Population I and II) will be
discussed together. To take certain flied characteristics first (Table 24), one
can see that although better teaders tend to be girls, the percentage of girls
in the low-scoring group rises from elementary to junior high school. The
birth order and family size data clearly indicate that poor readers tend to
come from large farniliei and to be in the middle of the birth order. The
reasons for this finding would appear to have something to do with the
amount of opportunity the child has to be with parents and thus the amount

_olopportuniry to develop language skills at home, although, they might be
attributed to the middle child's seeking to be different from the others.

The reading and viewing habits of the children tend to be.
evidence for the scores rather than explanatory evidence (Table 25), in that
low-achieving students-may have had limited exposure to books at home and
thereby impaired their reading performance. The 'students with high scores
have more to read and rake more advantage of that opportunity to read. The
two age groups were asked about their television viewing in different ways
so that direct comparison is not available (Table 26)., For both age groups it
would seem that more poor readers watch little television and that good
readers watch a fair amount of television, thus confounding those critics who
claim that television watching has a negative effect on reading. If any such
effect is ro be claimed, it can only be so claimed for younger students.

Another claim that has been made is that parental pressure has a negative
effect on achievement. The students-were asked a number of questions about
their home lives; the results are given in Table. 27. One first notices that
there is generally less, parental concern reported by the junior high-schoOl
child than there is by the elementary school child. At the same time, however,
the parents of low-achieving _students appear less interested in their children's
school but more active in helping with homework, probably because their
children ask for help. It would be Jiard to conclude from these findings that
parental pressure, has a sharply negative effect.

One final comparison of the two groups of students was done for Popula-
tion II only an examination of the parents' occupation and the students'
expected occupation. Tables 28 and 29 present data on father's occupation
and expected occupation. As might be expected the poor readers come from
blue collar or lower white collar families and the good ones from managerial



Table 21

Regieision Analysii
Rending, Population 1--Between Student

Variable Increase in R2
Regression
Coefficient Correlation

B ask I-Home Background,!
Father's occupation 13.6 .03 .37

-14umber of sibling .02 -.01 -.17
Sex .005 .09 .07
Age .002 -.001 .01

Block 11-Type of School

irr-T:School Variables

.01 .02 .19

Grade. .03 .03 .22
Presence of teachers aides .004 -.01 -.11
Number of years served

by pripcipal .0004 .01 -.03
PTA raises money .0004 .02 -.001
PTA is involved in

parental education .003 -.02 -.01
Block IV-Kindred Variables

School motivation .04 .004 .32
Hours of reading for pleasure .02 .06 .28
Parents help with homework .003 -.01 -.07

b2 Ic

.001

.0001

.01

.0000

.0003-

.001

.0001

ooao
.0003

.0002

.0000

.093
.0001
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Hours of filevfshin watching ' .001 .01 .10 . .0000

Like school '- .001 .01 .08 .001

ock V7Sdence Score . .32 .50 .77 .11

tock VI -Word Kim .04 .74 .05

Total unisiue v c
Toml joint variance

, Reading reaonrcea in the home ered ana removed in Block V, Correia n .29



Table 22

Regression 'Analysis
Reading, Population II-Between

Variable Increase in R2
Regression
Coefficient Correlation

k 1.-Horne Background'
Home background composite .175
Reading resources in the home .04
Number ofsibling,s .006

.001Age

Block II-School and _Program
ofprogram

Type of school

Block III-School Variables

'.03
.001

Grade .03
Hoins of homework per week .01
Grouped, for reading .01
Age of teacher .004
Sex of teacher .002
Size of English/reading class .002
Type of community .002
Within-class gioupini .003
Pupil/teacher ratio .001

.125 .42 .01

.05 .33 .002
-.03 -.12 .001
-.02 ,.02 .0004

.08 ..32 .005

.01 .10 .0000

'.10 '.25 .01
.02 a5 .0003

-.04 -M9 .001
.03 .13 .001

-.03 -.05 .001
.03 .06 .001

-.04 # -.07 .001
-.000 -.08 .0000

.01 -.05 .0001



Variables
Hours of reading for pleasure .o4 .36 . .01-
Patents help with homework .03 .10 .20 .01
Movie ittendance .02 .09 .18 .01
Researth set ous Works 01 . .06 .24 .003
Newspaper reading .01 .06 .19 .004.
Expected education .005 .05 .26 .001
Hours of televisfon watching .004 .05 .10 .002
School motivation .001 .03 .08 .001
Watching dramas and sports .0004 ,. .004 .05 .000

B ock VWord ifnowledge .15?. .47 .69 .15

Total unique variance .22
Total joint variance .36

I. The variable Sex tyas removed in Block IV, Correlation .04
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Table 23

Regression Analysis,
Reading, opulation IVBetween Student

Variable Increase in R2
Regression
Coefficient Correlation b2 /c

Block IHome Backgrqund
Home backgroUnd composite
Reading resources in the home
Age
Number of siblings
Sex

Block IISchool and-Progra
Type of program .07
Type of school .007

.01

. 115
. 04
.02
.003
.002

.09

.03 .

.08
.02
.02

Block IIISchool Variables
Hours of homework per week
Importance of examinations in

determining curriculum
Evaluators report to higher

authorities
Teacher's post-secondary

school eduCation
Enrollment at population

.005

. 005

. 006
.003

..05

.34

.29
.19

.08 .0003.

.006

.001

.005
.0002

.41

.07
.009
.002

.05 .25 .002

.07 .07 i .004

. 08

.03

. 05

. 03

. 08
. 10

.005

.001
.003



BI tick IV:Kindred Variables
Hotirs of reading for pleasure .02
Read adventure, history, and

biography .01
lioniework procedures .007
Reading widely,in the newspaper 005
Expected education M03

Watching drama and sports ,- M02

Like school .001
Interest in literature .001

Block VWord Knowledge .20

total unique Variance .25
Total joint variance .29

1.-

.05, .27 .002

.04 .28 .001
.06 .03 .003

.05 -.16 .0b2
43 .20 .001
.04 .10 .001
.04 .16 .002
.003 .20 .6000

.53 .68 .Z0
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or professional families. Over half of the good readers. 55.6 percent) intend
to sr) into the professions as opposed to 27.1 percent of the poor readers.
The, good readers tend to aspire beydnd. their parents' occupation; the poor
readers to aspire to their parents' occupation or to be unsure.

Table 24 (,

Sex and Family Size-of Low and. High Scoring Readers
(Figures in Percentages)

Population I Population II

Low
n=1097

High
n----1020

Low
n=539

High
n.--674

Female 44.1 53.6 49.2 . 55.3,
Number of Siblings

0 3.3 4.3 3.2 4.7
1 14.6 23.8 14.2 19.5
2 18.4 28.6 18.9 27.4
3 18.3 21.3 15.7; ,21.6
>4 45.3 21.9 48.0 26.8

Birth order
Only child 3.4 4.3 4.3 4.9
Oldest 22.5 32.1 24.5 29.5
Youngest 27.6 29.6 21.7 26.9
Middle 46.5 34.0 49.5 38.7

Table 25

Reading Habits of Achieving and High- Achieving Students

Population -I Population II

Low High Low High,

Percentage having fewer than
25 books in home 35.9 7.3 29.7 5.5

Percentage reading for pleasure
1 or fewer hours per week 48.0 15.8 44.8 11.7



:These data allow, for a number of interpretations. Together with the
-birth-order differences, they suggest a' classic depiction. of the age-old and
classless'importance given "to the first-horn and the consequent suppression

.,-tof younger children! only the first child is the object- of hope and support in
his or her efforts to rise in the world. Another plausible interpretation is that
somehow poor readers are early victims of the syltem of schooling; as they

Table 26

Television Watching of Low-Achieving and
High-Achieving Students

Population I
Percent watching less than .1 hour a day
Percent watching 1-3 hours a day
Percent witching 3,5 hours a day
Percent watching over 5 hours a day

Po 'illation II '

Percent watchin no television
0-5 hours per week
5-10 hodrs per week

10-20 hour's per week
Over 20 hours per week

Table 2/

Lo High

21.9 16.6
35.5 44.5
24.6 27.2
17.9 7.5

2.3 0.5
19.1 10.1
24.1 22.3
25.0 38.0
29.5 29.3

Selected Family Characteristic of Low-Achieving
and High-Achieving Students

Population I Population II

Low High Low High

Percent R.eporting
Fixed time for homework 59.5 44.2 43.7 36.2
Parents offer help with homework 43.5 26.4 27.8 7.5
Parents frequently check spelling 43.7 48.8 31.0 38.8
Never use a dictionary at home 15.9 1.6 6.1 1.2
Parents encourage reading 34.0 39.2 26.4 34.2
Parents interested in school 38.0 45.3 29.2 39.2
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continue to fail tii perform well their self esteem sinks and so does their
level of -aspiration. A third interpretation would raise questions about whether
occupational levels- carry the same weight that they once had. In the
affluent society, a truck driver may earn more money than a college professor.
Our notions of tbe (coportance of schooling to the betterment of oneself
financially are siii4-at*The students are aware of this phenomenon and
so schooling andrt;piding-:May seem irrelevant to their aspirations. They
aspire nor to a job:4 higher status but to it job that pays. Why should they
bother to do well on this kind of a test or in any academic task?

Table 28

Father's Occupation

Unknown
Unclassifiable
Laborer
Domestic and personal services
Farm, fishery, and Forestry
Semiskilled
Skilled
White Collar
Managerial, including
Professional

4[1113

kkalf.,1.ii

Unkri,)wn
unJassIttablc
1iI-mucr
borricstdc and
Farm, Fishery. Forestry
semiskilled
skilled
Whitt: c,11.1
Vtinagurtal. I.1
Pr()frsh,11,41

Low
High

14.8
14.5

3.2
5.5
2.6

11.5
24 2
5.3

6.0

Low

1.2
5.4
1.4
2.9
2.7
3.3

20.2
122
24.8
26.0

High

256 132
1 1 7 I 5 3
0! 00
71 1 1

1 1

1 / 0 2
I I 9 5 I

I f 3 3 9
1 4 5

z7 I DS
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Actual Performance on the Reading Test

This far, we have been looking at the students. It seems appropriate to look
back at the test- to see if certain aspects of performance on it say anything
about the reading of students in the United Stares. The analysis that was
performed is known as a Rasch Model analysis. It can provide item calibra-'
bons independent of the sample and person measurement independent of a
specific set of items. As performed for Population II and IV, the analysis
served three functions: to indicate items that behaved erratically, to relate the,

tests through the use of anchor items, and to examine passage and item
type difficulty.

Without going into the technicalities of the Rasch Model, one may say
that it uses two parameters: one for items (easiness) and one for persons
(abilities). It can then estimate the difficulty and discrimination of any one
item for any one ability level, thus giving an index of the information
provided by the item (the product of the probability of getting the item right
and the probability of getting it wrong at any particular ability level). The
item difficulties and information functions for Population 11 are given in
Appendix B as is an explanation' of how the Rasch technique was used to
equate the tests for Populations II and IV. As a result of this analysis, certain
items were found not to fit the Rasch Model primarily because they were
answered by a higher percentage of less able students than of more able
students. One may assume that there was something faulty in the item that
caused this phenomenon. The items are listed in Table 30:

Some of the items may in themselves be faulty with unintentional ambigui-
% some may be difficult because of the difficulty of the passage, and some

may be difficult because they represent a type of question unfamiliar to the
students. One can only guess which of the three sources of difficulty operates
in a given item. I suspect that item 1V-C2-1 is difficult in part because none
of the options is ever paralleled in the passage, one must make a series of
inferences. IV -C2,, on the other hand, has a clear reference in the passage,
but it may be that students choose the longest distractor 1V-D2-1 again asks
for an inference based on two phrases: -low-priced Swiss watches- sup-
ports C. the most common in modern use supports B, One could argue
either as support of one's choice. A student must use some mathematics to
answer 1V-D28 or I I= D 12 correctly, and must be able to count based on a
confusing stem (third or ,third after the first?) to answer IV-C12. On the
other hand, it is difficult to say why students in Population II failed to score
as predicted on II-C6 or II-C12 except that Nith treat -common- metaphors
which are actually not common to the students.

Beyond the examination of particular items, the Rasch Model enables one
to examine the performance of students on passages and on item types Of
particular interest arc passages that appear to be abnormally difficult or give
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Table 30

Questions on the Reading Tests That
Did Not Fit the Rasch Model

Population II

Section and
Item Number estion

C6 In saying that Ernenek's igloo was "at the top of the
world," ...

C12 Paracutin is now ...
C17 Deductive reasoning assumes the accuracy of ...
C18 A central idea of the preceding article is that ...
C20 Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned

with synthesis?
C22 The process of making paper was first discovered by
C26 The person who wrote this story was trying to ..
Dll The relation between the first and second paragraphs .
012 Judging from the passage, how much does a camel weigh?
D15 When the travelers were confronted by the city walls

they appeared .

023 The author's purpose in this passage is primarily to have us .

025 What is the writer's attitude about making shoes of plastic?

Section and
Item-Npinber

Population IV

Question

kC6 Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned with
synthesis?

Which sentence in the paragraph (after the first)
introduces

What support does the author provide for the- position
he is taking?

The word "gratis" in line 7 means most nearly ..
C23 Why might a charitable contribution from a business

concern be
C24 On what grounds would the fee of a concert violinist
019 The author's purpose in this passage is primarily to

present
D24 Which of the following types of escapements is probably

roost
D28 Ina compound pendulum, the length of the brass rods is

about
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the researdier less information than might be expected. The tables on the
passages also appear in Appendix B, and a graphic representation of the
tables appearS in Figures 6 and 7. Clearly IiCPassage 3 is much more
difficult for junior high-school students than the others in its stion, and II
DPassage 6 gives less information in part because it is more difficult than
the others in its group. (The passages appear in full in Appendix A.) The
first of these passages is abstract and uses complex diction, syntax, and
paragraph structure. Although it gives valuable information about high-
performing students, it is quite difficult for the average and below average.

Per Ability Ivel

hgtIre t. NIC 1 ,

)pll I.1 fl II
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One suspects that few Junior high-school students have been exposed to this
type of prose, the prose of the more serious textbook. The second passage is
difficult in a different way; it uses a great many numbers and requires a fair
amount of figuring. Again this is a kind of prose to which few students of this
age are exposed. One might argue that the two passages are -beyond- the
students' level of development, but development seems inextricably linked to
exposure, so that by not having had opportunity to read these kinds of prose
srudents'are deprived the chance to learn to read them with comprehension.
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The analysis of passages for Population IV yields much less striking
information save that the test gets increasingly difficult so that one might
infer that it was somewhat speeded (see Appendix B).

A second way of dividing the questions is by item rype. There are four
kinds. One asks the student to find specific information in the text: 4

The process of making page
A. an American
B. the French
C. the Chinese
D. Louis Robert

first discovered by

One asks for the meaning of the whole passage or large segments:

A central idea of the preceding article is that
A. deductive methods are hard to apply
B. science and logic are opposed
C. facts and opinions are about the same thing
D scientific and authoritarian methods may complement each other

One asks for inferences beyond the information given in the text:

We may conclude that, after Robert's invention, paper became
A. cheaper
B. more valuable
C. stronger
D. rarer

And one asks for analysis of the organization or style etf the passage:

Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned with comparison!
A. 1st
B. 2nd
C. 3rd
D. 4th

The Rasch Model enables one to compare the difficulties for each set of
items for each population and the projected difficulty of the set for the other
population (Table 31). Thus, main idea items were relatively easy for Popula-
tion II and very easy for Population IV. If the Population II students had
taken the Population IV rest the items would have shown much higher
difficulty. What is noteworthy about this analysis is the inordinate difficulty

the- rhetoric items for Population II (.837); in fact they show more
difficulty than the main idea items would have shown had those students
taken the Population IV test (.780). If one looks at this item type for
Population IV, it falls within an acceptable range of difficulty. One can draw,
from this finding the inference that matters of rhetoric are part of the
high-school curriculum but not of the junior-high curriculum. Yet 'this type
ttf item is frequently found in tests at the junior high-school level. As is
the case of abstract prose, these students seem not to be given the chance
to learn a skill.
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Achievement in Literature

Much of the analysis of achievement in literature has been reported in the
international report (Purves, 1973), but it may be useful to reprint the
regression analyses in this volume and to offer some comment. Three
analyses were performed; one for Population 11 and two for Population IV,
one with achievement as a criterion and one with interest as a criterion. The
blocks in the achievement-analyses were similar to those for reading save
that the Reading Comprehension Score was included as VI.

For the junior high-school students, home background and sex strongly
affected achievement; girls did better than buys (Table 32). Other student
characteristics that had a positive effect were the amount and type of reading

Table 3

Mean and Standard Deviation of hem
Difficulties Based on Item Classification

Population II

Scale f Main Idea Specifics Inference Rhetoric

Population II

Mean .158 .249 .269 .837
Standard deviation .742 .917 1.682 .905

Scaled for Population IV
Mean 1.097 1.513 :982 .399
Standard deviation .763 942 1 729 .931

Number of items 9 31 5 7

Scale

Populatior IV

in Idea 1 Specifics I infere_ _ I Rhetoric

Population IV
Mean 456 208 101
Standard devtattctri 549 851 ,32 796

Staled Populatlui) it
Mean /no I ina I )
Standard de,/ 534 828 1 199 774

Number 01 item s It)
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for pleasure done by the students. Movie watching had a negative effect, but
watching drama on television had a positive one. The students whose
teachers demanded memorization performed poorly, but textbooks, writing
about literature, and devoting rime to literature accompanied high perfor
mance. Memorization, then, is the only clue to what might strongly impede
achievement, although it might be argued that teachers with poor students
use memorization as device of last resort.

For the high-school students, again sex and home background were the
most important variables, and suggest that achievement in literature is

usually stereotyped ("Fable iii. the main IFA study, a comparison of
science and literature achievement scores hinted unmistakab that science is
a male province and literaMre a lemalerie. Clearly sexual stereotyping is a
force behind this finding: (toted readers of literature tend to read and tend to
study literature more than poor ones. They are also perceived by their
teachers as serious students of literature

When Interest is used as a criterion, high-performing students appear
to have all the earmarks of interest and have easy access tat books in
the home and encouragement of interest in things of the mind Table ;,I)
They also appear to he busy students with lots of homework, but their
teachers require fewer critical essays than do the teachers of less interested
students. It would appear that nuelest to literature is as L:eflertl, it derives
fr[tm a home where it can be fostered and it appears to be related to
broadet set of cultural interests

Liking and Achievement

One of the questions that has tttc21) been asked t.s s tic cher liking,a a selection
is related oi achievement iii undetstanding tscdtares I%- #n The students
were asked to rate each stiiip they read on a scale ot I to 0 ittr,tti one of
the worst stories I have evtr read tit tie of the best ,SIur16 I have
ever read the rioted States students the percent ',tong a selecoon
tin the positiveppositive bide and the strength of that liking ton a range of
were as in Iatilt floc sea waN .leanly the least liked scica (tun atki
the others quite populat with I he t sr itf hint II1(eithely
junior high school students hccause (heti; was a ha( ,k4ica(a, Nptaad
of liking, and achievement hit Ititttiit nigh school students ctitielations wetc
undertaken for them 1 (able ;hi (lice can ode, that liking, a ,c1c2,._thiat Is

And Li/ t pc11(-1.1 Int it tILititt hilt
he LigrelaIR,I0 Alt (h slam (11(10k [112j( Ill ((A.( iii probe cocci ((t alflg

MACOR(I1 ttttthfm ((IA; Out It.(1,(11,C ii4,0(t)(t.
ts[klpItI



Table 32

Multiple Regression- Literature' Achievement
Population Ii

Block Variable
Multiple
Correlation

Increment
to R2

Regression
Coefficient

Simple
Correia=
Lion with
Criterion b2/c

Home background .32 .10 .25 .32 .06Sex .39 .05 .22 .22 .05Reading resources
in home' .42 .03 .17 .26 .03No. of siblings .43 .01 -.09 -.12 .01

11 Type of program .46 .02 .16 .25 .02Type of school .46 .001 .03 .08 .001
111 Recitation from

memory .47 .02 -.14 .02Hours of homework
per week
(total) .49 .01 .11 .01Grade .50 .01 .10 .20 .01Influence of textbooks

on methods .Si .01 .07 .11 .003Proportion of t
devoted to lit. .52 .01 t.08 .15 .01



Frequency of writing
about lit. .52 .004 .07 .13 .004

Sex of teacher .52 .003 -.06 -.04 .002

Public library
near school .53 .004 .06 .09 .003

Hours of homework
(lit.) .53 .002 -.06 .07 .003

Size of literature
class .53 .002 .05 .07 .002

Percent of teachers
who are male .53 .001 -.04 -.07 .001

Age oeteacher .53 .001 .04 .07' .001

Admission based on
performance .53 .001 .04 .12 .001

Pupil-teacher ratio .53 .001 -.03 -.06 .001

Hours of reading
for pleasure .56 .03 .13 .01

Reading habits--
Group I .57 .02 .15 .27 .02

Movie attendance .59 .01 -.12 -.14 .01

Newspaper habits .59 .01 ..10 .21 .01

Watch dramatic
shows on TV .60 .01 .09 .19 .01

Reading habits-
-Group II .60 .01 -.09 .10 .01

Expected education .61 .005 .09 .21 .01

Hours of TV and radio .61 .005 .07 .08 .005

Read about sports .61 .003 -.07 -.17 .003



Table 2 (Continued)

3lock Variable
Multiple
Correlation

Increment
to R2

Regression
Coefficient

Simple .
Correia-
non with
Criterion _62i c

V Word knowledge .69 .10 .38 .57 .10
VI Reading compre-

hension .78 .14 .58 .74 .14
Total unique variance .18
Total joint variance .44

1. Removed from equation in Block VI.
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Performance on Literrary Critical Questions

69

Since the reading data showed an important effect of item type, it was
thought worth seeing if the same were true of the literature test. The items
had been divided into comprehension and interpretation items, but for
The Sea" there were among those interpretation items some dealing with

formal matters, particularly imagery and point-of-view. In order to see
whether these items or in fact either of the larger groups of items proved
particularly difficult, an analysis of the poorest performing students less
than one standard deviacion below the mean) was performed (Table 37).
Clearly the interpretation items in general were somewhat more difficult fur
these students than were the comprehensive items; the form questions on
The Sea- were even more diffioalt. Again one may well suspect lack of

exposure to a type of question such as the following:

There are many colors in this story: the boy is described as red and
yellow, and the sea as green, blue, and violet. Which of the following
comments about all the colors is must vivid in the context of the story
as a whole
ti The colors help us understand that the sea represents rything.

that the boy is not but would like to be
B. The colors help show us how the sea appears to be two different

things for the boy and for his parents
C. The colors help us see that the person telling the story does not

like the sea as much as the boy does
D. The colors help us see that the boy cannot understand the difference

between what happens to him and what happens to the people on
the shore

Opportunity to learn is not as clearly apparent as a factor in literature
achievement as it is in reading, but it appears to exist nonetheless

Variety of Responses and Achievement

One of the assumptions 4 literary critics and educators in literature is that
the better reader is the one who adopts critical style or approach in accor-
dance with text. Northrop Frye writes of the well-tempered critic- dbho
can specialize . in Chaucer and still be able, to modulit'te tit the key of
Dostocvski or Plato, to understand that literature is a coherent order of
words and not what Pope calls a wild heap of wit.' (Frye, 19631 One might
infer that such a critic can re-ad with higher comprehension than a monotonic
reader. To rest this assumption, one can use the response preference measure,
which each student answered three times, each time choosing five questions
If -well-tempered,- a student might choose fifteen different questions, if -al
tempered- five questions One can compare the number different qUesticni
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Table 33

Multiple Regression-Literature Achievement
Population IV

Block Variable
Multiple
Correlation

Increment
to R2

Regression
Coefficient

Simple
Correia-
tion with
Criterion b2/c

Home background .27 .07 .20 .27 .04
Sex .35 .05 .19 .23
Reading resources in

.04

in home' .38 .02 .15 .24 .62
Age .40 .02 -.14 -.22 .02.

II Type of program .44 .03 .20 .29 .03
Type of school .44 .001 .03 .02 .001

HI Proportion of time
devoted to lit. .47 :02 .15 .26 .02

Teacher's impression
of students .47 .10 .12 .01

Enrollment at
Population 1V .48 .01 .13 , 11 .01

Amenities in school .49 .01 -.13 -.004 .01
Hours spent marking

papers .49 .004 -.09 -.06 .01



Teacher's full-time
schooling .49 .004 .07 .08 .005

Public library near
school .50 .002 M7 -.03 .002

Sex of teacher .50 .001 .04 -.01 .001'

Grade .50 .001 .03 .05 .001

IV Reading habits .52 .02 .12 .28 .01

Newspaper habits- .

Group II .53 .01 -.14 -.02 .02

Interest in lit. .54 .01_ .11 .24 .01

Hours of reading
for pleasure .55 _01 .25 .01

Expected occupation .55 .003 .20 .002

Parental encourage-
ment to visit
museums .55 .002 -.04 .07 .001

Like school .55 .001 -.04 _13 .0Q1

Expected education .55 .001 .04 .18 .001

Newspaper habits-
Group I .55 .001 .03 .18 .001

V Word knowledge .63 .08 .35 .50 .08

VI Reading compre=
hension .77 .14 .55 .68 .14

Total unique variance .19
Total joint variance .34

Removed from equation in Block Vt."





Table 34

Multiple Regression-Literature interest ,

Popularion IV

-

Simple
Correia-

M,ultiple Increment Regression Lion with , 'Block Variable - Correlation to R2 Coefficient Criterion b2/c
Achievement in

literature .24 .06
Sex of student .27 .02
Dictionary in home .35 .05 11- 7

Magazines in. home .36 01
Books in home .37 .004
Parental encourage.

ment to visit
museums .39 .01

Parental interest
in.schooll .39 .002

Like school .41' .02
Amenities in school .43 .Q1
Critical essays required .43 .003 .
Hours of homework

per week, -.43 .002

,.24
.14 ,18

.19 .24 -
.08

,

.15 ,

.07 .16

.L2 .19

.05 .1 6

.15 '.24
-.10 -.10
-4.06 -.06

05 .20

e

.06

.62

.04

.01

.004



Hours spen't
papers

Hours of reading
far pleasure

Transfer
Reading habits

Group I
Group II

Total unique variance .15
Total joint variance .21

.001 .04 .01 .001

59
.60

.02

.01

.44 , .06

.35 .04

.40 :01

.30 .01

.1. Removed from equation in Block VII.

Table 35

Studept Liking of the lections

Percent Liking

87

85

89

73

"The Usi of Force"

"I See You Never"

"The Man by the #otntain"

"The Sea"

81
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of high-scoring and low-scoring students. This analysis was performed kith
the high-school students comparing the number of questions selected by
those scoring more than one standard deviation above the mean with that
selected by those scoring less than one standard deviation below the mean
(Figures 8, 9, 10). Separate figures appear from the groups taking each of
the rotated stories.

Evidentially, the assumption cannot be supported from these data. Higher-
scoring students tend to choose nine or fewer different responses; lower-
scoring students ten or more. Whether the higher-scoring students are

Table 36

Correlations of Degree of Liking and Other Variables
Population 11

Achievement Transfer Interest

"The Sea" (3040) t .14 :16 .17

"The Use of Force" (988) .19 .11 .09'
"1 See You Never" (1064) .12 .10 .19'
"The Man by the Fountain" (1007) .19 .15 .15

1. significance .002 :.001

Per

Table 37

--Scoring.Students in
Population II

0

Mean Percentage of Items Correct

Comprehension Interpretation Form

"The Sea" 30 27 24

"The Use of Force" 29 26

"I See You Never" 29 28

"The Man by the Fountain" 30 26
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so because they have a single-minded view of response and criticism or
whether the lower-scoring students are selecting random responses we cannot
say, yet the assumption of the superiority of the flexible responder must
be seriously challenged.

Summary

From these analyses of students' performances, particularly on the reading
tests, we notice one recurring phenomenonopportunity to learn. Students
who do not perform well appear to come from environments where Ian-
guagp growth may be hampere4 because of large families in which the

6 7 8 9

Number of Different Responses

0 11 .12. .3 14

Figure g_ Variety of Respons s, dPopulation IV; "The Use of Force.-
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individual child gets less attention and has less access to books and maga:
nines. It would also appear that students who seem not to have had exposure
in school to certain kinds of material or to certain kinds of question about
what they read do not perform well.

The phenomenon of "opportunity to Tarn" has occurred in other lEA
studies, notably mathematics and science, but it has nor been explored with

respect to reading. It is a difficult phenomenon to define, in part because of
the variety of real-life experiences a reader may have had or the variety of

prior_reading a reader may have accomplishecLall of which may account for
the reader's comprehension of a particular passage. Nonethekss, this study
appears to have isolated certain aspects of the phenomenonsome in the
home background of the student, some in the curriculum of the school.

Figure, V,Iriety

1

1

1

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Number of Different. Responses

rise rslc edPopubtion IV; You Never.-



The. early reports of the lEA studies (Purves, 1973; Thorhdike, 1973)
referred to the relationship of home background to school, and suggested
that hoMe background rather than school affected achievement. I would
suggest that such was a wrong interpretation. Opportunity to learn appears
as a phenomenon .occurrinif in home and in school; it may occur in rich and
poor, but its hallmarks are the same. If only socio.economic tatus were the
cause of differences in achievement, other social variables would emerge. But
the cluster that does emerge pinpoints the presence or absence of various
opportunities to learnopportunities that occur in the home or at school. It
seems much more profitable to explore these lost opportunities and seek
ways to pievent their loss.

25

20

h n 92 .

0

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Number of Different Responses

Figure 10. Variety of Responses SelectedPopulation IV: The Man by the Fountain."



4 R s nses to Literature

As was pointed out in chapter 1, a major part of the IRA literature study
Sought to examine the responses of students to the selections they read. The
primary means for conducting the examination was a response preference
measure Which asked the students to select five from a list of twenty ques-
tions which were based on an earlier content analysis (Purves and Rippere,
1968; Purves, 1973). The first result was what might be called a general
response profile (Figures 11 and 12) for the Population II and IV students.
These response profiles show that the Population II snide= cend-to be more
diverse in their choices than the Population IV students, varying more from
selection to selection, but that in general, the two groups tend to, prefer the
same questions and, reject the same questions. Both groups tend to be
concerned with interpreting the text and with their emotional responses to it.

Consistency of Reiponse Pagerns

Among the many possible ways to examine the patterns of response prefer-
ences of students, one seeks to-examine their persistence gross selections.
We have already, .seen something of 'this persistence in the number of
different responses selected. In a more detailed fashion, we can see which of
the twenty responses are persistent_ To accomplish this one may make
comparisons of pairs of selections (e.g, one of the rotated stories and the
common story, -The Sea"), and develop an index of persistence of a response
across selections. Such an index is based 6n a Venn diagram_ Choosing the
response -Does anything in the story have a hidden- meaning?" and the
stories "The Sea" and "The. Man by the Fountain" for Population IV yields
an index of .54 as represented in Figure 13. To derive the index, one uses
as a numerator the percent ch6osing the selection on both (the shaded area
or -41%) and as a denominator the percent outside the, shaded area (55% +
61%-41%or 75%) foi an index of .54. Thus indices of persistence can be
compared and can be read as varying from 0 to 1. On the basis'of experience
with such indices .25 'appears to be the dividing line between strong and
dubious relationships (an index of .54 is one of the highest encountered
in this study).

79



Percent choosing

70. 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10

ZXW

X W Y

Q

X

Q X W

Z

W Y Q
X

Q Y

Is the story about important thin
Is it a trivial or r serious work?

Is the Story well written?

-Does the story succeed in getting
me involved in the situation?

Is there a to be learned '

from the story?

Does the story tell me anything
about people or ideas in general?

What does the story tell us about
people I know?

How can we explain the way people
behave in the story?

Is there anything in the story that
has a hidden meaning?

Is there any onepart of he story.
that explains the whole'

When was the story written? What
is the historical background of
the story and the writer? =



Q Questionnaire

W = "The' Sea"

X .= "The Use of Fore

Y See You Never"

= "The Man by the, Fountain"

X Q Z

Q W

z
XQ

W Z

x
Q z

X

Y X

Percent choosing

70 b5 60

Figure I I. Pattern of
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XYW Q

45 40

ponsePopoletion IL

0 2_ 20 0

What type of story is this? Is it
like any other story I know?

What is the writer's opinion of or
attitude toward the people in the story?

How does the story build up? How is
it organized?

How is the way of telling the story
related to what it is about?

What happensin the Dry?

What metaphOri (or comparisons), images
(or references to things outside the story)
Or other devices are used in the story?

Has the writer used words or sentences
differently from the way people usually
write?,

Arc any of the characters in the story
like people I know?

What emotions does the story .arouse
in roc?

Is this a proper subject for a story?



Reteettt choosing
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Is the story about important things?
Ia lea trivial or a serious work?

Is the at keen?

Does the story succeed in getting
me involved in the situation?

Is there a lesson to be learned
from theory ?.

Does the story tell me anythin-
about people or ideas in genera

What does the story tell us about
people I know?

Now can we explain the way people
behave in-the story?

Is there anything in the story that
has a hidden meaning?

Is there any one part of the story
that explains the whole?

When was the story written? What
is the historical background' of
the story and the writer?



Q = Questionnaire

W a "The Sea"
X = "The Use offorce"
Y "I See You Never"

Z = "The Man by the Fountain"

z
Y X

Q.Z Y

Q X

w

What type of story is this? Is It
like any other story I know?

What is the writer's opinion af or
attitude toward the people in the story?

How does the story build up? How is
it organized?

How is the way of tilling the story
related to what it is about?

What happens in the story?

What metaphors (or compariscins), images
(or references to things butside the story)
or other devices are used in the story?
Has the writer used words or sentences
differently from the way people usually
write?
Are any of the characters in the story
like people I knows

What emotions does the story arouse
in me?

Percent choosing

70. 65 60

Figure 12.
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Is thii d proper su'kject for a story?
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The examination of persistence of responses was performed for Popular
tion IV on the assumption that a pattern of responsewduldbe More stable
at this age than at the earlier one (see Ptitves, 1973). Tables 31 through 41
give indices of persistence of responses that were signifi6ntly chosen (by
more than 30. percent of the population on any one selection). Five responses
persist across all selections, which is to say that readers tend to choose
them regardless of what story they have read. Does 'anything in the story
have a hidden meaning? has a mean index of .44: is there a lesson to
be learned from the story? a mean index of .36; What does the story tell
me about people or ideas in general? a meah index of .35; How is the story,'
organized? a mean index of .34; and What e_moti©nss the story arouse
in me? a mean index of .32.

The first three of these questions form a moralistic symbolic approach to
theme which appears to persist no matter what the sel4tion, although The
Use of Force" draws fewer questions about symbol thdo the other stories
on the questionnaire; curious, for the story uses as much Freudian symbol-
ism as do the others although it is, less obvious. The question of organization
and that of the emotions aroused by the story 'appear to have little obvious

\---,solinectiyi with each'other or with the other three. Whether these questions
a.Te'cricrgen by the same students we shall see lacer. At this point one can say,
however, that a good nurnher of students respond the same way' no matter
what they read. Why they do so remains a matter of conjecture. Some, like
Holland (1974), would argue that they do so because .they project their egos
onto what they read. Others would argue that it is because ,they have been

Figure 1i. Comparison of Persistence of Response to "Does
hidden rneaninw- in The Sea- tend -The Man by the bnin

rnything, in the shmry ha ve it



Persistence of Responses: Population IV
"The Use of Force"-

Percent Selecting Response

Use of Force The Sea uestionnaire
Use-
Sea index

Use-
Question Index

Hidden Meanie

People in General,

Explain Behavior

Organization

Lesson

Success in Involving

.Emotions Aroused

Writer's Attitude

63, 53

.45 31 42.
43 31 17

32 32

36 34 37

46 24 33

30 32 27

30 20 25

.35 .34

.38

.32

.32

.32 '.28

.32 .36

.30 .33

.30 .25



Tab 9

Persistence of Responses: Population IV
See You Never"

I S4-
Sea Index

Hidden Meaning 46 65 56
Form-Content 31 22- 16
People .in General 40 32 43
Orfilization 38 28. .35
Lesson 39 . 38 35
Success in involving 42 21 30
&notions Aroused 42 34 26

t

.44

.20

.33

.38

.40

.29

.38.

fee-
Question Index

.44

.34

.35

.37



Table

Persistence of Responses: Population IV
"The Man by the Fountain"'

Perce t Selecting Response

Man by the
Fountain The Sea eitiontialre

Man-
Sea Index

Man-
uestion Index

1St'
.51

.42

.22

.37

.38

Hidden I leaning 55 61

people in. General 50 33

ExplaW Behavior 30 29

nization 30 32 '

51
41

5

ueeess in Involving

Emotions Aroused

49

32

40

21

36

33

35

31

27

. 54

. 30

.26

-.35

A4

. :23

,.34

.29

.29



Populatidri

Metaphors, Imagis 33. 37
Hidden Meaning. '65 55
What Happens 46 32-
People in General- 33 43_

Explain Behavior 32 . 17
Organization, 32 34

)Lesson 38 t . 37
Emotions Aroused . 35 28



spight ihat certain responses and only certain resPOnses are appropriate. I
think the evidence tends to support the latter argument more than the
former, if only because the questions were stated generally and not in terms
of a specific symbol and also hetause the students chose the same responses
or 'a questionnaire, thusindicating a general critical approach rather than a
specific psychological one

some other respon es were peculiac to stories also supports the
s ond iargument.The form-content response appears dominant only to "I

u Nevei-" and the response evaluating "The, Use of Force" and The
Mgn by, the eFontain- in terms of its success in involving the reader also
appears 'dominant, although it is chosen on the questionnaire. The response
How, can we explain the characters' behavioe appears to be chosen after
students, read a selection, but they Jo not consider it important in the abstract.

A -nuMber of students, then, persist in their responses, no matter what
they read. The next question is whether they are choosing a pattern of
responsei; whethei the.'s.anie students are choosing the sa e questions. To
answer this question, one can use the same technique as di r used earlier

x derive an index of association of responses (Tables 42-46). For "The Use of.
'force,- there, appears to be_a pattern involving the responses dealing with
people in general, explaining behavior, success in involving, and emotions
aroused_ This pattern might be described as one connecting an emotional

-1 .

Table 42

Associated Responses: Population IV
"The Use of Force"

H

Hidden Meaning

People in General .24

Explain Behavior .22

Organization .20

Lesson to be Learned .23\:

Success in Involving- .20

Emotions Aroused .18

Attitude of Writer .15

PG EB EA AW

4

43

X24 .2

.27;
,

.28
.24

.17

.20

.29

.27

.20

.12

.25

.19

36

.22

.17

20

46

.29

.17

30

.15 -30

Not: Numbers above the diagonal are percentages choosing response.
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inynlveme with the chatacters to an attempt to understand their beliav
The other ,frequen'tly chosen responses remain sotnew- hat independ
each otheriarid of this central cluster.,

y Bradbury a '1 See You Never' elicits a patterd connecting the erna--,
tonal responses to each other and to thesearch for hidden meaning. Some'
students who are oncerned with the hiddenlneaning and the story's success
in',-invalving them also selected the question concerning people, in general,
but they appear not to be the same as the first group. A third grqup is
concerned. with the hidden meaning and the lesson that might be drawn
from the stdry This symbolic moralistic pattern is much more pronoUncecl

in the responses to The Man by the Fountain," were there are high indices
connecting th6e two to each other and to the concern with what the story

insays about people n -general. The same pattern 'recurs in response to the
questionnaire, and to a lesser extent in response to The although the
questiod'aboUt people in general is not so strongly associated to the other
two,,arld many of those who ask about the hidden meaning also ask abOut

what happens in the story.
If one Surveys all five tables then,- one finds that there is a fairly persistent

pattern of response linking the search 'for a hidden. meaning to a concern
with generalized theme (mean .27), and to the lesson to be leasned (mean

those two t6 each other (mean .27). A sizeable group of American`

Table 43.

Associated Responses: Population IV
I See You Never"

FC PG SI EA

Hidden Meaning

FormlContent

People in Gener

Organization

46

.26 .15 40

- .22 .20

Lesson to be Learned .31 .15

Success in Involving .28 .16

Emotions Aroused .28 .20

.25

.28

.21

.15

.25

.23

`39

.25

.21

42

.3S 42

Note:' Numbers above thp diagonal re percentages choosing response.
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Table 44

Msociated Res -nses: PoPulation-IV

91

The Man by she Fountain"

G EB 0
Hidden Meaning 55

People in..Gerieral _ .32 S0

Explain Behavior -.23 .26 30

Organization .23 .18 .09 30

Lesson to be 38 37 .22 .17 49

Success in In .24 .19 .12 .24 .22 32

Emotions Aroused .25 .17 :14 .23 .19 35

Note: Numbers above the diagonal are percentages chooiing response

Table 45

Msociated Responses: Population IV
The Sea"

PG 0 EA

Metaphors

Hidden Meaning .21 6,5

What' Happens .18 34 46

People in General .18 .26

Explain Behavior .14 .26 .20 .18

Organization ,18 .21 .2Z " .12 .10 32

Lesson to be Learned .16 .33 .24 .22 .19 8

Emotions Aroused .1,7 .25 .21 .17 .16 .20

Note: Numbers above are percentages choosing response.



high-schoo dents chooses this symbolic, thematic, moralistic response. It
would appear that they doftso consistently across selections,'' and that this
pattern of response is only partially 61odified by the RgrticUlar selection the
stildents read if it is difficult like The Sea," some may be concerned with .-

surface meaning; if it is direct and emotional like."The Use of Force, some
may be concerned with their emotional `reaction. The selections do affect the -
esponses of other students, however, "I See You Never" prompts a number

to be concerned with the relation of Form and content; the Sea" prompts
concern with metaphors; and The Use of Force" prompts concern with the
writer's attitude. A number of students are consistently concerned with the
rganization of a selection, but this response is not clearly related to any

othei:`, e moralistic interpretive pattern is the dominant plittern of Arneri-
can h
other:,

h-school students.
In order to see- whether students using this pattern could be otherwise

identified, we created 'an artificial score /sed on the number of times the
three questions were ,selecrect. A -sruden could select them from never to
three times apiece for a score of from 0 t 9. This score was then correlated
with selected predictors with the results s in Table 47. It would appear that
high-achieving middle-class girls tend ards this pattern, but most especially
that it is the pattern of students who coreiwell on the achievement measure.
In fact, over a third of the top-scoring students choose five or more of the. ,
questions. One can go further, then;,the moralistic intetpretive pattern is the
dominant pattern of high-achieving American high-school students.

Assoc:

Table 46

sponses: Pepulation IV
Questionnaire

Metaphors 37

Hidden Meaning .23

What Happtns .13 .19

People in General .23 .29

Organization .25 .22 .18

Lesson to be Learned .14' :28 :19 .23

- Success in Invdiving .13 .21 .16 .21 - .20 .17

: Numbers 'above the diagonal are peicentages choosing response.



In order to examine the internal characteristics of patterns pf response of
selected groups of students, the major winkles 'selected were Sex, socio-
economic status, and on achievement, interest; transfer, and- the.degree
of liking of the story To perform this part of the analysis, the technique of
multiple dicriminant 'analysis was used This technique seeks to maximize
the distinction between groups (e.g., boys and girls) with respect to the
cluster of variables, in this case the twenty response preference items. Tee
process determines that cluster of. items /that are related to each other and
also related to agroup. In some cases, there may be more than one cluster,
thus suggesting a tivo- or three-dimensional difference.

To pursue the example of sex differences at 'the Population li level the
analysis offers the following functions all significant at the .0001 level,_,with-
-an ability to placea studeni correctly about 65 percent of the time (Table 48;
ee also Appendix C). The reader should note that three separate analyses

were performed for the groups taking each of the three rotated stories. If
one scans Table 48 one sees a vague pattein: girls tend to concern them-
selves with hidden meaning, theme, organiiation, form's relation to content,
the work's success in involving them,. and to an uncertain extent with
metaphor and content; they tend not to concern themselves with parwhole
relationships, personal interpretation or identification, and possiblilanguage,
or the lesson to be learned. These appear to form an objective-subjective
-continuum; and-the. two grdups would be arranged as in Figure 14. Why this
difference should be remains a matter of interpretation. One might hypothe-
size that girls have begun to betcome acclimated to the critical world of

Table 47,

Correlation of Interpretive Pattern Scores with Selected Variables
Population IV

Variable .Correlation Significance

Sex , .06 .001

Father'} occupation .08 .001_

Transfer .03 .03

Interest .06 NS

Achievement 19 .001



Table 48

Di lmim nt Functio-
polation 11

for r Sex

= Use Force Fountain
Part - Whole

Tell about People

Metaphors

Hidden Meaning

Form-Content

Charactecs Like People

What'Happens

People or Ideas in Gener

Linguage

Organization

Lesson to be Learned

Historical Bac .25
Success in Involving 29, .28
Ernoticas Aroused

Writer's Attitude .22

.25 ,
.23 29

.24, .40
.23

.23

.24
.21)

t

.22
.29

.21 j .36

.24
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secondary school literature study and boys have remained somewhat ega-
centric in their responses to what they read. One may, then, simply be
witnessing a sex-difference in the movement of fourteen year olds toward a
decentered reading of a text.

Figure 4. Discrimination of Response Pa n by ScxPopuiation

The reader may have noticed the lack of consistency of signs, for which
there are two explanations, The analyses were perforded separately for the
groups of students taking each of the three rotated tests. Since discriminant
analysis seeks to make the most of a distinction among groups, it loolis for
the clusters that achieve that distinction. Among those clusters might appear
items that contain small differences in the proportion of the population
choosing tYW item, but which do affect the cluster. On "The` Sea" and the
questionnaire, the small differences might shift a sign so that one is seeing
the presence of a random effect. A more probable explanation lies in the fact
that there are differences in pattern according to the story read °and that
these differences affect even the pattern on. the common measures (an
indication of the strong effect of si(uation on response pattern). _A discrimi-
nant analysis for the international population showed this effect (chapter 1;
and Puives, 1973). A second analysis of the two populations was performed,
and showed significapt effects of the rotated story for Population 11 but not
Population IV (Appendix C). The results indicate that students who read
"The,Man by the Fountain" tended to ask questions about the relationship of
part to whole and of form to,content and about the moral of the story more

.. frequently on the questionnaire than did those who read the Other two
stories. After "The Sea" this group tended to ask more often about what
happened and about its success in involving them and less often about
theme, lesson, character motivation, and whether they could_ identify with
the characters. This pattern is in part explicable by virtue of the fact that
"The Man by the Fountain" is generally more didactic than the other stories
and so could affect responses to the questionnaire and "The Sea," which
has a more obscure moral (but no less important a one). "The Man by the
Fountain" is also somewhat disjointed_ to di ninth-grade- student and may
generate more questions about how stories fit together. Regardless of the
type of effect' of Fir on response's', an effect exists, so. ,that trends cited



in the subsequent analysis are conservatiie estimates. Only wh e the signs
and weight's clearly point to ah effect atfoss texts can oneascribe meaning to
these ari241051.

reniainder of this chapter will includeonly a summary with figures of
the responses that suggest the poles; tables of the staru:lard discriminant'
function weights may be found in 'Appendix C. continue the discu. ssion of
sex difference in response preference, at the senior high-school level we find
that girls tend to cluster around the fallowing responses, metaphors, hidden
meaning, people 'or ideas in general, and the success orthe selection in
involving them; ihey clearly avoid only one response, -What does the story
Fell me about people I know?" These responses again form something that
might be called a-critical-noncrltical continuum- ancl the two groups would
appear as in Figure 15. One cannot deterrriine whether we are continuing to

Critical

1
.1 I

--33

1
Girls Boys

Figure nation of Response Pattern by xPopulation IV,

Nonctirical

see a phenomenon explainable by a developmental theory or whether we are
observing the fact that just as girls score better on the cognitive measures in
literature, so they are more apt to be in the critical-pedagogical mainstream.
I would suspect the latter in part becauie the sexes are not differentiited on
many of the array of "objective- responses, but on a selected groLip that
characterizes a persistent and dominant pattern of response.

Socto-Economic Status

One may wonder whether socio-economic status (as represented by father's
ocaipation) affects response as it does achievement. The discriminant analysis
for the junior high-school students indicates that although there is a differ-
ence, a pattern is not clear. Students from homes of lower socio-economic
status tend to be more concerned with the relation of form to content, with
genre, and with whether the characters are like people they know. These
responses taken together might indicate that these students have less of u
grasp of the selection; they do not have a "way into the story (the scattered
appearance of items like the relationship of part 'co whole, historical appear-
ance, whether the story is well written, and ,w lls about people in the
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reader's world) lends credence to this interpretation. For. the Population
students a complementary pattern Occurs. The students,on' the lower soci&-..
econpmx scale ask some of these same questions, but they quite clearly avoid
asking-aitical questions about literary devices, theme, and (to a lesser'extent
character motivation. One may establish a continuum from criticalAnd
standing to incapacity to relate to the starry with results as in Figu

.

4

Incapacity

.4 .3 .2
'I

LII 1.4V

Figure 16. Responses according to onornic Status.

.2 6
I

Critical

LInderstanding

.5 .6

HIV

Clearly at Population II, the higher socio-economic group rejects the .re-
spot-6es of incapacity. but has not developed the responses of critical under-

.

standing that the senior high-school students have acquired.

),

Achievement

Two variables were used fat achievement, score on 'The Sea" acid score on
e rotated story, so that both a general pattern of response and one specific

to a story could emerge. Perhaps not surprisingly, the general mem
resembles that of socio-ecobp,mic status. Whichever .standard of c mpre-
hension is'used, students who achieve poorly (less than one standar devia-
tion below the mean) select re ponses dealing with the genre and background
of the story, with --i s conneciio4 to their lives, and to such matters as the
relation of form' and °went, the language of the texi, and whether it is well
written. They reject questions of hidden meaning, character motivation,
theme, organization, ar emotional impact, Again, a continuum from incapac-
ity or distance to criticism would seem to exist, and the students place'
themselves on it as in. Figure 17 (which is not to scale). The achievement
analysis produced a second function which separates the middle students
from 'those at either end. This group tends to select the questions dealing
with pii-t:whole relationships, organization, and the surface of the work and
to rejedthe thematic implications. Achievement, then, is accompanied by a
pattern of -response that goes into the meaning or significarke of the work,
and deals withwiti. emotion and particular implications of the .work. Without
understanding there are a-series of responses that scratch at the surface of

.E....,

et .
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the work as if reader were trying to find a way in Students dr.ho are in
themiddle see to have fund a way into the surface of th-e text but not to
its-large themes, issues, and implications. One sees a pattern of response that
shuts with comprelonsion as if the better one understands a text, the further
one is able to consider it.

Form' a nd Surface,

Middle

Incapacity

Critical

Understanding

Low

Theme

Figure IT Responses according to &Ft trelm

1
If one looks at the interactioirof achievement on The Sea" and responses

to chat -story; one finds that the general pattern prevails, in fact that the
moment away from responses of incapacity is achieved by the middle
group of performers (Function 2, Populations II and IV) so that incapacity is
clearly the mark ,f the low group. Able students at both age groups are
strongly come. with the metaphors of the work and its theme. For
junior high-school students, "The Use of Force- elicits questions of literal
comprehension ( "wharhappeni") from the middle group and 'questions of
whether it is a proper subject for a story from the low group At the same
age, high-achieving students are cone ied with hidden meanings in. -1 See
You Never- and ':The Man by the Fountain" and with morals but not
language in the latter story. For -senior high-school students, -I See You
Never- draws responses concerning organization and structure from the
high-scoring students, There would seem, then, to be some specific effects of
a particular story on the responses of students according to their understanding
of the story, but these effects are less dramatic than the general depiction.

High

Transfer and 'rite

Two of the variables that proved to be of some importance in the inter=
national study were the student scores on the questionnaire dealing with

--,interest in literature and transfer or a siese of involvement in the literary
eitperience. The questionnaire proved to highly reliable, but its validity
(beyond face validity) remained questionable. Although the regression analynr-k,,%
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sis for interest served 'to validate that questionnaire chapter 3), it
seemed prudent to explore the responses of interested i uninterdsted
students. If one scores the discriminant analysiS of Population II,-one finds:
one clear pattern (for Only one of the three gro4ps were there, significant
results). For Pupalarion IV, a minor pattern exists: students with high
interest respond in terms of metaphors, chjracter inalysis, historical back-
ground, and point-of-view; they have apparently, a critical cast of mind.
They tend, perhaps, to reject the questions abOut what the selection says
about people I know and about whether the work is trivial or serious and
to favor- those about whether the selection is well written and about the

, emotional impact of the work. Interested students the high- school level
appear, then, to resemble those who of able: readers, but -with perhaps a
broader spectrum of inquiry about the work. This pattern would tend to add

, to the validity of the interest questionnaire.
A much sharper. pastern occurs with respect to transfer. For students in

both populations whose scores are high on this meas.ure, a significantly
different pattern emerges from that of studc:nts ,whose scores are low.
Included in the pattern are choice of responses relating the characters in the
work to the reader's world, the emotional impact of the work, and the work's
success in involving the reader. That it is not the same pattern as that of low
achievers is demonstrated by the addition of metaphor and theme; suggesting
that the students comprehend the- work and have an inkllectual as well as
personal approach to it As Figure IS indicates, the younger students are
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The final 'discriminant 'analysis was performed using the score on the "like
the story" scale. For the rotated stay there were no significant results at
Population II and only two at Population IV ("The Use of Force" was too
well 'Rea). Scudents who liked "I Sec You Never" rejected the question
dealing, with whether a pet of the story was a key to the whole and preferred
that dealing Vith the language of the work. Such a response Would seem
important, since the title of the story (a key phrase in the story) is an
intriguing dialectal shift. On a second function, those who were indifferent to
the story iwere concerned about whether it was trivial or serious. For the
third story, ''The Man by the Fountain," a somewhat different pariern

rges: students who like the story reject the question of whether it is well
written but 'select those questions dealing with hidden meaning, theme,
morals, point -of -view, and the story's success in ,involving them (these in
response to the story itself). These students exhibit a pattern similar to that
of high achieving students but with the addition of emotional concern. Such a
pattern suggests that while many students may understand a story and treat
it as an intellectual puzzle, some students becqme involved emotionally in
the experience and enjoy it.

For "The Sea,- which had more sharply divided advocates and detractors,
this distinction becomes dearer. and perhaps, More generalizable. At Popula-
tion II, students who liked the story selected nearly all the items dealing with
themselves and interpretation as well as the one dealing with the emotions
roused. The second function adds to that group two evaluative items, -

Whether the work is trivial or serious and whether it succeeds in involving
the reader (Figure 19). Students who dislike '''The :Sea- are low on the
affective - interpretive scale; those who are neutral are about as high on it as
those who like it but reject the evaluative component for one that is more
,analytical. In this instance liking and evalualing seem clearly related.

For the high- school students, students who liked "The Sea" selected the
responses dealing with hidden meaning, theme, success in involving, emo-
titans aroused, and` to less conclusive odent with morals, motiVation, an'd
content. They rejected th e responses indicative of not being able to
comprehend the story. This function again describes an affective-interpretive
continuum (Figure 20). The second function, se`paraing the indifferent
students from the extremes is less susceptible to clear definition; those
'scoring high reject theme a _ Spm to be somewhat less emotional, and a
bit more evaluative. This gilt tentatively be labeled a continuum of detach-
ment Both those who like and those who dislike the story share an involved
view of it but ;ire clearly separated on their ability to deal with those
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emotions and the inrelleceual,aspects ell the story. Those who like a story,
then, seem to share with those who understand it,a disposition to grapple
with its implications, but they add to that a disposition to deal with the
emotional :4s well as the intellectual ireplications.
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Responses to Ls

Summary

of

In this reexamination of the response patterns of secondary-school students in
the United States, wetihave found first that there is an "academic" response to.
literature that appears to be independent of the selection read and that
accompanies good comprehension of the selection. Students apparently darn
to read fiction and simultaneously to acquire a response set that concerns
itself with thematic interpretation rather than literary analysis or literary
history. There is an affective edge to this pacterrkand there is somewhat an
analytic edge. We have found further that this pattern becomes sharper as
students progress through secondary school and that the affective edge is
bilked to whether or not the student bites this selection. The pattern is
further linked to sex and socio-economic status: A somewhat distinct pattern
emerges fur another group, those who report Memselves to be consistentht
involved in what they read.

From these findings, we may, I think, conclude char the thematic and
moralistic pattern of response- is learned and corresponds to a pattern pu

with academically-oriented teachers (chapter 2). The students would- appear
somewhat less concerned with formal matters than their teachers, or perhaps'
they see the formal questions'as less irrsegitant because they are a means to
,interpretation rather than as an end of inquiry. One suspects that the teachers
share such an emphasis but viewed the questions pedagogically, and so they
incl&jed propaedeutic as well as final questions.

The study, then, raises more sharply the probability that responses to
literature are learned. It, also raises the next questiOn: are these the responses
that we want children to learn? Without answering that question, I would
argue that the United States pattern is clearly consonant with our traditions
of moral eri t m and hermeneutics. Clearly not aesthetic, the pattern seems
a vestige of the Puritan heritare. One may raise as a final question how long
that heritage will remain.
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:\ .
Thus far this report has been mainly descriptive and interpretive; to use the
terminology in part developed -for this study (Purves and Rippere, 1968),
one may now turn to evaluation. Are United Stases teachers and students
doing well? Can they do bitter? Certainly by international,standards United
States students perform creditably pn tests of reading comprehension' and
understanding of literature. In fact, one may say. that the United States
system has worked remarkably well: A greater percentage of chte age group
finishes secondary school than in any other country, and the reading level of
that group is fairly hi best students do as well as,. if -not better than,
the best udents in developed countries. For this, schools, teachers,
and students in the Unite States eserVe a pat on the back.

Unfortunately, howeve ma students still do not perform well on these
tests. The analysis indica -s that their failure is related to a nurnbei of
factors, many of them related t'o a lack of opportunity to learn: to be exposed
rci---materials to read, to be provided with an environment full of adult
language and stiulaking reading Materials, to lie provided with incentives to
read and to perform well in school, and to be provided with practice in some
of the specific skills required by standardized rests of reading-comprehension
One may attack those tests, but there is sufficient they are valid
in that they call. for'close attention to the text, not only itscAtent, but its
form, It is attention to form that the low achieving students are denied.

These students also tend to be in schools whnere the teachers .followi a line
ofleast resistance. The teachers use a lot of drill and in-class work; they -

require little homework and little writing. Al,lough the teachers are tisini,
individualized reading programs, one suspects that the individualization is
ihe basis of skill _rather than interest. There would seem to be little in the'
classroom to stimulate these' students to' read more and to read more c

...ally.- The focus appears to be on decoding and -busywork.- Perhaps the
students are -unmanageable" and the teacher can do little else, but one
wonders whether there is nor a failure of the imaginatio9 on the part of

D

these teachers.
On the basis of these da-r11; one might conclude that ,poor students are

treated poorly.stittle is done in school to compensate fr for the lack of language-
rich environment at home. The school is dull and the students end up as
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dullards. It could seem possible that the schools could change, could become
places where the language and reading.uf children are stretched, where a
yariety of experiences is made available, where drill is replaced by writing,
where lectures are replaced by questioning, and where individualized instrtic--
tion is replaced by small group work. Maybe none of these changes will be
effective, but ould seem worth the effort to experiment with some
changes in the currt_ulum for the low achieving student.

As chapter 2 indicates, these changes cannot le done simply by fiat; the
teachers need inse7vice instruction, and they need instruction in language,
reading, and literature. They need to be encouraged to belong to professiorial
organizations, and to take their craft seriously. The imaginations of teachers
need to be enlatgediso that they can enlarge the imaginations of their
students. Of- course, it is difficult to be imaginative under bad working
conditions, but those conditions and the spirit of the teachers need further
examination to,see what might be done.

When obe turns to response to literature, one finds a cleat indication that
patterns of resionse are learned in secondary school. if they are learned, they
appeat,to have been taught, if not'as a conscious part of the curriculum, at
least as a part of a "hidden curriculum." Able. students pick up the pattern
and (end to apply it rigorously to almost any text they read. Less able
students appear to flounder when they approach a text, as if they are looking
for a way to make it their own. Teachers of less able students seem to raise
questions that help students get into the text, but perhaps they do not ask
the questions devoted to understanding. A cynic might even say. that United
Stares teachers operate on the prit'iciple: -Teach the bright-ones to be clever
and the dumb ones to be honest.-

the other hand, it may well be that teachers are simply following
the cues of their students and reinforcing a set of Tiatural tendencies; what-
ever the explanation, it appears clear that in reading and in respohse
to literaLure, there is congruity between reacher and student Teachers of
able students .-eppear to encourage students to examine what they read
and to read the style as well as the content; [cavilers of less able students
appear to remain on the surface and to explore personal connection; b.-
tween reader and text. Whether who teachers and students do is what
they,phould do remains; to me, somewhA of an open qmitstion. I think
that many students ['ugh( well be encouraged to undertake a more rigorous
examination of their understandings of ,what they read and to look to
style as well as content It may suffice to encourage students to read more
for personal satisfaction. and to read with less of an emphasis on analysis
and interpretation The choice is a difficult one, and it may also depend upon
the sanaiion of both teacher and student Nonetheless, I think the question
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heeds to be raised and discussed. It is also clear hat there could be a number
of experimental studies based on the question, dies which would test out
the fruitfulness of pursuing a more rigorous in ellectual examination with
students listed as "less able." Such studies sh Id not look at cognitive
growth only, but at attitudes and reading habit as ell.

In sum; then, this analysis has indicated that th re are indeed patterns of
ruction, patterrit of learning, and patterns of esponse that appear to

emerge as outcomes of the curriculum in readin and literature. Schools
indeed do make a difference, particularly when theft schools support (either
positiliely or negatively) the home. Whether the pate ms that emerge are the
patterns that teachers,, curriculum planners, and the public want should be
the subject of debate.
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Appendixes
Appendix A:
IEA Reading Comprehension and
Literature Tests with Student
and Teacher Questionnaires

Reading Comprehension

Population I

Section C
Section D
Section P
Section J

Population II

Section C
Section D
Section E
Section P

ction J

Population IV

Section C

Section D
Section E

Reading Comprehension Test
Reading Comprehension Test
Reading Speed Practice Test
Reading Speed Test

Reading Comprehension Test
Reading Comprehension Test
Student QuestionnaireGeneral and
(same as Population ISection P)
(salve as Population ISection J)

Reading Comprehension Test.

Reading Comprehension Test
me as Population IISection E)

other Tongue

Literature

Populations II and IV

Section X -The Use of Force"
Section $ee You Never"
Section Z -The Man by the Fountain"

Section W -The Sea"
Section Q Student Questionnaire= Literature
Section R Literature Attitude Scales (Transfer and Interest)

Teacher Questionnaire General and English
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Population I=Rear ing Comprehension

Directions: This is a test to see how well you understan.d what you read. The test is
made up'of four stories with a number of questions on each. Read the first story and
then answer the questions on elth, Then go on to the second story and so on until
you come to the end of Section`

Each question has four possible answers. Pick the best ending or answer and
blacken the oval on the answer card which has the same letter as the answer you
have chosen.

You may read the story over again as much as you need to. Try each question in
turn. If you don't know the answer, leave it and go on to the next questioq. You
may come back to it later if you have time.

Please answer even if you aren't quite upre. HoweverAo not guess blindly.
When you finish one story go on to the next. Continue until you reach the end

of Section C. If ,there is time left, go back and try to do any that you omitted.
[Similar directions obtain for Section 1) following.]

Section CReading Comprehension Test

Passage 1: One of the most interesting birds I have seen is the Indian Tailor Bird.
It is a small olive green bird that doesn't look at all unusual, yet it has a most unusual
way of making its nest. The birds work together in pairs. First they find a leaf, the
right size, and make holes along the edges with their beaks. Through these holes
they thread grass. One bird pushes the thread from the outside, while the other bird
sits in the nest and pushes it back until the-edges of the leaf are sewn together to
make a kind of bag, still hanging on the tree, in which the Tailor Bird lays its eggs.

1. What does the Tailor Bird use in place of thread?
A. Grass.
B. String.
C. Spider i:veb.
D. Thorns.

2: The Tailor Birds ate because hey
A. .are small and olive green in colour:
B. live in pairs

C: make their nests in special way
D. fly very fast.

i. The Tailor Bird gut that name because it
A. is a small bird:
B. looks unusual.
C. can sew,

has a beak shaped like a needle

4 The Tailor Birds_ make Melt oests
A. from leaves
B m a hole in a tree

in the tall grass
with a lining of gias

The person who wrote ab.i,,t I

'A give you some new information
B tell you a story
C. get you to share his tecltu .,

ll keep you guessing on how di, ill cum, ,.,
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Passage 2: Once I watched a thuth'er seal with twin babies for an hour or two and

could have spent hours more observing them if time had permitted. Sometimes the

two little animated balls of down would snuggle side by side and suckle together
while their mother dozed. Then the little imps would play pranks on her, brushing
and tickling her face with their flippers and nipping at her head and neck as they

frisked and teased around her. She dozed with one eye held open, always keeping a
watchful glance upon her offspring and now and again she would lift her head to

regard them and to give a deep bay, which l could only interpret sets an expression
of unalloyed contentment with her happy lot.

Like a cow licking her calf, cxxasionally she wuuiarcaress her babies, snuffling and

nibbling, for seals are shorr-rongued creatures.

6. "The mother kept watch over her babies while she rested by
A. lifting her head to watch them.

*h dozing with one eye open.
C. caressing them fondly.
D. suckling them.

7 The writer calls the baby seals imps. because they
A, did not like to stay still.

* 1-3 liked to tease their mother
snuggled side by side

D, were small
The writer lets us know it ishard tot 1t.ic m otttet t., tick tI e t. t y -cols L)Ck

A they will not keep still
' B. she has a short tongue

C. she goes to sleep
1), they tickle her fast

1. The writer thought that watching the ,cries was seep
A exciting
Ei useful.

difficult.
D interesting

It). The writer talks about tits t __y t. tt 11Iiit,4
A. he had nevei actually seen them
h they were lifeless
C. they were human
D they were rroublemakeis

Robert, standing in the stern, was confidently poling the Pruitt uvet the
wirers of the narrow river that sonny afternoon, while Joan sat on the cushions
facing him, trailing her hands in the tt,t,l Watt!' Robert was p,o0,1 of his skill, and
was puling along with quite a flourish The punt approached the lowest bridge on
the river, where Robert knew he must bend how to avoid the arch Alas' Though he

bowed low, the pole stood upright, wedging itself in the mud otihe riser bed and
against the arch ut the bridge

There was a brief struggle wattle R I ttieJ to itotitic wittttor itt Ictivc titt= rids

and stay on ,Lie punt or accept the alternative ilia, the punt woukin t wait foe tie

visions and Richert was left clinging to the pole 1-miher and turther unn the mud
the pole sank, while he climbed higher and highe( ttt keep tour tit the water just
when it seemed to [he ,ifouse,1 watchers that he matt at LIS! fall ti, he as saved

Joan managed to paddle the punt back to his rescue
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1L When the pole started to sink into the mud, Robert
A. began to get wet
B. called to Joan for help.

*CI, climbed up the pole.
D. climbid onto the bridge.

12.1 The punt had two things to make it go. _ _ -s- were a
1°A. pole and a paddle.

B. pole and a pair of oars.
C. pole and a motor.
D. paddle and a pair of oars

13. When Robert has to "accept the alternative,' the altern
A. jump into the river.
B. stay in the boat.
C. have Joan save him.

*D. hang onto the pole.
14. How did Joan feel about Robert's mishap?

A... we cannot tell.
B. she was amused.
C. she was embarrassed.

slib was angry'
15. The pole was hel4 upright at the bridge by

A. only the mud on the river bottom.
B. only the arch of the bridge.

'C. both the mud and the bridge.
D. Robert holding onto it.

16. We know that the river was not very deep because
Robeit pushed, the punt with a pole.

B. punts do not need much water.
C. the bridge was very low.
D. the bottom was muddy.

Passage 4: For three or four thousand years a family of marmots had beeri settled
in a grassy little valley urfer the cliffs of a jagged peak whose present name is the
Rock of Wonders. The maps specify that the peak is about seven thousand two
hundred feet in altitude.

The spot was a remarkably suitable one for all sorts of good reasons. In the first
place, the slope faced south. The sun shbne on it from dawn until dark, and in the
spring the snow melted there faster than anywhere else. One could warm oneself as
much as one wished, or again one could sit in the shade of huge rocks fallen from
the heights of the mountain. A little way off a tiny spring fed a little lake. Thanks to
this fresh spring, which never dried up, the grasses round about grew thick and
strung, even in the month of August.

The rocks provided many, sitting places and perfectly safe holes where dne could
take refuge in an emergency, Ar for the Family Cave, hollosired out many years
get by the grandfather of the pksenr inhabitant, it opened out pleasantly from

under a flat slab between two clumps cif arnica Since it had already been improved
by two generations, it would have- been difficult tu'find a drier and more comfortable
apartment,

17. Why had this marmots lived so lot
A. They did not like to travel:





'B, They could lim wn the cli
C. They carne there long ago.

it was a very good place.

I& What kept theism*, its the valley
A The WIliffl SUM

B. The-melting snow.
C. w The high peak.
.p. Airing.
Why was It a good thing that-the valley faced to theaouth
A. The summer days were warmer. --

B. Winter snows melted early.
C. The besiview was'to the south.
D. Marmots need a lot of sun.

20. From the story we know that marmots like
A. warm..
B. light.

C.. dry.
D. large.

- .21, The hut sentence of the story makes u
A. make many new homes.

°B. continue to live in the Family Ca4e.
C: have many babies.
D. work hard to make the cave comfortable.

ve in a home tha

Section D Reading Comprehension Test

Passage 5 The sundew is a small, pretty plant, that grows in damp, boggy places.
' Its leaves grow in clusters on slender reddish stems. On each leaf there are several

beautiful shining drops That look like the smallest dewdrops you can imagine. A
passing insect sees the dtops and thinks they are drops of sweet nectar. He lights
on the sundew's leaves. Surprise! The sticky drop is not hector. It is the-glue that the
sundew uses to attract insects. The small leaves close over the insect. Soon the insect
disappears, for the sundew is one of the strange plants that eat living insects.

1. Insects are most attracted to the sundew when they want to
A. play.
B. hide.
C. rest.

'D. eat.
2. An insect lighting on a sundew disappears in the

A. sunlight.
B. sky.

C. plant.
D. bog.

3. When an insect that has lighted on a sundew disappears, it has
'A. been eaten.
B. flown away.
C, gone to sleep_ .
D. fallen to the ground.

4. You would expect to find the sundew growing in.places where'it was
A. cold.



B. wet,
C high.
D. grassy.

5. The suncliVa
A. slender.
B. shining.

C.:- in dusters'.
13. covered. with dew.

Parsage 6: Ernenek slipped out of his sleeping bag. On-top of his clothes made of
small auk's skirts, with the feathers inside, he 'put on other clothes made of bear skin,
with the fur on the outside, and puihed the trouser legs into his seolskin boots..

He came out of the _narrow tunnel of the igloo on all-fours, pulling the half-
asleep dog, who wss the leader of the team, by its leash, while the other dogs
followed yawnintand shaking the rime off their thick fur. They clamoured for food
by barking and showing their teeth which had been filedwith- stones so that they
could not gnaw their bridles; they looked more like wolves thin dogs with Their
pointed muzzles and their yellow, glowing eyes.

.

Ernertek iced the sledge runners, then he harnessed the dogs, urifastened the
nchor and di on to the -ledge Linder the whip, the dogs formed out,

the Lading , ontheiik-es, which attached' them separately to the
sledge and yelpin 'htnd the whiticloud'eof vapour coming out of their mouths.

It was hot;- the Aemperature must have been about 17 degrees below zero and
Emeriti( did not hive to run behind the sledge to warm himself; he could remain
sitting and enjoy the drive

The icy ocean on which he travelled, frozen to a depth which exceeded a man's
height and superficially covered with snow, bore the clear trace of the sledge of his
friend who had started before him.

Ernenek did not turn to look at the solitary igloo he was leaving behind, a
cute hump of ice at the top of the world.

6. Ernenek's dogs resembled wolves because they had
A. a very sharp sense of smell.
B. filed teeth and a small muzzle.
C. great strength to pull the sledge.

' D. pointed muzzles and glowing eyes.
7. We can tell from the passage that auks are

A. animals like bears.
B. related to seals.
C. dogs that pull sledges.

' D. birds.
8_ The dogs' teeth had been filed with stones to make them

A. sharp.
B. clean.
C. smooth,

'D. blunt.
Why did Ernenek ice the runners of his sledge?
A. to cool them off.

to make them slippery.
C. so he could harness the dogs.
D. to remove the dirt.

nute
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D.
In'saying that ErnencleS
that it was
A. on the icy ocean.

°B. nor the North Pole.
C far from any other home.

very small and unimportant.
12. We.can tell from the fourth paragraph that

A. It was a really hot day.
Ernenek hated to run.

C Ernenek got cold easily.
--' Ernenel$ was used to very cold weather.

Pelage 7 Simonedes was a poet. He wandered round the wealthy cities of Asia,
composing poems and singing the praises of warriors for such reward as he could

__,./pairt..Ay.:_this. means he, gathered a considerable.amounrof wealth, and _after some
years he made up his mind to return by sea to his native island of Ceos. While he
was on the ship, a dreadful storm arose, and all the passengers began in panic to
gather together their precious belongings.

Simonedes stood on the deck calmly, making no effort to gather up his own
baggage. Some of the other passengers were amazed at this, and one of them asked
Simonedes why he was not trying to save any ofhis property. "All my real wealth,-
said Simonedes, in my head". The others laughed at the foolish poet, and as the
ship foundered they -leapt into the sea weighed down with all their possessions.
Some of them attempted to carry such heavy burdens that they drowned. Others
managed to struggle ashore. But here they were set upon by thieves, who stripped
them naked of all that they owned.

Simonedes, meanwhile, made his way to the nearest town, without being robbed,
since he had nothing fol the thieves to take.'No sooner was he in the streets than
he was recognized by a lover of his poetry, and showered with clothes, gifts and
hospitality.

Next day, as he was walking with some of his new friends and admirers,
Simonedes happened to see some of his fellow travellers, who were begging for
food and shelter. As soon as he saw them,'Sirnonedes said You see, you laughed

e on the ship when I said that my real wealth was in my head. But now you
are beggars while I am well clothed, and on my way to being prosperous again; now
I can help you. What you have tried to save is all lost. But I carried my riches along
with memy poems."

13. Simonedes had made his living by composing poems that told of
A' the beaUty-of nature.
B. life on the sea.
C. life in ancient times.

D. the great deeds of warriors.

loo was "at the top of the world," -thi writer means

14. The other passengers laughed at.Simooedes because he
A. had no baggage.

B. did not try to save his possessions,
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was's° highteriecl of the storm.
tvadfiompo during the storm,,
thkWis did not rob Simonedea

wistecognized by client
!B. had no poateasiong,
C made poems for them.

'D. was able to eacapethern.
16, What.auggests that Simonet§ poems were no

A. He said his teal wealth was in his head.
B. He did not try to gather his belongings.

. C. They had to do with the.deedi'vf warriors.
D. No one recognized his poetry. .

17. When Simonedes sattl'"my teal weskit is in my head 7, he meant
A. try his knoWledge he'could earn new wealth.

beauty is.more important than mere possessions
C. he had very little that he owned.
D. he was a very intelligent man.
The idea, that the writer of this story is crying to get _v
A., possessions are_of=no.value' ._

B. -life is dangerous and uncertain.
'C. poetry may be wealth.
D.' poetry is beautiful.

19. in this story. the aythoes main purpose is to.'
A. entertain his reader.
B. write very beautifully.

oc: . weave a lesson into the story.
D. give some .useful Information.

Passage -8: Before the advent of hunters with guns, the musk ox was king of the
tundra.J-Tis heavy coat, protected him agoinst the cold of winter and the swarms of
bloodsucking insects in summer. With his heavy hooves he could break. the ice crusts
that covered the willow branches he was -so fond of When danger thieatened, the
bulls lined up before the cows and their young. With their strong, sharp horns.they
were more than a match for wolves or hunters with primitive weapons. But when
they lowered their heads and charged they made an easy target for a huntsman
with a gun. And so now there are only about seven thousand musk oxen.

20. The word "advent" in line I most nearly means
A. sport.
B. attack.
C. ending.

0. arrival.
21. if a hunter went o hunt e musk ox in summer; the worst trouble he would

face would be
A. wolves.

B. insects.
C the charge of the bulls.
El. a chance of frost-bite.

'22. The last sentences suggest that
A. the musk oxen are dying off.



W the Is it-stupid
C. the tilUilk ox cannot survive in today world.

°IX hunters are killing CROstiany tuuskiblten..,
The musk ox lives Lit the

°A. far North.
B.. desert.
C. jungle.
D. AIWA-Pins.

.24. The writer's feelings about the musk px can
Al fear of such a powerful animal..
B. eagerness to go and hunt one.-
C. inter at in their rare for their young.
D. concern that they may all be killed.

Section P Reading Speed .cticr .Tell.

Pirectioar: Here is a
end of a port,thete

0

The story has many
hree words like this:

two

tle parts. When you co e to the

Pura line uncle -in the'story. For this test you underline the
words in the booklet.

Read as fast as you can, and see how, many parts of the story you c n'read and
ri. in rhi rime that you have.
Rememberread as fast as you can, but be sure to mark the right word after

each part of the story.
Do not use an eraser. If you change your mind, cross out your first nswer and

then put a line under your second choice.
[Similar directions obtain for the Reading Speed Test following.

1 Yesterday we went to the airport While we were-there a big plane came in Ori
each side of it there were a great-many

eggs 'windows

2. We saw the people get out of the plane. Some of he had bags in their hands.
The bags had been in the

port people -plan

went to meet my Aunt Janie. She was coming to spend two weeks itR us.,
We shallece Aunt Jane for two

days 'weeks months

wings

4. Aunt Jane has three children. The oldes
The name of Aunt Janes oldest child is

boy and the other two are girls.

Mice Mary *Roger

5. Next .week Roger will come to visit us too. He will stay and go home with my
Aunt Jane. He will go home with his

brother 'mother sister

6. Roger is two years older than coy brother John. John was ten years old last
month. Roger's age is now

eight ten

7. While Roger is here we will go co--the zoo. We will see the lions and the bears.

twelve 5
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has we like best in the.

house store '

Mather will!make a big eake"for Roger. tic likes choir
the cake my:mother makes will be

- fresh . little

9.. Roger will Weep in the same room with
'in^the room. Each boy will have his own

bed . -.'dog

'chocolate

ther John. Thire' are tw

10. Roger likes to ride in the car. There are many ni drives near' the city where I
live.: We will take Roger for a long

' ride walk- while

'Next summer I hope to visit Roger. I will ride 0 his city.on the r
go to visit Rogci in 'a

.Car

12. Roger lives near a large la
We only swim there in the

night

plane 'train ^
e like to swim in the lake when it is warm.

ilroad. will

"su _cr. -wither.

There are many, boats on the lake. Some of them have sails, and some of them
have motors. All of them are on the

'lake land

14. The sailboats need some wind in order to go. Boats with a motor :need no wind
at all A rnotorgoat is the best kind on a day that is

shore

' calm dry windy

The white sails of the sailboats are very pretty. The -wind on the sails makei
them tip. On a windy day the boats on the lake are very

dry empty 'pretty
16: On my train trip 1 will pass many farms. There are some cows on these farms.

From the train I shall probably see some of these

o cows sheeP trees

IT Some of the cows are black and' white, and some are brown and white. The
brown and white cows givt-tl.e richest milk. Milk from the other.covs is not SO

clean much 'rich
The train will make four stops on the way to Roger's city. 1 do not get off at
any of them. Thee stop that I get off at is the

first second 'fifth
19. The first stop is at the town of Bellport. Here there is a factory where shoes are

made. Shoes are the main product in this

country 'town village

20. After that we come to Pennsville. We stop there for only two minutes, and
there is no time to get off. The stop is very

Jam lung 'short

21. The third stop is Johnson City. This is where we change _engines. The stop at
Johnson City has to be long enough to put on a new

'engine hat train
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?2.' ROM Johns° -City Is only one hour a the
hour after.We leave Johnson City, I.will get

'off
23. For dklast hour, most oldie way is through fo

we see many trees, but we see very. few t.

". branches 'haws

qty riend

wet

For that pat of the

leaves

24. There are some animals in the forest- But these animals are afraid of the train.
When strain corms through.the forest they run

'away by up

25'. Because the animal% are afraid, we will probably not lee them. They will keep
out of sight. We will be sorry not to see the

trees *animals people

26. At the fifth stop, I will get off the trim. Roger will meet me at the s hitt
will be glad to see hith in the

car morning

27.. From the station we will drive to Roger's house. We have to drive all the way
across town from the south to the north. On the south side of town is chef

house lake station

2g. Roger lives on the edge of town. It it a short walk from his house to the lake.
It is easy to walk from his house to the

'lake station store

29. The lake by Roger's house is very wide. It 'is two miles to the far side. Houses
on the far side of the lake look very

large pretty small
30: A road goes all the way around the lake. It makes a very long walk around the

lake, but it is not hard to go around in a
'car hurry - minute

Roger has two friends who live io the house next to his Both of them are boys.

How many boys live in the house next to Roger?
one 'two three

32. Roger likes to play ball with his two friendsfThey all play on a team at school.
There are five boys on the team. Two other boys play on the team with Roger
and his

' friends sisters uncles

' 'station'

On the other side of the lake there are several large farms. The farms oW

mostly cornto feed to animals. These animals like to eat
' corn . 'fish meat

34. We will go to see the farms. We will work helping he farmer feed his animals.
If we work hard, we may get a treat from the

animals. 1, 'farmer help

35. Lc will be hot working on the farm. When
lake. This dill make us feel much

'cooler sleepier

are through we will swim in the

stronger

36. r will stay at Roger's house for ten days: After ha I will come back



7. "When I come bakk home Roger's father will drive Me in his car will take
about six hours. We will leave in the middle of the morning and get, home in
the middle of, thp

.

afterhoon night morning
The road from Roger's house to mine is not a good road. It was built many
years ago. It NOW Much *ear, and'the ride will be

bumpy. quick slippery
it will be good to be home 'again. The trip will be great fun, but 'I
own family. When I get hoine and see them, I will be

'happy sicIC' tired.
act, My friends at home will be glad to see me too. When I am home

fight, but wheu I come Nick from a trip they are always
alone . mad

Section I Reading Speed Test

has a iirtle dit The dog is black with a White spat on his back nd one
white leg. The color of Peter's dog is mostly

nice

'black brown grey.

2. When Peter gut the dog it was a small puppy. Now thedog is a little more
than'two years old. -How many years has Peter' had the dog?

one theeNW() r
3, Peter's dog has a spot on his back. That is why Peter named the dog Spot. The

dog was named after the spot on his
back ear leg

4 The dog has learned to do two tricks. One trick is to catch a ball To stand n its
hind legs is the second

story 'trick way

5. When he was a puppy Spot was fed three times a day. Now he is fed only once!
The number of times is now

many
6. Spot is mop happy when he gets a bone. He would like to have a bone every

day, but he does not get one that
small hungry 'often

7. Spot Ives in his own little house It is a red house and it is mule of wood. The
house that Spot lives in is

green 'red white
S. Peter's mother does not like to have Spot in her house when he has dirty feet.

When his feet are dirty Spot must stay,
inside hungry 'outside

9. Sometimes Peter has dirty feet oo. Then his mother makes him wipe them off
on the mar. The mat is used to keep the house

'clean dry warm
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0, ietir likes to play Whin'
and /et Spot cart_ run

"faster

ether, Peter can tun quire,

now
.

One day Peter went for a long walk. Spot came
When Peter goes for a walk Spot always wants to

80

hOrne

ottg too; Spot had gr tt fun.

.12. While they wife walking they saw .a bird. The bird was sitting on the ground
.under a tree, Pel er the bird sitting on the

branch 'ground tree

'ted to catch the bird. The bird was ethingSpot saw the bird too. Spot
that Spot wanted to

'catch find,. scare

14:'. Spot ran after the bird. While he ran after the bird he,kept barking. Spot was
barking while.he chased the

.

ball bird boy ,

When'Spot chased the bird it flew away. It flew up into the tree. It
top of the tree and sot on a

'branch store box

16. Spot was surprised. He did nut know where the bird ha,d gone. He did not
)(now that the bird had flown to the

bush house

17. Spot ran around in circles, He ran this way and that way, He kept looking and
looking_. He was looking for the

'bird bone dog

18. The bird in The top of the tree started to sing. He sang because he was happy.
Becauie he was safe in the tree he started'to

fly 'sing sleep

19. A second bird came to the tree top. He came to join the first bird. How many
birds were there in the top of the tree now?

none one

20. The birds flew away from the tree together. They flew to a field of wheat. The
birds were hungry and wanted to eat some

berries corn 'wheat

21 There were many birds in the field. They were all eating the grains of wheat.

They were all eating the wheat in the

box 'field house

22. Spot and Peter came walking by the field. When Spot saw the birds, he eves
very excited. He was excited to see so many

'birds grains people

23. Spot ran into the field. When he got to the middle of the field, he started to
bark. He stood barking in the middle of the

day ' 'field

24. The birds did not wait for Spot: Before he reached the field they fl away,

night
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ty ey *ere
lid alone hungry

Spot did no know' What to do'next: He sat barking in the middle
He sit glad waited for Peter to

bark come cry
26. Peter came to the edge of the field and stood still, Then he called to Spit

called to Spot frorri the edge of the
field road river

27. When Peter called, Spot ran over to him. Peter pitted Spot Oh the head.
Because Spot obeyed Peter,Peter thought he was a good

ghterboy. dog
28. They walked until they came to the rain road. There they saw ti bus come by

loaded down with people. There were a great many people lathe
'bus., house

He

town
.29. The'bus was going to the next town.. In this town there arse market. Many

people ride the bus to go to the

lake market station
30. Peter saw" his father on the bus. Peters father works la, the next town. He has

to ride the bus when it is time to go to
.47

bed visit work
Peter walkecralong the road with Spot. They met1ano her dog on the road.
Spot growled and growled at the other dog. Spot was not

greedy . 'friendly - lonely

32. The other dogstarted to growl too. But then he turned and ran away. He was
afraid of Spot. The other dog was not very

.hungry brave sad

33. Peter and Spot came to a bridge across a Stream. Peter got some all stones
from the side of the road. He threw themm into the

puddle 'stream
34. Spot saw Peter throw a stone.. He started to run after the stone. He did not

see the stream. He fell into the
hole mud wa

Spot started to swim. He swam across the stream and came our the other side.
Mei" he ran back to Peter across the

bridge lake field
36. Spot was all wet. He started to shake himself. He shook himself right ide

Peter. When he shook himself, it made Peter
glad hot wet

37, Peter stood in the middle of the bridge and watched the stream. He saw some-
thing_ small swimming in the stream. He thought it was a

boat boy

38 Now it was time for Peter to go home. There was some work to do at home.
Peter often did work in the garden. He was a very gcafd

cook gaidener tailor
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Peter and Spot hurried home. Perces- her was waiting by the door She had
some ning to be done, so she was g ad to see

sunshine 'Peter $ Spot

4a Peter hu ried to get his work done. His mother had promised him some con y
when he was fin'ished. He wanted to finish so he could get the

ball !candy money

Population 1Reading CoMprehension

Dirialons This is a test to see how well you understand what you read. The test is
made up of four stories with 'a number of queitions on eachs,Read the first story
and then answer the questions on it hen go on to the second story and so on until
you come to the end of Section C

Each test item starts with a sta merit or question and then gives you four
ridings or answers. Tick the best e _Mg Or answer and blacken the space corms-

ponding-to theanswer, you have chosen on your answer card.
You may read the storiei over again as Much as you need to Try each question

in turn. 11 you don't know the answer, you may leave it and go onto the next. Come
back to it later if you have time.

You Should answer even if you aren't sum.however, do not guess blindly.
When you finish one story go aheid to the next. Keep on wo king until you

reach the end of Section Cif there is any time left, go back and tr io do any ques-
tions that you skipped the first time through.

[Similar directions obtain for Section D following.)

Section C Reading Compreh 'on Test

Passage I: Ernenek, slipped t of his sleeping bag. On top of his clothes made of
small auk's skins, with the hers inside, he put on other clothes made of bear skin,
with the fur on the outs and pushed the trouser legs into his Sealskin boots.

He came out of th narrow tunnel of the igloo on all-fours, pulling the half-
asleep dog, who was the leader of the team, by its leash, while the other dogs
followed yawning and shaking the rime off their thick fur. They clainoured for foOd
by barking and showing their teeth which had been filed with stones so that they
could nor, gnaw their bridles; they looked more like wolves than dogs with their
pointed muzzles and their yellow, glowing eyes.

Ernenek iced the sledge runners, then he harnessed the dogs, unfastened. the
sledge anchor and climbed on to the sledge; Under the whip, the dogs formed out
behind the leading dog, pulling on the traces, which attached them separately to the
sledge and yelping behind the white clouds of vapour coming out of their mouths.

It was hot; the temperature must have been about 17 degrees below zero and
Ernenek did not have to run behind the sledge to warm himself; he could remain
sitting and enjoy the drive.

The icy ocean on which he travelled, frozen to a depth which exceeded a man's
height and soperficially covered with snow, bore the clear trace of the sledge of his
friend who had started before him.

Ernenek did not turn to look at the solitary igloo he was leaving behind, a minute
cute hump of ice at the top of the world.

1. Ernenek's dogs resembled wolves because they had
A. a very sharp sense of smell.



B. filed troth and a small muzzle.
s

lieu strength to pull the sledge.
,.D. -pointed missal/a ind glowing eyes.

We_can tell from- the passage that auks are
A animals like bears.
B. related to seals.
C. dogs that pull sledges.

'Et blob.
The doga' teeth had been fil
A. sharp.
B. clean.
C. smooth.

-91 blunt.
4.' Why did Ernenek ice the ;Anne

A. to tool than Off.
'B. to make thsm slippery.
C so he could harness the dogs.
D. to remove the dirt."

= In describing the dogs, the Writer tri
A. brave.
B. strong.
C. well-trained.

'D. savage.
6. In saying that Ernenek's igloo wa

that it was.
A. on the icy ocean.

'B. near the North. Pole.
C far from any other home.
D. very small and unimportant.

7. We can tell from the fourth parag aph that.
A. It was a reallihot day.
B. Ernenek hated to run.
C Ernenek got cold easily.

'D. Ernenek was used to very cold weather.

"at the top of the world," the writer means

Postaie 2: Paracutin was born iri Mexico in February, 1943. At the end of one week,
Paracutin.was 500 feet high and it is now over 9,000 feet high. Today PXracutin is
asleep.

What is Paracutin? It is the only volcangin the world which has been seen from
its birth right up to the present day. On February 20, 1943, a peasant and his -wife'
set out to work in their maize fields from the Mexican village of Paiacutin. They
were surprised to find the earth warm under their feet. Suddenly they heard noises
diep in the earth and a small hollow appeared in their field. In the afternoon there
was a sudden loud noise and stones .were flung high in the air. The peasants ran
from the field and turned to watch. They saw the birth of a volcano.i

There were great bursts of stone and lava and a little hill belan to form. By
evening this hill was 100 feet high and hot ashei were falling on the village. .At
night the glare of the hot lava lit up the countryside. The trees near the village were
killed and the villagers had to leave their houses. When thf village was abandoned,



its name was given to-the volcano, The news quickly spread to Mexico City, far io
shrew Many sightseers and scientists flocked to the scene_ The voliann grew _and
grew for ten .years and hundreds of square miles of forest were destroyed. Then
Paracutin went to sleep. -In spite of all the explostons, not one person. was

8. Paracutin was once Ate name of
A. a peasant.

a village:
C. an cAd mount
Doa Meaican.,

9. What was destroyed in the eruption?
A. only a village.
B. the villagersliving close by.

It. the forests and fields around Faracutin.
wO peasants.

the writer says that Para i went to sleep," he means that it
d out.

BAVOpped sending out ashes and lava.
iIl yer be a volcano again.
it covered with grass and trees.

I. In this passage the author is trying to
'A. describe an interesting happening.

B. explain a scientific theory.
C. make us believe something.
D. bbild up suspense.

12. Paracutin is now
A. erupting.

B.. temporarily inactive.
C. permanently dead.
D. flattened.
From the story, where does it appear that Paracutin is located?
A. In eastern Mexico.

'B. In western Mexico.
C. In northern Mexico.
D. In southern Mexico.

14. What can we learn about volcanofs from this passage?,
'A. New volcanoes may appear in unexpected places.
B. There have always been volcanoes on the earth.
C. Volcanoes are active from time to time.
D. Volcanoes are active for only a few months.

Parrage 3: During the present century, scientific study of man's surroundings and
experience is commonly accepted as the desirable way to determine the truth or
falsity of statements, opinions, or beliefs.

This was not always so. During past centuries there was much reliance on.
authority. The opinions expressed by. persons in positions of authority and the
written statements in approved documents were frequently accepted and taught as
oracles of truth. Those questioning the accuracy or validity of these opinions were in
grave danger. Many persons, latersrecognized as leading contributors to the progress



pi -mankind, suffered torture, Impri oninent, and even death cause they dared to
goestion beliefs or opinions which we now see to have been demonstrably false,

he scientific method emphasized the inductive rather than the deductive ap-
proach to the Solution of problems. The inductive. method is characterized by obser-
vations, measurement, definition, enumeration, classification, and the formulation of
conclusions on the basis of objective evidence, On the other hand, authoritarianism
utilized the deductive. method, namely, reasoning from the major premise to a con-.
cl,psion, without necessarily makipg explicit, all the elements involved in the final
statement or opinion.

In one sense authority and scientific Method may be harmonized. It is conCeivable
that the major premises of en authority may be bated on scientific studies.
have' produced demonstrable truths, Deductions Made with these truths us, major
premises and with strict adherence to the principles of lOgic stiiiuld he valid.

15. Stientific method has been encouraged.
A. for many centuries.
B. continuously.
C. recently.
D. by authoritarians,

16. "Authority" as.ujied in line 5 of the above article. means
A. traditional wisdom.
B. scientific analysis.
C. inductively determined fact.
D. superstition.

.
17., Deductive reasoning assumes the accuracy of

A -conclusions.:
B. major premises.
C. facts.
D.- a logical synthesis.

18. A central idea of the preceding article is that
A. deductive:methods are hard to apply.
B. science and logic are opposed.
C. facts and opinions are about the sable thing.

'D. scientific and authoritarian methods may complement each other.
19. Which of the four paragraphs is prirrrarily concerned with comparison? d

A. 1st

B. 2nd
*C. 3rd
D. 4th

20. Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned with synthesis?
A. 1st

'B. 2nd
CI -3rd

.0.Ath

Passage 4: If you were to begin to.enurnerate the various uses. paper, you would
find the list almost; without end. Yet, there was a time when this familiar item was a
precious rarity, when the sheet of paper you now toss into the wastebackei without
thinking would have been purchased at a great price and carefully preserved Indeed,
for long centuries in man's history, paper was unknown. People wrote on specially
prepared sheepskins orgoaiskins called parchment.
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About twenty-two hundred years ago, the Chin people discovered how io
manufacture paper from wood pulp. Later the secret reached Europe. But for many
years, the whole operation was done by hand. Imagine making paper by hand, sheet
by sheet! it was a reasonably simple process, but it is easy to see why paper was used
only by the wealthy.

The first machine for making paper was invented by a Frenchman named Louis
Robert. It was a crude machine by today's standards. Many European and American
inventors have since contributed to the development of the more efficient paper-
making machines now in use. In o time, paper is used throughout the world.

21. A long time ago people used parchment to write on because
A. parchment lasted a long time.

*B. paper was unknown.
C. paper tore too easily.
D. parchment could be prepared easily

22. The process of making piper was first discoveged by
A. an American.
B. the French.

'C. the Chinese.
D. Louis Robert.

23 Why was the process of Taking paper by hand n,

A. It was too complicated.
B. The paper was of poor quality

'C. It was too slow.
O. It was a secret.

2-1. We may conclude that, after Robert's invention, paper became
'A. cheaper.

- B. more valuable.

C. stronger-.
0. rarer

25. The main poin(that is being brought out by the first paragraph of this story is
that

'A. it is only recently that paper has been widely available.
B. for some uses parchment is better than paper
C. one can invent many different uses for paper
D. one should not throw paper in the waste basket

The rierson who wrote this story was trying to
A. amusous.

'B. help us to learn thing new
C. change how we fee bout something.
a write something very pretty

Section L3 Reading t,ortrprehencton Cent

Par rage 5: Deep silence reigned over the camp; only the guards were awake. Wrap-
pmg. his warm cloak closely about him, a sentry on the furthest outpost stamped
restlessly: His attention was caught by furtive shadows moving between him and
the first grey light and he sensed approaching danger. The alarm was still ringing,
clear from his bugle as the company of the Legion tieized their rifles and fell into
battle order There was no confusion, only an almost incredible nearness and speed.
The square was formed about the well with the camels haltered in the middle and
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the guns placed at the corners. A few signal shots
1
were fired and the sentries fell

back on the main body (of the troop. All night the enemy had been gathering silently
behindthe encircling dune and now, with lance and sword, they char)* from the
surrounding crests. Three sides_ of the square-stood firm; the fourth wavered and
broke. The enemy poured into the square, stampeding the camels and stabbing the
men in the back.

The attack took place in a
A. forest.

'B. desert.
C. small town.
D. mountain pass.

The attack took place just at
'A. daybreak.

B. midnight.
C. nightfall.
D. the rise of the moon.
We can tell that the night was
A. hot.

°B. cold.
C. stormy.
D: moonlit.

g The camels were mostly
A. killed.
B. seized.
C ridden away.

*D: driven off.
5- The camping place was located

A. on a hillside.
B on high ground:

'C. in a hollow.
D. away from the water
After the alarm was sounded, the sentries

'A came in to the rest tit the troop
B ran away in fright
C. kept firing at the erierw,
D blew their bugles

Air age 6: In their first experiments researchers fir noel have no water in
eight days. It lost about 22'; of its weight ah,tsit MO kilos When it tinally was given
water to drink it emptied one bucket after smother, got rounder and rounder and
soon returned to its normal condition A samel ,_an lose Anything rip [kJ 2 t iif its
weight through evaporation without am lAnger (,1 losing 11N hie However, a Iwo

weight iif 1.2'; causes a Mail in die in a desert the teNedfLherw wilt. were frigid tit
animals, did not dare iii tin.~ trite h,iw .ring A.iinci Lan stay without %%mei Ihe
,ame1 that went longest without warcr drink I C it in 10 minutes Alter 1'
days without .1 drink

A tame! can man. ,in .d1 ai ok..
furthermore. it can regulate its pcispirarlon Which better xi., are
compelled n stay in a teirirK tatore higher than ii1I1 iniun tunipt imam, we

perspire iii iirder t.. reset the teinpet.nine }arts front Firwrning

4
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dangerously high. A camel's temperature regulation is different. When the sunshine
becomes hotter and hotter the body temperature of the camel follows the tempera-
ture of the environment, Only when the body temperature. fras risen to -10 degrees
does a camel begin to perspire. When the cold night of the desert arrives a camel's
temperature sinks to 34 degrees. This variation of 6 degrees means that it takes
quite a tong time in the daytime before a camel starts perspiring.

7. The purpose of this passage is chiefly to explain why a camel
A. can lose stimuch weight.
B. can drink so much water.
C. does not perspire so much.

'D. is so well suited to the desert.

8. In saying that camels can regulate perspiration much better than we can the
author means that the camel
A. can turn his perspiration off and on as he wishes.
B. has more sweat glands than we have
C. responds to smaller changes in temperature.
D. does not start to perspire as soon as we do.

The function of perspiration in man is to
A. prevent a drop in body temperature.

*B. regailate the body temperature.
C. let fluid from the body.
D. remove salt from the body

10. When the temperature of the air rises above 34' C a camel starts
A. perspiring heavily.
B. saving energy.

-showing a higher body temperature.
0. regulating its drinking of water,

11. The relation between the first and second paragraphs cif this article is rh,it the
second paragraph

.*A. helps explain the results reported in the first
B. gives further detail about the results reported in the first
C. is more specific than the first in the information it provides
D. presents a different point of view from the first

12. Judging from the passage, about how much does a Cartiel weigh'
A. 100 kilograms.

'B. 500 kilograms.
C. 2200 kilograms.
0 There is no way cif telling

Parrage 7.. All day long we had been motoring towards Fez, and as we^ drew nearer
. to it, but at distance still of some thirty or forty miles, we began to feel the
emanation of a great and ancient city, in the same way chat you have the
experience when approaching the environs of Rome or Paris or London or Peking.
some essence, indefinable but not to be confounded with any otherisserting itself
in the atmosphere. Unlike a European city, Fez has no outer suburbs, and is enclosed
by its own walls, but even the brown-faced, brown-legged, shaven-headed peasants.
who in their dazzling white clothes worked in the sepia colored heldshardly so
much fields as wide territoriesseemed to carry sortie unidentifiable echo of tradi-
tion, perhaps of Pharaoh's Egypt ft was not euntil darkness had enveloped them that
we arrived before the majestic crenellated walls of the city, and outsi,l the gates
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the strings of camels, the story-tellers and snakecharmers and lank ebony minstrels,
hung with cowrie-shells, from the dark interior of the continent, and the jostling,
wondering crowds chat surround them by daylight had Olen their departure.

13. How were the boundaries of a field in which a peasant was working marked
off?
A. The boundaries were marked by palm trees.
B. The boundaries were marked by thick hedges.
C. There was a fence aroundach field.

There were no clear boundaries.

1 -I. What was it than first informed the travellers that they were approaching
A. The city walls.
B. The sepia-colored fields.
C. An indefinable feeling.
D. The tradition of Pharaoh's Egypt

I When the travellers were confronted by the city walls they appeared tit be
A. intimidated.
B: impressed.
C. disinterested.
D astounded.

16. The travellers arrived at the ity walls when the jostling critwcis
A were starting to gather.
B were at their peak.

were getting ready to leave.
'D had gone.

17_ The author's primary purpose in this passa
A. provide a vivid and interesting description.
B inform the reader about important facts:

change the reader's attitudes.
D build up a feeling of suspense

IS In the paragraph that follows this one it is likely that the authitir will
A tell about the con.qtruction of the city's walls

describe their entrance into the city itself
_ tell about the, early history of the city.
D describe the home life of the peasants

It) The authors style is best described as
A simple and direct
B. forceful
C dull and prosaic
L. flowery and elaborate

Traditional It-ail-let men laugh at the clatmit.s made t 1, I hey say

that plastic shoes are hot in strain-let and told in winter It is ilirt ,i gtar.l as leather,
and plastic rrt high quality is not [.heap erunigh tu make it protitable hit shoeenakerS
to change from leather

Ihts IThly be true' for men, who buy strung, Londtirralle ..id well wade _owe-.
Women, however, want fashionable shoes, and do not care too much ahout what
they are made of as long as they look smart The high quality of leathtt needed n)
Filakre smart and attractive women s shoes is very expensive and these shoes Are so
well inade (ha( they outlast the rapid changes tit fashion Only a few ortiliwn t=all
Arhinl ri bin a new pair it leather shoes eadi time the fashion ,rh.nges
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Perhaps there will be two kinds of shoemakers in the future, those making shoes
for men and the luxury market for women, whose material will be leather, and those
aiming at the popular market for women. Does this mean that men will only be able
to buy strong, lasting, leather shoes, and women only able to afford cheap, fashion-
able, plastic shoes made to last only for a few months)

20. Which of the three paragraphs represents primarily a guess about the future?
A. Only the second.

B. Only the third.
C. The first and the second.
D. The second and third.

21. Women seem more likely to use plastic shoes than are men because women
'A. are more interested in style.

B. don't want shoes that wear well.
C. can't afford to pay as much for shoes:
D. are not as hard on their. shoes.

22. Which women does the .writer think will continue to wear leather shoes
Women who
A. are interested in fashion.
B. want new shoes frequently:
C. are difficult to fit.

*D. are wealthy.
The author's purpose in this passage is primarily to have us
A. know more about modern techniques in shoe making.
B. enjoy an interesting story about shoes.
C. become aware of differences between men and women

D. think about future changes in shoes.
24. Which sentence best conveys the main idea of this passage?

A. First sentence of the first paragraph.
B. Last sentence of the first paragraph
C. Last sentence of second paragraph.

*D. First sentence of third parairaph.
25. What is the writer's attitude about making shoes iof plas. _

A. He favors them for both men and women:
B. He favors them for women but not for men.
C. He is against them for both men and women:

'D. He does nor express his own attitude.

26. How is the third paragraph related to the first two It is a

*A speculation based on facts given in the first twio
B. summary of points made in the first two
C. contradiction of the first two.
D. explanation of the first two.

Section EStudent Quertinnn
Directions: Please answer all of the following questions as be
difficulty in understanding any question, raise your hand and
help.

I. Name of your school

2: How old are you? years months

can If you have
your reacher for
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3. What is your grade in school?
4. Please write your father's occupation

grade

Appendix A

(If your father is dead, give your guardian's occupation, or, if you do not have a
guardian, give your father's occupation berme he died.)

On the lines below, describe his, occupation as clearly as you can Please stare the
duties he performs and for whom he works. For example, if he is a -salesman,"
tell what he sells and where he works.

5. Sex (check one)

Boy
Girl

6.: How many students are there in your class?

students
7: About how many hours of homework do you do each week for all subjects?

hours per week
8. Where do you usually do your homework? (check one)

In a room where the rest of the family talk, watch TV, etc_
In a room that is usually quiet, although people are there
In a room by myself
I do my homework at school
I never hate homework

9. Lea you usually have a fixed time for doing your homework? (check one)
Yes
No

I( ). How often does your mother or father help you with your homework? (check
one)

Often at least once a week)
Occasionally (once twice a month)
Hardly ever or never

I I When you talk at home, do your parents (check one)
always or almost always insist that you speak correctly? --
sometimes insist that you speak correctly?
let you speak how you please?

12. When you show your parents anything you have written, do they (check one)
always or almost always check your spellmg?
sometimes check your spelling.,
rarely or never check your spelling?

I i How often is a dictionary used by anyone in ynut (check one)
ri

Acasionally
Never, or do not have one

I -i. In your spare time at home, do Yknil lac tit,
encourage you to read as much as -ibk_

sometimes suggest you read,
nor mind if you never read?
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15. When you get home from school, do your parents (check one)
always or almost always want to know how you have done)
sometimes ask about your school work?
hardly ever or never ask you about your school work?

16. Does your family receive a daily newspaper? (check one)
Yes
No, bin 1 read one most days anyway
No, and I never read one

17. About how many hours do you usually watch TV on a rcf.uu day. outside of

school programs?
hours

18. About how many books are thin your home? notnest ctiunt newspapers or
magazines) (check One)

None
1-10
11-25
26-50
51 or more

About how many hours did you spend reading or your own pleasure last week?
(nor including comics) (check one)

0 hours
Less than I hour
Between I and 2 hours
Between 2 and 3 hours
More than 3 hours

20. How many brothers and sisters do you have? (check one)

3

4 or more

21. In yourlamily are you (check on
the only child?
the oldest child?
the youngest child?
somewhere in the middle with brothers
or sisters older and younger than you?

Directions Listed below are a number of subjecdstudied in school. Indicate for each
subject listed, either that you have never studied it, or, if you have or are doing so
now, the extent to which you like or dislike it, by drawing a circle around the letter
which is next to the answer you choose. If you want to change an answer you have
given you may do so, but be sure to erase the mark of the old answer.

22. Reading
A. Have never studied this subject
B. One of my favorite subjects
C.' Have generally liked this subject
D. Have generally disliked this subject
E. One of the subjects I have liked least in school
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23. Science
A. Have never studied this subject
B. One e-of my favorite subjects
C. Have generally liked this subject
D Have generally disliked this subject
E. One of the subjects I have liked least in school

2-1, Social Studies (history, geography, etc.)
.A. Have never studied this subject
B. One of my favorite subjects
C. Have generally liked this subject
D. Have generally disliked this subject
E. One of the subjects I have liked least in school

25. Arithmetic
A. Have never studied this-subject
B. One of my favorite subjects
C. Have generally liked this subject
D. Have generally disliked this subject
E. One of the subjects I have liked least in school

Appendix A

Student ut',ttrnrirr,rire' e%luther Tongue

1. How many students are in your English class?
A. I do not take Englisr
B. Less than 20
C. 21-35
D. 3&=50
E. 51 or more
About how many hours of homework do you do each week in English excluding
Literature?
A. I do not take English
B. Less than 2 hours
C. Between 2 and 5 hours
D. Between 5 and 10 hours
E. hirrre than 10 hours

i. About how many hours of instruction do you receive each week in English
excluding Literature?
A. I do not rake English
B. Less than 2 hours
C. Between 2 and 5 hours

Between 5 and 10 hours
E. hfrare than 10 hours
About how many different magazines does you family receive each monthr.

rte

1 magazine
2 magazines

magazine,
or mon: [nes

Lh Indicate your answer card how frequently you like to read books or
magazine articles dealing with (Indicate one rEsponse for each row

Adventure A Not at all Li. Occasionally C. Frequently
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6. History and Biography A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

7. Science/Technical Reading A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

8: Science Fiction A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

9. Travel and Exploration A. Nut at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

10. Cutrent Events A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

11. Mystery and Detective A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

12. Arc A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

13. Politics and Economics A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

1-1. Philosophy and Religion A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

15. Sports A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

16. Love Stories A. Nut at all B.-Occasionally C. Frequently

17. Humor A. Nut at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

18. Myths and Legends A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

19. Poetry A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

20. Movie and lMMustc'Celebrities A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

21. School Stories A. Not at all B. Occasionally C. Frequently

2. Does your family receive y newspaper?
A. Yes'
B. No, but I often read one, must days anyway
C. No, and I do not read one

Directions: Mark on your answer card the parts he newspaper h you usually

read.

23. News
A. Usually read this part
H. Do not usually read this parr

1. Spores
A. Usually read this part
B. Do nut usually read this part
Comment and editorials about the news
A. Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part

26. ,,Articles about the home (cooking, clothes, and decorating,
A, Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part

27. -Movie, play, and television reviews
A. Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part
Music and art reviews
A. Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part

tt Book reviews
A. Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part
Comic sections and humor
A Usually read this part
B. Do not usually read this part
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31. Science articles
A. Usually read this; part
B. Do nor usually read this part

32. About how many hours a week do you usually spend listening to the radio or
watching television?
A. None
B. Between 1 and 5 hours
C. Between 5 and 10 hours
D. Between 10 and 20 hours
E. More than 20 hours

About how many times a month do you usually go to the movies or a show?
A. 0 times
B. 1-2 times
C. I-5 times
D.- 6-10 times
E 11 or more times
From the following list mark on your n:- -r card the one type of TV or radio
program you like best.
A. Programs teaching some subject
B. Quiz programs
C. Programs on history, travel, nature, scientific develop s, etc.
D Variety programs
E. News programs
F Shows that tell a story
G. Sports
H. Music

IPopulation II students continue with the Reading Speed Practice Test (same as
Population ISection P) and the Reading Speed Test (same as Population !
Section j).

Population 1VReading Comprehension

Directors ; This is a test tto see how well you understand what you read. The test is
made up of four stories with a number of questions on each. Read the first story and
then answer the questions on it. Then go on to the second story and so on until you
come to the end of Section C.

Each test item starts with a statement or question and then gives you four
endings or answers. Pick the best ending or answer and blacken the space corres-
ponding to the answer you have chosen on your answe card,

You may read the stories over again as much as u need to. Try eath question
n. If you don't know the answer, you may leave it and go on to the next. Come

back to it later it you have time
You should answer even if you aren't sure, however, do not guess blindly.
When you finish one story go ahead to the next: Keep working until you reach

the end of Section C. If there is time left, go back and try to do any that you skipped
the first time through.

I Similar directions obtain for Section D following. I

Re, .1.nprehenston Test

Rowe 1: During the present century, scientific udy of man's surroundings and
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-experiences is commonly accepted aS the,desirable way to determine the truth or
falsity of statements, opinioni, or beliefs.

This was not always so. During past centuries there was much reliance on
authority. The opinions expressed by persons in positions of authority and the
written statements in approved documents were frequently accepted and taught as
oracles of truth. Those questioning the accuracy or validity of these opinions were in

u

If
ered torture, imprisonment and even death because they dared to

grave danger. any persons, later recognized as leading contributors to the progress
of mankind, s
question beliefs or opinions which we now see to have been demonstrably false.

The scientific method emphasized the inductive rather than the deductive ap-
proach to the solution of problems. The inductive method is characterized by obser-
vations, measurement, definition, enumeration, classification, and the formulation of
conclusions on the basis of objective evidence. On the other hand, authoritarianism
utilized the deductive method, namely, reasoning from the Major premise to a con-
clusion, without necessarily making explicit all the elements involvecrin the final
statement or opinion.

In one sense authority and scientific method may be harrno-_:ed. It is conceivable
that the major premises of an authority may be based on scientific studies which
have produced demonstrable truths. Deductions made with these truths as major
premises and with strict adherence to the principles of logic should be valid.

I. Scientific method has been encouraged
A. for many centuries.
B. continuously.

recently.
D. by authoritarians.

2. -Authority- as used in hoe :5 of the abtive article, means
'A. traditional wisdom.

B. scientific -analysis.
C. inductively determined fact.
D. superstition.

i Deductive reasoning assumes the accuracy of
A. conclusions.

'B. major premises.
C. facts.
D. a logical synthesis.

. A central idea of the preceding article is that
A. deductive methods are hard to apply.
B. science and logic are opposed.
C. facts and opinions are about the same thing.

'D. scientific and authoritarian methods may complement each other
_

Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned with comparison!
A. ist
B 2nd

ird
D. jth
Which of the fitur paragraphs is primarily con ied'svith synthesis?
A. 1st

B. 2nd
C 3rd

*D.
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Passage 2: MI plays must leave out certain facts of life and aspects of human nature;
there is not room in a play for everything, nor does the nature of the form demand
that there should be. We do not, for instance, ask for the element tif probability in a
farce, or in a light comedy. We do not expect restraint and common-sense in a
tiNgedy; or if they were present there would be no tragedy. In brief, we expect an
aaihor to leave bits of human nature outto present an artificial concoction rather
than a true-to-life one We ask only that he make this artifice seem plausible; that is
to hay, if he does his work well, we should not notice the elements he has left
outand the more we do notice their absence, the more unimpressed we are by his
skill. Of course, we value most highly the dramatists who manage to include the
maximum of elements with the minimum of clumsiness; for we reckon, quite cor-
rectly, that a play is both more plausible and more interesting if the characters
involved in it are full, like Brutus, of mixed elements and must struggle inside
themselves to teach conclusions and perform big actions: this is at least partly what
we mean when we say that Shakespeare embraces all humanity, or that characters
are -whole- persons ratter than bitty cut-outs. When things are made too plain-
sailing for characterswhen they represent only ambition, or only pride, or only
greed, and have no opposites to these in them to make decisions hard for them
then we may accept them as absurd or melodramatic characters, or even as a certain
sort of stylized particulars, but we cannot respond to them as fully as we can to
Macbeth, or Lear, or Tartuffe, or the people in 'Chekhov They are doubtful to us
because they have no doubt themselves.

7 Plays must
A. imitate life'

*B select from
C. exercise re
D use common sense

K A play designed to produce laughter is expected nr kR,rtray incidents which are
A, natural.

improbable
true -to -life.

I) elementary
The conviction which a play carries depends on our not being aware_ of
A us plausibility
B the maximum of clot

(. the things lett out
D. the mixture of character

It (.hataccets appeal- absurd i doubtful to us if they to

A. ambition.
B style

inconsitoctiair,
I) %IN !laid peClailat

i I I he writer of thus laafax,t_ ti y

'A a ranflt it vices in literary anticaott
It .1 closely reatwric,1 .tignmcnt

Licscriptittit 1)1 .1 1C1 of ta,.rs

1) the1)1 hunr.tti nature

Whit L 11 111 the

railt ritSI, ILICa
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A. 3rd
B. 4th

'C. 5th
D. 6th
What support does the author provide for the position chat he is taking?

'A. Examples and illustrations.
B. Common knowledge.
C. A series of investigations.
D. Essentially no support.

Passage 3: The history of the discovery of the Peking mare was exciting despite the
fact that this time it was not a more or less accidental discovery but the result of
systematic excavation. In 1921 some Swedish and American paleontologists were
excavating on a hill near Peking. The hill was called the Hill of Chicken Bones
because bones of small birds had been found on it Then a man walked by, Watched
the strange work going on and said that if the gentlemen were looking for the bones
of dragons, he knew a place where they could find much bigger bones.

The man took them to a limestone cave which was about one kilometer away. In
the summers of 1921 and 1923 a Jot of bones of big mammalia were found there.
They were typical of the Quaternary fauna. Along with the bones some sharp-edged
pieces of quartz were found which could be thought to be elementary tools. The
professor who led the research work coed not give up his idea that in the light of
these discoveries it would be possible to find remains of primitive men on the
continent of Asia. In 1927 excavations were started in the carve of Tsou-kou-tien but
the whole summer passed without any discoveries. Finally, three days before winter
stopped the field -work one tooth of a man was found.

It was the molar tooth of a lower jaw. After exarnining it very carefully one of the
researchers came to the conclusion chat the tooth did not belong to arty known type
of man, nor to any living 'race. On the basis of this one tooth the researcher named
not only a new species of man but also a new race, the Chinese man.

14. On the basil of what find was the important conclusion described .in the passage
made?

'A. A molar tooth.
B. Some tools.
C. Some bones of birds.
D. Some pieces of quartz.

The conclusion that the research worker reached is based upon assumption
that one can
A. describe a human culture from the tools it used
B. find human remains by digging in the right places.
C make faster progress searching systematically than hunting blindly.
D accurately reconstruct a complete creature from one small part.
The basic pattern of the organization of this passage is
A. logical.
B. chronological.

from general to specific.
D. from specific to general:
What led the scientist to believe that he would find evidence of primitive men
on the continent of Asia?
A. A molar tooth from a lower jaw
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'B. Mammalian bones and sharp-edged pieces'of quartz.
C. The statement of the Chinese about dragon bones.
D. The excavations at the Hill of Chicken Bones.

18, The author of this passage is primarily interested in
A. telling an entertaining story.

'B. describing a series of events.
C. influencing the beliefs and feelings of his readers.
D. proving a scientific theory.

19. The bones that the investigators first found when they started digging in the
cave had curie from early forms of animals like

'A. horses, bears, or tigers.
B. dragons.
C. small,hirds.
D. dinosaurs.
I

Passage 4: Commodities and services to which no flow of money payments corres-
ponds may be divided into three groups. The first consists of goods and services
received in barter, such as farm rents paid in kind. From the point of view of the
nation's productivity or welfare the omission of such bartered goods would obviously
understate the total performance of the economic system, The second group consists
of goods and services received gratis. Thesdifficulty here is nor the lack of monetary
form but the absence of any productive service rendered by the recipient. In such
cases, since no production of new economic goods takes place, it appears advisable to
exclude the goods from the national income total. If an individual received charity or

a gift this is but a loss on the part of the donor (whose income has been recorded
fully elsewhere), and to count the incomes of both donor and recipient involves
either double counting or the consideration of the charity or gift recipient as a
producer of service to the donor, an obviously far-fetched conception., The problem
becomes more complicateA when such free flow of goods tor money) is directed not
from individuals but frome business system, either directly or through such social
agencies as the government or charitable foundations. Such free goods, whether in
the form of money or of commodities, must obviously he Mounted in somewhere in

the national total. While their statistical estimate,is difficult, their analytical and
quantitative importance is appreciable and likely to grow in the future. The third

type of commodities and services for which there is no corresponding money pay-
ment comprises those produced and consumed within the individual economic unit.
Here the main problem lies in the segregation of economic from non-economic
activity, since only a rigid line between the two will enable one to include in or
exclude from national income such items as commodities produced as a hobby,

services or durable goods used in the household or *personal services of housewives
and other members of the family. But there is no hard and fast rule by which
economic activity can be distinguished from social and individual life in general., The

importance of economic motives, the regularity of the activity, the relative propor-
tion in which the resulting commodities and services appear on the marketall
have to be considered. No doubt appears as to the prOpriery of including in national
income commodities regularly produced and consumed within the household when
they form part of a larger total destined for the market. Similarly, the estimate of
national income should include net services from houses owned and inhabited; but
there is considerable doubt as to the propriety of including net services of other
durable goods Finally, there is a general agreement among students of the problem
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to this exclusion of housiewives',services and services of other members of the
family, because these activities are. motivated largely by non-economic consider on%

and 'form much. more of fi part of life in general than of professional econ is

Activity proper.

2© In return for rag services a minister receives (I) a modest cash salary, (2)
use of a house, and (3) the use of an automobile. According to the passa
Whidi of.thase'should be considered part of the national income?
A. Only (1) and (2).
B., Only (I) and (3).
C. Only (2) and (3).
13, Only (1).

21. The -free flow of goods- refers to
A. trade not encumbered with tariffs or restrictions.
3. gifts for which no return is received.
C the surplus profits of the business sy
D. the easy exchange of goods fur money.

22. Why would the work of a housewife in her home not be considered part of the
national income?
A.. No money is paid for the work.

o B. The`motiVatitan urkjerlying the work is not economic.
.C Nty tangible product is involved.
0: The product is totally consumed within the home. a

Why might charitable contribution from a business concern be counted in the
national income even though one from an individual would not?
A. The business concern is directly involved in the nation's productive system.
B. Trrie corstribution from the business has not been counted anywhere else.
C The contribution from the business concern is a necessary part of the cost of

doing business,
D. A business is more likely to make a contribution to an institution or organi-

zation which must count it as income.

24. On what grounds would the fee of a concert violinist be considered part of the
national income while the receipts of a violinist playing.on the street corner for
nickel( would not?
A. The different motivations of the violinists in the two cases.

o B. The different motivations of those qvho provide the money in the two cases.
C The different amounts of money involved in the two cases.
D. The fact that the strep violinist is untrained

25. A business man makes fine furniture in his spare time as a hobby, using some
in his house 'and giving some to fritrrids. On what basis would his product be
exclI;ded from the national income?
A. Parr of the product is consumed within the home.
B. No cash transaction.(s involved.

'C The motive for the production is not economic,
a The cost of the furniture has already been counted as national income.

Section DReoding Comprehension Tett

Ifairage. 5: All day long we had been motoring towards Fez, and as we drew nearer
to it but at a'diltance still of some thirty or forty-miles, we began to feel the
emanation of a great and ancient city, in the same way that you have the identical
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experience When'approaching the environs'of Rome or Paris or London or Peking,
some essence, indefinable but not to be confounded with arty ocher, asserting itself
in the atmosptiere. Unlike a European city, Fez has 'no outer suburbs, and is enclosed
by its own walls; but even the brown-faced, brtmlin-legged,- shaven-headed peasants,
who in their dazzling white clothes worked in the sepia-colored fieldshardly so
much fields as wide: territoriesseemed to carry some unidentifiable echo of tradi
don, perhaps of Pharaoh's Egypt, It was nte until darkness had envelopedthem that
we arrived before the majestic crenellated walls of the city, and outside the gates
the strings of camels, the story-tellers and snakecharmers and lank ebony minstrels,'
hung with cowrie-shells, from she dark interior of-the-continent, and the jostling,
wondering crowds that. surround thenrby daylight had takentheir departure.

How were the boundaries of a field in which a peasant was working marked
off? -

A. The boundaries were marked by palm trees.
B. The boundaries were marked. byrick hedges.
C: There was a fence around eacteeld.

'D.' There were no clear boUndaries..

2. What was it that first informed the travellers that they were approaching Fez?
A. The city walls
B. The sepia-colored fields.

°C. An indefinable feeling.
D. The tradition of Pharaoh's Egypt.

3, When the travellers-were confronted by the city walls hey appeared to be
A. intimidated:'

'B. impressed:
C, disinterested.
D. astounded.

4. The travellers arrived at the city walls when the jostling crowds
A. were starting co gather.
B. were at their peak,
C. were getting ready to leave.

93. had gone:
5, The author's primary purpose in this passage is to

'A. provide a vivid and interesting description.
B. inform the reader about important facts.
C. change the reader's attinides.
D. build up a feeling of suspense,
In the paragraph that follows this one it is likely that the author will
A. tell about the construction of the city's walls.

'B. describe their entrance into the city itself.
C. tell about the early history of thewity.
D. describe the home life of the peasants.

7. The author's style is best described as
A. simple and direct.
B. forceful.
C. dull and prosaic.

°D. flowery and

Pan-age 6.- The n7 ing and overtaking of vehicles on rails, either moving or sta-
tionary, for which tracks have been laid on the road, is done on the right.
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All the same, these movements can be carried out on the left if they cannot be
done on the right owing to the narrowness of the space to pass in or to the presence
of a parked or stationary vehicle or any other fixed obstacle-and provided' that this
does not endanger road users .coming from the opposite,direction. Overtaking can
also be done on the left in one way streets, when this is justified by the demands of
the traffic.

When- a vehicle on rails has stopped to allow passengers to enter or alight,
whether, the -track is actually laid on the road or not, the driver may only pass the
vehicle on the track, either on the left or on the right, at a reduced speed-. Except at
those places where the traffic is controlled by a policeman or by traffic lights the
driver driving on thi side where the passengers are entering or alighting from the
stationary vehicle on the rails must allow them either to reach this vehicle or to
pasS onto the pavemerit at the side. He must be prepared to stop if necessary for
this purpose.

8. The audience for whom this passage was written was primarily
A.- drivers of motor vehicles.
B. motormen of street-cars.
C. passengers getting on and off street -cars.
D. policemen directing traffic. .

9. The primary purpose of this passage was to provide a set of instructions for
A. safe driving.
B.. passing on the left:

'C. passing vehicles on rails..
D. protecting the safety of pedestrians.

10. Under which of these circumstances was passing on the left usually permissible?
I. one-way street. H.. cars parked too close on right. III. at a traffic light.'
IV. street-car stationary.
A. I & 11
B. I & III
C. 1 & IV
D. 11 & IV

I I. When a street, car has pped to let passengers off, a driver must always
A. stop.

' B. slow down.
C. pass on the right.
D. keep a distance of at least 10 feet.

12. The instruction that applies whether the street-car tracks are laid on or beside,
the road has to do with
A, letting passengers off.
B. the side on which to pass.
C. stopping at traffic lights.
D. endangering traffic coming the other way.
The relation of the second paragraph to the statement made in the first para-

... graph is that it
A. states more fully the conditions under which the rule holds.
B. develops the reasons for the rule.

'C. indicates exceptions to the general rule.
D. applies the rule in one special situation.

14. The material in this passage was organized by the a primarily so that the
reader would know



A. 'why he's to act I n a certain way.
B. who la.reiportaible in the situation.
C what is likely to happen nett.

what actions he is to tike.

.Rusags 7: Effective thinking, while starting with logic, goat; further so as to include
certain broad mentakskilla. It includes_ the understanding of complex and fluid situa
lions, in dealing with whidh logical methbds are 'inadequate. as mental tools,- Of
Course,' thinking, must never violate the laws of logic, but it may use techniques
beyonct--those of exact mathematical reasoning. In the fields of social study, and
history, and in the problems of daily life, there are large areas, where evidence is
incomplete and may never be completed. Sometimes the eViderice.May be also
trustworthy; but if the situation- is -practical, a decision must be made. The scientist
has been habituated to dial with properties which can be abstracted from their total
background and with variables which are few:and well defined.Consequently, where
the faets are unique and unpredictable, where the_ variables are qumerbus and their
interactions too complicated for mein ,calculation, the scientist is apt to throw up
his hands in despair and perhaps turn the situation over to the sentimentalists or
the ,mystic._,flutsutelt he would be wrong to ignore_ both this type of problem and

`this type of thinking; for the methods of -logical thinking do not exhaust the re-
sources of reason. In - coping with complex and fluid situations we need ,thinking
whfch is relational aria which -searches for cross bearings. between areas; this is
thinking in a context. By its use it is possible to reach an understanding of historical
and social materials and of human relations; althotigh not with the same degree of
precision as in the case of simpler materials and recurring events: As Aristotle says,
'It is the mark of an-educated man to expect no more exactness than the subject
permits.-

15. The author believes complex practical problems can be solved
A. by the use of logic alone..
B. only if the rules of logic are disregarded. '
C. only if the facts are known.

'D. only by usingboth logical and non logical reasoning.
16. The author implies that mathematical reasoning is likely to be employed with

advantage
A. when the situations to be-dealt with are complex and fluid.
B. in history, social studyand the problems of everyday life.

'C. in stable, clear-cut situations, where there are few unknown or varying
factors.
D. in dealing with practical problems.

17. The author believes scientists should widen their field of work by undertaking_
problems that are

'A. less specific and less precise.
B. more exact.
C more abstract.
D. leSs complex and fluid.

iB. -Relational thinking- is, principally of advantage in
°A. providing,working solutions to problems for which the calculation of exact

answers is impossible.
B. dealing with problems fol. which only an approximate answer is desired
C. providing exact answers to ill - defined problems.
D. dealing with prOblems related in thought.



19. 'The math purpose in this passage is primarily to present
a philbeiophiod point oiyiew.'

B. Some important information.
C a piece of- effective literary composition.
D. ,a cleverly conceived argument.

2U,- In speaking of "thinking which is relational,' (line 22) the author is contrasting
this with

A. exact mathematical reasoning.
B. thinking that violates the laws of logic.
C intuitive approaches to human problems.

Aristotle's point of view.

21. That one should expect no more exactness than the subject its iS endoned

by
A. only the author.
B. only Aristotle.

°C. .the author and Aristotle.
D. the author and traditional scientists.

The next' loo years were deStined to be the most fertile-in'the history of
horology; because the foundations of nearly all the basic inventions appeared during
this period. RObert Hooke, one of the great pioneers, is credited with the invention
of the anchor escapement about 1666. This consisted of an anchor-shaped piece of
steel, the points of which spanned several teeth of a sharp-toothed gear wheel.
When this anchor rocked on a properly placed pivot, it allowed one tooth of the gear
wheel to escape at each side of its swing, and the act of blocking the opposite tooth
gave sufficient impulse to keep the pendulum swinging. This was a great step in
advance in accuracy, and the =pricy of existing clocks were changed_ from folios
and verge to anchor escapement. Hooke contributed greatly to the mathematics of
horology, and also invented the cylinder escapement which has endured to modern
times, becoming the standard escapement for low-priced Swiss watches. As early as
1525, one John Lock of Prague had made a clock having a soft metal fusee. It re-
mained, however, for Hooke to investigate scientifically the various properties of
springs which included the fusee. He reinvented and described the fusee, which
consisted of cutting a spiral on a conical drum attached to the first wheel. On this
was wound first a piece of catgut and later a small chain, the other end of which was
fastened to,the cylindrical periphery of the barrel containing the main spring. The
spiral was arranged so that the large diameter of the spiral was opposite the run-
down position of the main spring. This meant that when the watch was fully wound
the main spring, through its chain, was pulling on the small diameter of the spiral
and, as the mechanism ran down and the tension of the main spring decreased, it
was continually pulling on a larger radius, thereby tending to maintain a more
constant power on the train and thus helping the mechanism to run at a more
constant rate.

George Graham I:. Hooke's anchor escapement by broadening the face of
the teeth on the anti, 1rum Hooke 's sharp points-. This slight broadening 'pre-
vented the escapement from swinging a little too far at each end of its swing, which
can be detected in anchor escapement clocks by the tendency of the seconds hand to
recoil slightly at each second. Graham's addition'of the slight flats prevented. _this
tendency: the deadbearscapement did mnot have this overtravel and is the most
common in modern use This slight change was one of the most important steps in
perfecting the time-keeping capabilities of the clock mechanism. Graham realized



that temperature would change the length' of the pendulum and hence. have con-
siderable influence on the rate of a clock. It has since been shown that 1 degree F.
change in 'temperature of the steel rod of a seconds pendulum is eqUivalent to
approximately four seconds in 24 hours, a brass rod, about twice as Much; and a
glass one about half as Much.- Knowing roughly these facts, Grahas":.aggested a

rrcompound pendulum composed of steel and brass, and so arranged chit thidifferent
rates of expansion Would offset one another:'He abandoned this however, in favor of
the mercury reservoir which he invented in 1711 and which, up to the invention of
invar and some of the newer alloys chit have practically zero coefficient of expansion
under heat, was the most accurate pendulumcnown

22. A grooved,cone of metal is used in
A. a fusee. .

B. a cylinder escapement.
C. a foliot.
a an improved pendulum.

23 The kind of escamment most common in modern clocks is called
A. anchor escapement.
B. cylindrical escapement.

it. deadbeat escapement.
D. compound escapement.

24. Which of the following types of escapements is probably most economical to
construct?
A. Compound.
B. Deadbeat_

'C. Cylinder.
D. Single.

25. The "next 100 years referred to in the first sentence began about
A.. 1525
B. 1575

C 1600
'D. 1659

26. One could cell whether an old grandfather cluck had an anchor escapement or
. a deadbeat escapement by
'A. observing the movement of the second hand.
B. checking to see whether it has a compound pendulum.
C. examining the points of the teeth on the first wheel_
a inspecting the mainspring for the presence of a catgut attachment.

27. The must accurate pendulum available in the 18th century was the
'A. foliot and-verge.
B. compound pendulum.
C. mercury reservoir pendulum.
D. invar alloy pendulum.

28. In a compound pendulum, the length of the brass rods is about
'A. half that of the steel rods.

B. the same as that of the steel rods.
C. one and a half that of the steel rods.
D. twice that of the steel rods.

29. The gain from using a cone with 'a spiral cur into it was that this made possible
A. compensation for the effect of temperature changes.



L. adjOstment for the changing size of the expandin
C. replacement of the pendulum with a spring.

°D..nearly uniform power as the spring ran down.

- [Population IV students continue with the Student C uestionnaire'General and
Mother Tongue (same as Population IISection E).1

Populations 11 and 1VLiterature

Directions for Sections X, Y, Z, and W On the next pages there is a short story.
Read the story carefully and thoughtfully before going on to the questions about it.

Read the questions carefully and answer them as thoughtfully and honestly as you
can The questions are preceded by instructions which you should follow. All your
answers should be made on your answer card, You will not need any other paper on
which to write.

If you have any qu ons, ask your teacher.

Section XThe Use of Force
They were new patients to me, all I had was the name, Olson. Please come
down as soon as you can, my daughter is very sick.

When 1 arrived I was mer by the mother, a big startled looking woman,
very clean and apologetic who merely said, Is this the doctor? and let me in

5 In the back, she added. You must excuse us, doctor, we have her in the kitchen
where it is warm. Iris very damp here sometimes.

The child was fully dressed and sitting on her father's lap near the kitchen
table. He Cried to get up, but I motioned for him not to bother, took of coy
overcoat and started to look things over. Icould. see that they were all very

10 nervous, Eyeing me up and down distrustfully. As often, in such cases, they
weren't telling me more than they had to,. it was up to me to tell them; that's
why they were spending three dollars on me,

The child was fairly eating me up with her cold, steady eyes, and no ex=
pression to her face whatever. She did not move and seemed, inwardly, quiet,

15 an unusually attractive little thing, and as strong as a heifer in appearance. But
her face was flushed, she was breathing rapidly, and I realized that she had a
high fever. She had magnificent blond hair, in profusion. One of chose picture
children often reproduced in advertising leaflets and the photogravure sections

of the Sunday'papers.
20 She's had a fever for three days, began the father and we don't know what

ir. 'comes from. My wife has given her things, you know, like people do, but it
don't do no good. And there's been a lot of sickness around. So we tho't you'd

better look her over and tell us what is the matter.
As doctors often do I took a trial shot at it as a point of departure. Has she

25 had a sore throat?
Both parents answered me together, No . . No, she says her throat don't

hurt her.
Doti your throat hurt you? added the mother to the child. But the little

girl's expression didn't change nor did she move her eyes from my face.

30 Have you looked?
I tried to, said the mother, but I couldn't see.
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As it happens.we haat been having a number of cases of diphtheria in the
school to which this child went during that month and we were all quite
apparently, thinking of that, though no bne had as yet spoken of the thing.

Well I said suppose, we take a look at the throat first. I smiled in my best
professional manner and asking for the child's first name `I said wine on
Mathilda, open your mouth and let's take a look at your throat.

.Nothing doing.

Aw, come on, I coaxed, just open your month wide and ler me take a look.
40 Look, I said opening both hands wide, 1 haven anything in my hands. Just

open up and let me see.

Such a nice man, put in the mother. Look hoVi kind he is to you Come on
do what he tells you to He won't hurt you

At that I ground my teeth. in disgust. If only they wouldn't use the word
45 "hurt- I might be able to ger somewhere. But I did not allow. myself to be

hurried or disturbed but speaking' quietly and slowly I approached the child
again.

As I moved my chair 'a little nearer suddenly with one catlike movement
both her hands clawed instinctively for my eyes and she almost reached them

50 too. In fact she knocked my glasses flying and they fell, thotigl, unbroken,
several feet away from me on the kitchen floor.

Both the mother and father almost turned themselves inside out in embar-
rassment and apology. You bad girl, said the mother, taking her and shaking
her by one arm. Look what you've done. The nice man ..

For heaven's sake, I broke in Don't call me a niccmsn to her I'm here to
look at her throat on the chance that she might have diphtheria and possibly
die of it. But that's nothing to her, Look here, I said to the Child, We're going
to look ar your throat. You're old enough to understand what I'm saying, Will
you opal it now by yourself or shall we have to open it for you?

60 Nor a move. even her expression hadn't changed. Her breaths however
were coming (aster and faster. Then the battle began. I had to dd it. I.had to
have a thrum culture for her own protection. But first I told the parents rhatl
it was entirely up to them, I explained the danger but said that I would not
insist on a throat-examination so long as they would take the responsibility.

65 If you don't do what the doctor says you'll have to go to the hospital, the
mother admonished her severely.

Oh yeah? I had to smile to myself_ After all, I had already fallen in love
with the savage brat, the parents were contemptible to me. In the ensuing
struggle they grew more and more abject, crushed, exhausted while she surely

70 rose to magnificent heights of insane fury of effort bred of her terror of me.
The father tried his best, and he was a big man but the fact that she was

his daughter, his shame at her behavior and his dread of hurting her made
him release her just at the critical moment several times when I had almost
achieved success, till I wanted to kill him. But his dread also that she might

75 have diphtheria made him tell me to go on, go on though he himself was
almost fainting, while the mothjr moved back and forth behind us raising and
lowering her hands in an agony of apprehension.

Put her in front of you on your lap, I ordered, and hold both her wrists.
But as soon as he did the child let our a scream. Don't, you're hurting me.
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of MY hands: Let them go I to ydu. Then she shrieked terrifyingly,
hysterically, Stop itl Stop it! You re killin mel

Do you think she can stand it dote said the mother.

, You get out said the husband to his wife. Doi you want her to die of
diphtheria?

Come 'on now, hold her, I said.
Then fgLsped the child's head with my left hand and tried to get the

wooden tongue depressor between her teeth. She f_ ought, with clenched teeth,
desperately! But now I also had grown furiousat a child. I tried to hold
myself down but I couldn't. I know how to expose a throat for inspection. And

90 I did my best. When finally I got the wooden spatula behind the -last teeth
and just the. point of it into the mouth cavity, she opened up for an instant
but before [could see anything she came down again and gripping the wooden
blade between her molars she reduced it to splinters before I could get it but
again.

95 Aren't you ashamed, the mother yelled at her. Aren't you ashamed to at
like that in front of the doctor?

Get me a smooth-handled spoon of some sort, I cold the mother. We're
'going through with this. The child's mouth was already bleeding. Her tongue
was cut and she was screaming in wild hysterical shrieks. Perhaps I should

100 have desisted and come back in an hour or more No dbubt it would have been
better. But ,l had seen at least two children lying dead in bed of neglect in
such cases, and feeling that I must get a diagnosis now or never I went at it
again. But the worst of it was that I too had got beyond reason. I could have

, torn the child apart in my own fury and enjoyed it, It was a pleasure to attack
. 105 her. My face was burning with it.

The damned little brat must be protected against her own idiocy, one says
to one's self-at such rime. Others must be protected against her It is a social
necessity. And all-"these things are true. But a blind fury, a feeling of adult
shame, bred of a longing for muscular release are the operatives. One goes on

110 to the end.
In a final unreasoning assault I overpowered the child's neck and jaws. I

forced the heavy silver spoon back of her teeth and down her throat till she
gagged. And there it wasboth tonsils covered with membrane: She had
fought valiantly to keep me holm knowing her secret. She had been hiding

115 that sore throat for three days at least and lying to her parents in order to
escape just such an outcome as this.

Now truly she was furious. She had been on thedefensive before but now
she attacked. Tried to get off her father's lap and fly at me while tears of
defeat blinded her eyes.

William Carlos WilliamsAmerican

Part

Directions: Answer the following questions as carefully and as honestly as you can.
Here is a number of questions that might be asked about "The Use of Force."

Some of these are more important than others. Read the list carefully and choose
the five (5) questions that you think are the most important questions to ask about
"The Use of Force.- In the section marked X-Y-Z on your Answer Card 8 blacken in
the oval marked A next to the number of the five questions you have chosen. After



you have done 'that blacken in the ovals marked B for the other fifteen questions.

I, Is there a lesson to be learned from "The Use of Force?
Is "The Use of Force" well written?
How does the story build up? How is it organized?

4. Why type of story is The Use of Force"? Is it like any other to know?
5. How can we explain the way the people behave in the story?
6. Are any of the characters in The Use of Force like people I kno
7. Has the writer used words or sentences differently from the way people usually

write?

B. What happens in "The Use of Force"?
. Is "The Use of Force" about important things? Is it a trivial or .a serious work?

10. Does the story tell me anything about people or ideas in general?
11. How is the way of telling the story related to what "The Use of Force` about?
12. Is this a proper subject for a story?

__is there anything in '!The Use -of Force" that has a hidden meaning?
14. When*was the story written? What is the historical background of the story,and

its writer? Does the fact that the author is American tell me anything about
the story?

15. What kinds of metaphors (or comparisons), images (or references to things
outside the story) or other writer's devices are used in "The Use of Force"?

16. ales the story succeed in getting me involved in the situation?
17. Whai_4oes "The Use of Force tell us about people I know?
IS. What emotions does "The Use of Force" arouse in me?
19. Is there any one part of "The Use of Force" that explains the whole story?
20. What is the writer's opinion of, or attitude toward, the people in "The Use of

Force'?

Part II

Direclionc: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by
'four suggested answers. One of these answers or completions is the best answer to
the problem posed in the question.-That is of the four answers, one makes the most
sense in the light of the story you have read. Some of the questions are more
important than others: These questions are marked with a star (). AnsWer all the
questions, but pay particular attention to the starred questions, Read each question
carefully, choose your answer and indicate your choice in the appropriate space on
your answer card.

'21. Why had Mathilda been lying to her parents?
A. She was afraid they would scold her for being rude.
B. She wanted her parents CO think she was sick.
C. She did not want to go to school,

'D.. She was afraid,they would discover she had diphtheria.
22. Which of the following most clearly indicates Mathilda's feeling_ s when the

doctor arrives?
'A. "cold, steady eyes" (line 13)

B. "as strong as a heifer" (line 15)
C. -her face was flushed" (lines 16)
D. "she had a high fever" (lines 16 to 17)
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. Which of the following best indicated the difference between Mathilda and her
parents in their early reaction to the doom?

Pk She is defiant, they ''are scared.
B. She is angry, they are sad.
C She is excited, they are Calm.
D. She is hopeful,they are despairing.

"24. Whichof the fallowing is the best explanation of why Mathilda clawed for he
doctor's eyes (lines 48 to 51)?
A: She wanted to hurt the doctor.
B. She wanted to show her parents how brave she was.
C She wanted to show the doctor she was healthy.

'D. She wanted to keep the4ketor from seeing her throat.
25. What caused Mathilda to shriekAline 80)?

A. She was scared by her mother.
°B. She was held by her father.
C. She was hurt by the doctor.
D. She had shown the doctor her throat.

26. Which of the following best &scribes the 'mother at the beginning of, the story
(lines I to 29)?
A. She is calm and loving.
B. She is careless and neglectful.

'C. She is nervous and foolish.
D. She is angry and cruel.

The following questions refer to the mother's attitude towards Mathilda. You are to
choose one of the four terms or words below as the answer to each question. Yo_ u
may use each term once, more than once, or not at all.

A. Coaxing
B. Questioning

C. Scolding
D. Threatening

27. Which one of the words mentioned best &scribes the mother's speech to
Mathilda in line 28?
A, 'El, C, or -D

28. Which one of the words mentioned best describes the mother's speech to
Mathilda in lines 52 to 54?
A, B, 'C, or D

29. Which one of the words mentioned. best describes the mother's speech to
Mathilda in lines 95 to N?
A. B. 'C, or D

'30. What change in the mother do her five speeches to Mathilda show?
*A. That she becomes more emotional.

B. That she becomes less worried about diphtheria.
C. That she becomes more sure of herself..
a That she becomes less frightened of the doctor.

'31. What is the doctor's reaction to the mother's speeches to Mathilda that are
given in.lines 42 to 70?
A. He is atgry because she shouts at Mathilda.

'B. He is disgusted because she says the wrongthings.
C. He is sad because she seems so ignorant.
D. He is fearful because she seems a careless woman.
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'32. _What is the doctor's reaction to the mother's last soh "(lines 95 to 96)?
A. He is angry that she has interrupted him:
B. He is disgusted at her being ashamed.
C He tries to change the sublect so that Mathilda notice that her

mother yelled at her.
'D. He hardly pays, any attention to what she says because he is so intent on

what he is doing.

What is the doctor's first i pression of Mathilda?
A. That she is healthy.
137 That she is very young.

'C. That she is beautiful.
D. That she is intelligent.

34. What t meant by "My best professional manner" (lines 35 to 36)?
A. Skillfully.
B. Curiously.
C Severely and slowly.

°D. Gently and reassuringly.

5. When does the doctor first speak threateningly to athilda?
A. At lines 36 to 37.

'8. At lines 57 to 59.
C. At line 78.
D. At line 85.

'36. Which of the following best describes the doctor's changes n attitude toward
Mathilda?
A. He becomes more childlike.
B. He becomes more emotional and violent.
C. He becomes more worried and depressed.
D.' He becomes more professional.

7. Which of the following is the best summary of what he doctor says in lines
106 to 110?

A. Despite what our laws tell us we should do, we should act according to our
beliefs.

11 Despite what society says we should do, the individual must be prepared to
assert his own personality.

C. Despite the reasons that others may have for giving up, a person is forced
by pride to complete what he begins.

D. Despite any reason we may give for doing something, we really do it for
emotional satisfaction.

There are four inferences to be drawn from lines 67 to 70. Which of these
inferences is most important to the development of the story as a whole?
A, These lines show how much the doctor is sorry for the parents,
B. These lines show how uncontrollable Mathilda is.

C. These lines show that the doctor's interest in Mathilda has become personal
and nor professional.

D. These lines show that the doctor thinks that Mathilda beautiful child
and nor merely a sick one.

639. The doctor and Mathilda have several changing relationships in the course of
the story. Which of the following is NOT one of the main relationships?.
A. Doctor and patitznt.
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°B. Parent and child.
C. Two people at war.
D. A winner and ii--loser.

N. We would like to know -how you personally compare this story to other stories
.you have read. If you think it is one of the best stories you have read, rate it +3.
If you think it is one of the worst you have read, rate it -3.

Here is a scale:

one of the best good fairly good fairly poor poor one of the worst
+1+3

I I __ 1
Mark the number of the racing you would give this story on your answer card in
space N.

Section YI See You Never
The soft knock came at the kitchen door, and when Mrs. O'Brian opened it,
there on the back porch were her best tenant, Mr. Ramirez, and two police
officers, one on each side of him. Mr. Ramirez just stood there, walled in dnd
small.

5 -Why, Mr. Ramirez!" said Mrs. O'Brian.
Mr. Ramirez was overcome. He did not seem to have words to explain,

He had arrived at Mrs. O'Brian'S rooming house more than two years
earlier and had lived there ever since. He had come by bus from -Mexico City
to San Diego and had then gone up to Los Angeles. There he had found the

10 clean little room, with glossy blue linoleum, and pictures and calendars on the
flowered walls and Mrs. O'Brian as the strict but kindly landlady. During the
war, he had worked at the airplane factory and made parts for the planes that
flew off somewhere, and even now after the war, he still held this job. From -
the first, he had made big money. He saved some of it, and he got drunk only
once a weeka privilege that! to. Mrs.-O'Brian's way of thinking, every good
workingman deserved, unquestioned and unreprimanded.

Inside Mrs. O'Brian's kitchen, pies were baking in the oven. Soon the pies
would come out with complexions like Mr. Ramirez's, brown and shiny and
crisp, with slits in them for the air almost like the slits of Mr. Ramirez's dark

20 eyes. The kitchen smelled good. The policemen Maned forward, lured by the
odor. Mr. Ramirez gazed at his feet, as if they had carried him into all this
trouble.

-What happened, Mr. Ramirez?" asked Mrs. O'Brian_
Behind Mrs. O'Brian, as he lifted his eyes, Mr. Ramirez saw the long table,

25 laid with clean white linen and sec with a platter, cool, shining glasses, a water
pitcher with ice cubes floating inside it, a bowl of fresh potato salad, and one
of bananas and oranges, cubed and sugared. Ac this table sat Mrs. O'Brian's
childrenher three grown sons, eating and conversing, and her two younger
daughters, who were staring at the policemen as they ate.

30 have been here thirty months," said Mr. Ramirez quietly, looking at
Mrs. O'Brian's plump hands,

-That's six months too long," said one policeman. He only had a tempo-
rary visa, We've just got around to looking for him."
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Soon after Mr. Ramirez had arrived, he bought a radio for his room;
evenings, he turned it up very loud and enjoyed it And he had bought a wrist.
watch and enjoyed that too, And on many nights he had walked silent streets
and seen the bright clothes in the windows and bought some of them, and he
had seen the.jeWels and bought some of them for his few lady friends. And
he had gone to picture shows five nights a week for a while. Then, also he

4 had ridden_ the streettarsall night some nightsr-srn;Iling the electricity, his
dark eyes moving over the advertisements, feeling the wheels rumble under
him, watching the little sleeping htiuses and big hotels slip by Besides that
he had gone to large, restaurants, where he had eaten many-coursedinners, and
toihe opera and the theatre. And he had bought a car, which later, when he

4 45 . fargot to pay for it.'the dealer had driven off angrily from in front of the-
mon-ling house.

-So here I am," said Mr. Ramirez now to tell you that I must give up my
room, Mrs. O'Brian. I come to ger my baggage and clothes and go with these
men.-

50 -Back to Mexico?"

-Yes, to Lagos. That is a little town north-of Mexico City."
--I'm sorry, Mr, Ramirez.-
"I'm packed," said Mr. Ramirez hoarsely, blinking his dark eyes rapidly and

moving his hands helplessly before him. The policemen did not touch him.
There was no necessity for that. "Here is the key_, Mrs. O'Brian," Mr. Ramiiez
said -1 have my bag already.-

Mrs. O'Brian, for the, first time, noticed a suitcase standing behind him on
the porch.

Mr. Ramirez looked in again at the huge kitchen, at the bright silqr cut-
60 lery and the young people eating and the shining waxed floor. He turned and

looked for a long moment at the apartment house next door, rising up three
stories, high and beautiful. He looked at the balconies and fire escapes and
back-porch stairs, at the lines of laundry snapping in the wind.

"You've been a got-xi tenant," said Mrs. O'Brian.
65 "Thank you, thank you Mrs. O'Brian,- he saidsoftly. He closed his eyes.

Mrs. O'Brian stood holding the door half open. One of her sons, behind
her, said that her dinner was getting cold, but she shook her head at him and
turned back to Mr. Ramirez. She remembered a visit she had once made to
some Mexican border townsthe hot days, the endless cricketsleaPing and

70 falling or lying dead and brittle like the small cigars in the shop windows, and
the canals taking river water out to the farms, the dirt roads, the scorched
fields, the little adobe houses, the bleached clothes, the eroded landscape. She
remembered thssilent towns, the warm beer, the hot, thick foods each day.
She remembered the slow, dragging horses and the 'parched jack rabbits on

75 the road. She remembered the icon mountains and the dusty valleys and the
ocean beaches that spread hundreds of miles with no sound but the waves
no cars, no buildings, nothing.

"I'm sure sorry, Mr. Ramirez," she said.

don't want to go back, Mrs. O'Brian,- he said weakly. like it here. I
80 want to stay here. I've worked. I've got money. I look all right, don't"I? And I

don't want to go back!-
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sorry, Mr. Ramirez,- she said 1 wish there was something 1 could
do.-

-Mrs. O'Brian!' he cried suddenly, tears rolling out from under his eyelids.
He reached out his hands and took her hand fervently, shaking it, wringing
it, holding to it, -Mrs. O'Brian, I see yr >u never, I see you never!"

a
The policemen smiled at..trsut,thlr Ramirez did not notice it, and they

stopped smiling very soon.

-Goodbye, Mrs. O'Brian. ,been good to me. Oh, Aodbye, Mrs:

90 O'Brian. I see you never!"

The policemen waited for Mr R:imirez tt burn, pick up. his suitcase, and
wrsIk. away. They they followed him, ripping their caps to Mrs. ()Brain. She
watched them go down the porch steps Then she shut the door quietly and
went slowly hack to her chair at the table She pulled the' chair out and sat

.95 down. She picked up the shining knife and fork and started once more upon
her steak:,

-Hurry up, Morn,- said one of the sons be cold

Mrs. O'Brian took one bite and chewed on it for a long, slow rime, then
she stared at the clirsed door. She gal down her knife and fork

What s- wrung', Ma?- asked her son

1
past realized,- said Mrs O'Brianshe pot her hand to her lace III

never see Mr Ramirez again

it
Darectionc Answer the following questions as carefully and honestly LIM,

'Here is a number of questions that might be asked about -1 Sec You Never
Sortie of these are enure important than others Read the list carefully and choose
the pie 5) questions that you think are the most important questions to ask about
"1 See You Never in the Section marked X.Y-1 in your Answer Card S blacken
in the oval marked A next to the numbers it the Live qUestions you have chosen
After you have done that hlaaken in the ovals marked B for the tither fifteen
questions

.1 How is the w,it of telling Set related to what the is thtnIt'

2 Is this a proper subject for a story?
A is there anything in '1 Sec You Never that has a hidden meaning!

When was the story written, What is the historical background of the story and
its writer Does the tact that the author is Arlwriaan cc,. 11 me anything at-Niut the

story'
5 What kinds tit metaphors or And lillagt-s it rctercriic. iii ihtti x!,

outside the.sroryi sir other wirrer s devices arc used in I riu Never ?

ti Hoes the story succeed in getting me involved in the situatnii

What does I See Yi in Never tell we 11--nitit the peiipi

S What emotions does I See You Never arouse in me?

Is there any one parr it I You Ne_%cr that explains iha- whole A

10, What is the writer .if itiitudi toward the in 1 Sec You
Never

Ray Abuts. Amen n
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I I Does the story tell me anything about people or ideas in general?
12. Is See You Never" about important things? Is it a trivial or a serious work?
13. What happens in "I See You Ncver-?
IL Has the writer used words and sentences differently from the way people

usually write?

15 Are any of the characters in "I See You Never" like people I know?
16 How can we explain the way people behave in this story?
17 What type of story is "I See You Never? Is it like any other story I know?
18: How does the story build up? How is it organized?
19. Is "I See You Never" well written?

Is there a lesson to be learned from 1 See Yiou Never'?

Par_ 11

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four
suggested answers. One of these answers or completions is the best answer to the
problem posed in the question That is, of the four answers, one makes the most
sense in the light of the story you have read. Some of the questions are more im-
portant than others. These questions are marked with a star ;°) Answer all the
questions, but pay particular attentUan to, the starred questions Read each question
carefully, choose your answer and indicate your choice in the appropriate space on
your answer card.

21 What re=ason did Mr Ramirez dive hie wanting tit stay in Los Angeles?
A. He _I Los Angeles
B He liked Mrs. Brian.
C He worked hard.
D. He had lost his car.

22 Why dill Mr Ramirez s,ty he should he allowed tay in Los Angeles' I He
worked hard: II He had niiiney Ill He looked respectable
A I only

III only
I tind II only
1. II and III

' ii WI-11(h of the following explains liri.oi di i ii i4 iiq to keep the
police from sending Mr Ramirez hack to Mexico
A She was used to people otnung arul ):oing.

She respecred the law
t. She thought Mexu_o was lovely
D She was afraid ot her son s reaytion

Which it the following first describes MrN
A dirge And comfortable

Clean and shining
f poor hut hospitably
D Near anal UntrICTRIla

2', Whir h ut the billowing It
ride on the srteentn-,.'
A He W.is tired
It He Wailt(N1 t t o Like his iiiitocl r i l l I

Boole "4,111
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'C. He was fascinated by all the new things in Los Angeles.
D. He was making so much mOney he did not know how to spend it all.

*26. Which of the following best explains why Mr, Ramirez bought a radio and a
wristwatch?
A. These things showed others he was rich.

IR These were things he could not get in M
C. These were things he could not really aff(
D. These were things that would make Mrs. 0 "Brian happy.

27 Three of the following contrasts between Mexico and Los Angeles are referrred

to in the story. Which is NOT referred to?
A. A contrast in food.
B. A contrast in landscape

A contrast in people
A contrast in motion,

'2g. Which of the following is most I rly implied by the word "northing
A. No people
B. No fear.
C. No police

'D. No life
29 Which of the following most clearly supports the description ofcif Mrs l) Brian

as strict but kindly'
'A. a privilege chat, to Mrs O'Brian 's of thinking, every good working

man deserved, unquestioned and unreprimanded- dines 13 to 16)
B. the long table, laid with clean white lin_ with a platter, cool,

shinmg.glasses dines 2-i and 251
C the huge kitchen, the bright silver cutlery eating and

the shining waxed floor- dines 5k.) and 60)
D. "She picked up the shining knife and fork and upon her

steak i lines 9 and Obi.
Why did Mrs -O'Brian say, at h particular mome rry,
Ramirez- ditte78)?
A She did rOtapprove of what the police were doing
B She did, not to lose a good tenant

She knetk`svhar Mr Ramirez was going back tic.

D. She wain s hairt.y to get back to her dinner.
zi I The policemen 4iled cline S71 Why did the policemen stop smiling Cline

'A They rvliheiRlynw serious he was
B They decide4Bey did not want him to go
C They did%cor -t to scem.too friendly
D They sas.:,-ellar cfst'as ready to go with them

+ri, Which of tht,tolfosving best summarizes Mrs o Brian s attitude kiwaol Mr
Ramirez in the early part of the story--up to line "7'
A She had grown ni love him and think k It him as a part of her

B She liked him as a tenant but did not have and strong tedings hint to to

one way or another
She did nor like him because he was a foreigner

D She liked him but was afraid he (-nigh( quarrel wirti tie sons

Which the hilloss mg cltitles meatus( oii whit OW +NI
,Ramirez
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A. A foreigner who should try to keep the laws of the country.
*B. The unfortunate victim of official restrictions.
C. A well-behaved tenant for Mrs. O'Brian whom she would

replace.
D. A simple- minded man who would in the 'long run be h

country:

34. Who made the -soft km
'A. Mr. Ramirez.

B. Mrs. O'Brian.
C. The policeman.
D. Mrs. O'Brian's son.

Which of the following best sun
A: Nervous and crafty.
B. Ambitious and industr

Sociable and popular
Shy and gentle.

hat is Mrs. O'Brian's first rea
A: She cries.
13: She says good-bye.
C. She sits down.

*I) None of the above.
* 37 In the context of the story as

paragraph ine; 101 and 102)?
A. It shows that Mrs. O'Brian found Mr. Ramirez's English hard to understand.

*B. It shows that Mrs O'Brian finally understood what Mr Ramirez's departure
meant.
It shows that Mrs. O'B
house again.

D. It shows that Mrs. O'Brian had been so frightened by the police tha
could do nothing.

=0-1 Which of the following best summarizes the main point
A A person s problems understanding the law
B A person's love of country and its people

A person S derision whether to follow the law ter her WI

A person s discovery about the true nature of loss:

would like to know how you personally compare this story to
have Ma& It you think it is one of the best stories you h Wit re
I think it 01 the ,sorst you hose read, rare it

here is a ',Laic

dine I)?

artZ s the In

Ion to Mr Ramirez's

PP1
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find hard it

r in his own

Mr. Ramirez

yin

hole, what is the sig. at

I see I, tt er?

If the List

n hoped Mr Ramirez would ime back to her

t th

*D.

[(try'

hetet

Ittlt the her fairly good tau Is ,,tic
s

he

her stories
rare tt

Nfaik numher rt the jig vii wmtdd wkc this t1 ii awoa=ti I

spate
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Section ZThe Man by the Fountain
As always. John Deweck sat by the fountain.
The spring sun loomed up out of the seething foam. The children hon-

oured the memories of heroic admirals: Their galleons and cutters tacked to
and fro across the wide pond. Nursemaids and grandmothers glanced anxious-
ly at frocks and trousers. Over the wide world the fountain sang, thrusting
quivering plume of water at the scudding clouds. Liquid pattered noisily into
bowls of marble:

John Deweck sat on his usual bench, speaking to no one. There were a few
rules he stubbornly clung to People spoke so much III of each other. He no

10 longer listened to their chatter: He had eyes now only for students and
soldiers, for young girls and children: Young people fascinated his old carcass.
He knew a great deal and had forgotten even more: He craved for youth and
approached death's kingdom with reluctant steps.

One by one the frequenters of the fountain left the park It was time for
15 lunch. John smiled without quite knowing why. Now that he was alone, it

seemed to him that he was the head park keeper It was Thursday The day on

which his wife always used to serve him veal=steak ll osteak wa sour sauce
and potatoes as round as marbles She had been able to work 11.1 Ades with 3
potato Since her death he had fallen into irregular eating habits Three slices

bread and lam in the morning. At midday, often not even a bite. Round
about five, some lumpy porridge with rusks and some fruit Usually a sour
apple. Sour apples, he believed kept the mental tutees clean and preserved
the understanding,

He sat now alone with the violence of the fountain
5 Perhaps some little boy would turn up' He longed for a scrims conver-

sation Eyes that were still keen swept the avenue that led to the outskirts of
the town. Far off in the distance, as in a dream, the little brig came into view
The youngster came tearing up to him, flopped down on the bench and gazed
spellbound at the rippling surface of the pond and at the dragons letting the
water flow over their green breasts_

Hello, young man, said John Deweck solemnly,

The child stared at him but said nothing
-Isn't it your dinner-time'
I'm not hungry, said the boy eat net a day Raw I

roam the prairie on my bronco
-Well, now,' said jiihn Deweck, -Well now wht, night situ he tl

The buy looked up at him full of pride

am the last tit the Mohicans I lust nac ti 'cod itic paieta He is
caught in an ambush But I scented danger Nuns I SS' .1(1 through the

10 wood and Willey

Where are your te.tthers old John sternly.

The child gazed at him with lively interest I my ..amc- flick ie.i iii it,c

golden eyes. He flushed with excitement
1 don't wear feathers in enemy country, he said in a *1115 t but .oil.

15 I Tt on the warpath I've no war paint on but I ve chap, up the hatchet I a ri I the

last IA my tribe Are you my friend or tilt.'"
"What a thing to ask' i41p name is John it as betel It,as h('
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buffaloes and the friend of the Indians. I made .1 blood -pact with Winnetou.
Now I am too old for the hunt. Against whom have you dug up the hatchet?-

50 Against the tribe of grown-ups- imswered the boy. They threaten my
hunting-grounds and my freedom. They don't understand a thing. How can an
Indian live in stuffy school -buildints,"

"Of course he can't," said John. -Though a paleface myself, ln II for
edam, too. But still, I think school is necessary

The youngster threw him a piercing look.

"Perhaps you're a spy," he said thoughtfully "The enemy is cunning.
John Dewed( gave a high-pitched laugh.

-Nonsense. Take a look around, We're quite alone here No, I'm not a
bet of the tribe of grown-ups.'

GO -How strange. So old, yet still a good Indian.

The old man gave a loud sniff. He held his hand irut tit the young brave
"Peace," he said, 'and many scalps."

-I'll tell you my adventure,- said the boy, "provided you can keep a secret
-Even it I was bound to the torture-post I wouldn't breathe a word

This morning I had Ni hunt for buffalo. As you know, the time has come,
Besides, I'm looking fora squaw tor my ness wigwam I was creeping our tit
the kitchen when Dad caught me by the hair He walloped me tor not being
ready for school. I didn't make a sound. Only cunning could s.ive ITIC Meekly I
let myself be led Hook Nose

"Who is Hook oscY

The school chief, replied the ho not strong but he's terribly
cunning He laughed like a wild horse an ot giving ine lines At ten
o'clock, during break, I sneaked out At the gate I ran as fast is I 041.1.

don't want to go home again My homeland is the prairie- Tonight I m looking
for a boat and tomorrow DI be sailing Airos.; the seas

John Hewed< looked at the rtitifICAlt1 hupetuouNly as lift t it leapt up
towards the light ot the boundless sky I hcrr,hs'frittered vvirh 4v,iterwirer blew
their conches as it to warn in impending ilangi

A wrinkle ArctittcAl the aged forehead

no Its not going to,be an easy plan, sighed Ji,b, lit k

I 'tie rt get a bt,at said the ko, cc, 1,11. II

Heavy clouds drifted towards the grarmg. our Ihe birds we -re silent in the
trvcs

First Atm", And cAt tin :Alit., 11 ttA,
lit iittt

\ t refuse 1

I he boy thought this

taut mmath ,peak,
aitcy ttAtc trout hunger hut I 'trail
"Bread and stilt wAttitti
Ili,- titttied the ight.
ght ,he stair', ht 4) fititittit

who gave Finn iovah,able
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They stepped into the police station. The door closed behind them with a
95 hang. The boy looked about him and understood.

He sat down on a bench and freely volunteered information to a fat man
with a ruddy complexion, His head sank on his chest. He did not even glance
at John Deweck,

The car arrived shortly afterwards, The father stepped out and thanked the
100 old man. The boy took his place in the car. Suddenly:he turned to the buffalo-

hunter,

''You belong to the tribe of grown-ups,' he said 'You have betrayed my
confidence. I will pay for it at the torture post. I despise you

He spat on the ground.

105 -What did he say?" asked the father,

-That you ought to make him happy," said John Deweck.
Father and son vanished in a cloud of dust.

-The youth of today,- grunted the inspector.
Slowly the old man paced through the streets iif the

110 He was never seen again at the fountain,

George Hebbelinck fielgtan

Part I

Directions; Answer the following question arefully and as honestly as you can
Here is a number of questions that might be asked about "The Man hy_che

Fountain.- Some of these are more important than others. Read the list carefully and
choose the five 15i questions that you think are the most important questions to ask
about "The Man by the Fountain," In the Section marked X-Y,E on your Answer
Card 8 blacken in the oval marked A next to the numbers of the five questions you
have chosen, After you have done that blacken in the ovals marked for the other
fifteen questions.

What is the writer's opinion of or attitude toward the people to The Man by
the Fountain?
Is there any one part of The Man by the Fountain that explains the whiilc
stow"
What emotions does 'The Man by the Fountain arouse in me"

f. What dues -The Man by the Fountain- tell us about people I ktlink

i Does The Man by the Fountain succeed in getting me insi heel in the

situation?
What metaphors iirr comparisonsM, images Ior references iii things outside the
story, or other writer s devices are used in The Man by the Foontan

7 When was "The Man by the Fountain written! What is the hiStOrlta I bask
ground of the story and the writer" Does the fact that the .iuthor
tell me anything about the story?

8. Is there anything in The Man by the Fountain that has hidden tneaninc'

Is this a proper subject for a story?

10 How is the way 14 telling the story related ni hat I he than bs

Is about,'

I I Is there leywn to he learned from -The NI)in by the ;111111I,1111

he I' 1,11
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11 Is The Man by the Fountain" well written?
How does the story build up? How is it organized?

What type of story is "The Man by the Fountain- Is it like ny other story I
know?

How can we explain the way people behave in The Mn y by the Fountain'?
Are any of the characters in The Man by the Fountain) like people I know?

17: Has the writer used words or sentences differently from the way'people usually
write?

18. What happens in -The Man by the Fountain"?
19. Is "The Man by the Fountain" about important things Is it a trivial or serious

work?

20. Does the story tell me anything about people or ideas in general?

Appendix A

Part II

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statementsbelow is followed by four
suggested answers. One of these answers is the best answer to the problem posed in
the question. That is, of the four answers, one makes the most sense in the light
of the story you have read. Some of the questions are more important than others
These questions are marked with a star ('). Answer all the questions, but pay par-
ticular attention to the starred questions. Read each question carefully, choose your
answer and indicate your choice in the appropriate space on your answer card.

21 Which of the following statements best describes John Deweck's life before the
story opens?
A. He had gone to live with his children r his wife died.
B He had tried to forget his wife after she died.

*C. He had changed his regular habits after his wife died,
D. He became temporarily insane when his wife died,

Which of the following is the best explanation of why John Deweck 'lunged for
a serious conversation" (lines 25 and 26)?
A. He wanted to learn about the history of the Fountain.

'B. He wanted to talk to someone who was youthful,
C. He wanted to explain his ideas about children,
D. He wanted to talk to someone who remembered his wife

'23. In lines 1 to 23 John Deweck has many feelings about what he sees ar' the
fountain. Which of the following best summarizes his feelings?
A. He feels that he is separated from other people and that has lust

B. He feels that his heroic past has been forgotten by others
C. He feels that the park is unattractive when there are people iii it
D. He feels that he can be undersmaxl better by people his own age

*2-1: There are three relationships between John Deweck and the boy .ii iii lilies
'11 to 6-1 Which of the following relationships is NOT shown'
A Adult and youth

14 Father and son
t. Co-conspirators
D Players in the same

21 John Dewekk s reiationship
Which it the billowing phrases imeirupis that progression:
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A. "young man- (line 31).
B. "Where are your feathers?" (line 41).
C. "1 think school is necessary- (line 54).
D. "We're quite alone here." 58).

'26. In lines 31 to 75 the boy's feelings toward John Deweck change. This change
can be described in three ways. Indicate the one that is NOT appropriate.
A. From distance to closeness.
B. From dislike to toleration.
C. From interest to involvement.
D. From caution to frankness.

27. Which of the following is true of the boy?
' X He is a truant from school who thinks his father is stern.
B. He is the son of a famous soldier.
C He is looking for his mother who has left his father.
D. He is an Indian who has been taken from his homeland.

*A Lines 76 to 79 may be said to be one of the points at which the direction of the
story turns. Which of the following best summarizes the turn
A. The boy decides that he must go back to school.
B. John Deweck decides to make the boy uneasy,
C. The boy realizes that John Deweck is not his friend,

'D. John Deweck realizes that he must take the boy to his parents.
29. Three of the following are contained in the description of the fountain in lines

2 to 7. Choose the one that is NOT,
'A. It is intermittent.

B. It is pleasurable.
C. It is active.
D. It is widespreading.

30 Which of the following words in line 2-1 is unexpected, gv n the earlier de-
scription of John Deweck and the fountain?
A. "sat"
F. "now'
C. "alone

*D. "violence.
?i1. of the following iirds ire phrases in Imes 76 to 78 presents

aspect of the fountain from what was described in lines 2 to 7?
A. Impetuously as life itself' (line 76)
B. -it leapt up- (line 76)
C. -spattered with water- (line 771

'0, "impending danger" (line 78)
i2, Which of the following interpretations it the r Ibin m

(lines 76 to 78) is most consistent with the story as a whole?
A. The fountain reminds John Deweck of his dead wife.
B The fountaindeminds John Dewed( id Ide abroad,

The fountam reminds John Deweck of the way a young person secs life
D. The fountain reminds John Deweck of the dangers in the boys sea voyage
Which of the following statements about the significance of the fountain is
most consistent with the story as a whole
A It suggests the happiness that we lose when a loved one dies
B It suggests the mystery of life and the pleasure of old age
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C. It suggests the perils that face people who travel.
'D. It suggests the liveliness of the world and of youth.

34. In the paragraph beginning on line 91, which of the following would be an
accurate description of the boy's feelings about John DeWeck?

'A. Trust and admiration.
B. Nervousness and fear.
C. Loathing and detestation.
D. Tolerance and approval.
Which of the followIng words or phrases most clearly reinforce(s) the change
that comes after line 79? I. "Heavy clouds drifted- (line 82) II. -The birds were
silent" (line 82) III "looking neither left nor right- (line 91).
A. I only
B. III only

'C. I and II Only
D. II and Ill only

'36. Several things are indicated when we reed the two paragraphs about the trip to
the police station (lines 94 to 98). Choose the one that is NOT indicated.

7A. That the boy understood that he really did want to stay at home.
B. That the boy had come to believe that the old man sympathized with him.
C. That the boy realized that John Deweck was like other grown-ups.
D. That what happened to the boy came as a sudden surprise:

'37 Which of the following statements best describes the relationship of the two
paragraphs (lines 94 to 98) to each other?
A. The first describes events before the story_ beg_ an, the second descrribes the

results of those events.
B. The second explains the boy's actions that are described in the
C. The first describes the old man, and the second describes the boy

'D The second presents a reality that contradicts the dream of the first.
1.8. Three events happen at the end of the story. Choose the one that does NOT

actually happen
A. The boy tells the police who he is and he had done.

'13 John Deweck apologizes to the boy
C. The boy tells John Deweck what he understands
I) John Deweck tries to tell the father what Deweck has learned
There are three possible explanations of the last sentence in the .ntext tot the
story as a whole Choose the explanation that is NOT possible
A. John Deweck realized that he would always be lonely.
13 John Deweck felt sorry for what he had done

John Deweck wanted to live with the boy and his Loud,
I) John Deweck realized that he could not recapture his yowl

N We would like to know how you personally would compare this story to other
stitries you have read It you think it is one of the best stories you have read,
rate it *i It you think it is one k if the worst stories you have read, fate it =3,

Here is a scale

one ot the best
5s

L

I fairly A,is,d t,iitIs In iii

Mark the number the rating you kViitild give thus -t

spate N

.,.; tai- ,sorsf

ME- answct c.oi.r
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lectern 'The Sea
Poor boy, He had very big ears, and when he would turn to the window,

they would become scarlet, Poor boy. He was bent over, yellow. The man who
cured came by behind his glasses. -The'sea,- he said "the sea, the sea-. Every-
one began to pack suitcases and speak of the sea They were in a great hurry.

5 The boy figured that the sea was like being inside a tremendous seashell lull
of echoes and chants and voices that wOold call from afar with a lotig echo.
He thought that the sea was tall and green.

But when he arrived at the sea, he stood still His skin, ht iv, strange it was
there. -Mother,- he said because he felt ashamed, want to see how high the

lQ sec II come on me
He who thought that the sea was tall and green, saw it white like the head

of a beertickling him, cold on the tips of his toes.
am going to see how far the sea will come on me. And he walked, he

walked, he walked and the sea, what a strange thing! grew and became blue,
15 violet, It came up to his knees. Then to his waist, to his chest, to his lips, to

his eyes Then into his ears there came a long echo and the voices that call
from afar And in his eyes all the color Ah, yes, at last the sea waS true,ACwas
one great, immense seashell The sea truly was tall and green

But those on the shore didn't understand irlythArig about anything Above
they began to cry and scream and were saying -,What a pity, lord, what a
great pity

An: Maria u Spanish

Part

Dire _. Answer the following questions as carefully and as honestly as you can
Here is a number of questions that might be asked about The Sea. Some of

these are more,important than others Read the list carefully and choose the iliac (

questions that you think are the most important questions to ask about The Sea- In
the Section marked W on your Answer CardS blacken in the oval marked A next to
the numbers of the five questions you have chosen. After you have done that blacken
in the ovals marked B for the other fifteen questions.

1. Is there any one part of The Sea that explains the s
2. What does The See tell us about people I know'

What Metaphors (or comparisons), imives (or references to things iinsic the
story) or other writers devices are used in The Sea "

k Is there anything in 'The Sea- that has a hidden memo
5. How is the way of telling the story related IV what it ea
CI Is The Sea well written')

What type of story is The Sea " Is a like any r scot} I know'
S Are any of the characters in The s,r like people I know

9 What happens in The Sea
I)) Does The Sea- tell me anything about people or ideas iii general
I I Is The Sea about important things' is it a trivial or a serious Wtiik:
12 Has the writer used words or sentences ("MI) loin Elie w,,r pc.,r.i

usually write'
i How can we explain the way people beh,o
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14. Flow does the story build upf, How is it organized?

15. Is there a lesson to be learned from The Sea"?
16. Is this a proper subject for a story?
17. When was "The Sea" writren? What is the historical background of the story

and the writer? Does the fact that the author is Spanish tell me anything about
the story?

18. Does The Sea- succeed in getting me involved in the situation?
19. What emotions does "The Sea.; arouse in me?
20. What is the writer's opinion of, or attitude toward the people in -The Sea "?

Part II

Drrectmnr: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four
suggested answers. One of these answers or completions is the ben=t answer to the
problem posed in the question, That is, of the four answers, one makes the most
sense in the light of the story you have read. Some of the questions are more
important than others. These questions are marked with a star (>. Answeriall the
questions, but pay particular attention to the starred questions. Read each question
carefully, choose your answer and indicate your choice in the appropriate space on
your answer card,

21: Which of the following do the first two sentences indicate bou the boy?
*A That he was unattractive to look at.

B. That he was afraid of the light.
C. That he had no money.
D. That he was very young

22 What else do the first four sentences indicate 1_ ut the buy?
A. That he was friendly

*B. That he was sickly.
That he was bad.'
That he was short

ho is the man who cured{
'A A doctor

Ei A priest
The boy's father

1). friend,

Which tit the inferences about the hot past supported by the
first paragraph?
A He had been told that the rout, but he.iutiful hecause iif

Its seashells
13 He had listened tii the seashells become s ck tmn the habit doing so.
( He had gone to the sea and brought hack frwin

*0 He had listened to a seashell and gotten the idea that the 'it'd was beautiful
and mysterious

Which nit the following explains but when he art 1 at the sea, stt,,e,d still
A the boy was surprised at the sound of the sea acid w,is angry hat the sea

shell Was wrong.
B The hoy was surprised at the t the 11 r and ishe'd 1 he ixas hack

at home
Die htiy p I I ,n tht .!1,014 411 ,nri 1,11 A, it 11,' did ton
belong there
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D, The boy was surprised that he sea had a beach, and he did not like to
be tickled.

Which of the following best explains why the boy first said -I want to see how
high the sea will come on me- (lines 9-10)?

'A. He wanted to cover his bcxly with the sea.
B. He wanted to show how tall he was.
C. He wanted to trick his mother:
D He wanted to show his mother he was not afraid of the sea..

27. As the boy walked into the sea, which of the following changes occurred?
A. A change in color, smell and feel.
B. A change in depth, feel and sound.

A change in sound, color and smell.
'D, A change in depth, sound and color.

'28. In the context of the story as a whole, which of the following best explain_
-Ah, yes, at last the sea was true.- (line 17)?

*A. At last the sea was as he had imagined it would be.
EA At last the sea was as his mother said it would be

At List the sea was as the man who cured said it would be
I) At last the sea was gone, and he was back at home

?(..) Which of the following is most likely to have said or thought Ptior beiy

sentence I

A. The boy himself.
*8 The person telling the story
C The sea
1) The man who cured."
When we read The man who cured came by behind his glasses we are being
asked to look at the man as if we were which of the following?
A The man himself
fA The sea

The boy
D The people on the shore

41 What did -those on the shore' see tIme
A The boy swimming

8 The boy drowning.
C The boy walking on the beach
I) The boy playing with seashells

.47 Whit is making the comment:1Am those on the shore n underst,nd any-
thing about anything-'
A The boy
IA The person telling the sti,iy

't Either of the above
D Neither it the above

What was it that those on the kit
A Why the sea had changed
EA Why they were on the shore

Why they were screaming
'I) Why the by did what he did

t Ehriaigh whose ewes we seeing line evems the
A 1I7i se it line perstin the boy
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B. 'plow tit tine person a person telling the story, but not in the story.
*C, Those of twti people the boy and a pe'rson telling the story, but not in

the story
Those of several people the boy, his mother, the people on the shore,
and the man who cured.

I'd Which of the following best describes the feelings of the br
A Uncertainty

in lines to 18?

D Fear
*14-, There are tn.tnG colors in this story: the buy is described as red and yellow, nd

the sea as green, blue, and violet Which of the following comments about all
the colors is must valid iii th.e context of the story as a whole

The colors help us to understand that the sea represents everything that the
ty is nor_ but would like to be

li The colors help show us how the sea appears to be twit thfferent things for
t he boy and fur his parents.
The odors help us see that the person telling_ the ntit like the sea
as IIIMh is the boy ayes
[he colors help us see that the boy cannot understand the difference be-
[wren what happens to him and what happens to the people on the shore.

\X`hirli ut the following best expresses the difference between what the boy
rhuught and what the others thought at the end of the story--

The hn ashamed to have lost a dream, and the others pitied his shame.
li .rhe boy was disappointed by what he saw and the others were sorry that

ins asation was spoiled
the htu was itlid to be yuruct and Mu tubuts were suif an tIrc change
that had taken place
the bait w as content that his di fultilled..ind the others were sorry
At his death

wild tow you personally would atm, p to this surly iii other
t [duo; read If tu think it IN tint it the[fir hest sitities you have ead,

rate it It 'OM think it is ine uuf the worst have read rate it

M k.

t ll

[auk good tai I E tic
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36-50 studcmi
'tor more students

About how many helms of homework do you do each week in literaru
A. I do not .studrliterature

ElltwetrE0 and 2 hours
C. BStween 2 and 5 hours
D. Between 5 and 10 hours
E.. More than 10 hours

3..About boil; many hours of instruction do you receive each week in literature?
A, (do not study literature

Between 0 and '2 hours
Between 2 and 5 hours
,Between 5 and 10 hours
More than 10 hours

4 Including this year, uw Many years have you studied literature?
4' A. l have never studied-litprature

B. 1.2 years
C. )-(1 years

-,, D. 5-6 years
-F. 7.or more years

5. What proportion of your. time in your English class is devoted
opposeirro composition, language study, and grammar?
A..1 do hot study literature
B. Less than 25'
C. 26-50%
D. 51-7,5%,
E. 76';1- or more

Directions: For questions 6 through 10, mark on ,your-ittiswer card ho
rime is devored.to studying-each of the following:

O. Poetry
A. I do not study litera
B. Rarely or-never

0c5asionally, bur less than once a week
D.' fteAularly,About once a week
E. Several times a week

7. Drama
A. I do not study literature.
B. Rarely or never

Occasionally, but less tjirn once a wyek
D.Regularly,,aout once a week
F. Several times a week

8. Prose Fiction
A. I.do not study literature
B. Ra'rely or never
C.:Ckcasionally, but leSg-than once a-week
D. Regularly, about onc-0 a week
F.- Several times a week

0. Prose non-fiction (essay, biography, and belles le rek)

rature as

en class



A. I do not study literature
B. Rarely or never

.0 Occasionally, but less than once a week
D. Regularly, about once a cveek
E. Several times a week

IR Mass Media (movies, television)
A. I do not study litetature
B. Rarely or never
C. Occasionally, but less than once a week
D. Regularly, about once a week
E. Several times a week

Directions: Indicate your answer to the following questions by marking the appro-
priate space on your answer card.

11. Which of the following types
classes? (Choose one)
A. I do not study literature
B. Anthologies
C. Individual editions for each work or author
D. Both anthologies and individual editions equally
E. Impossible to say what is most frequently used

12. To what extent do you have to write about literatuk ? (Choose one)
A:' I do not study literature
B. Never

f books is most frequently' used in your literature

C. One or two papers during the saw' year
D. About one paper per month
E. One or more papers per week

13 TO what extent to you have to read literature aloud, either singly or in groups?
A. I do nor study literature
B. Rarely or never
C. Occasionally
D. Frequently

14. To what extent do you have to Yecire passagesf literature
A. I do not study literature
B. Rarely or never
C. Occasionally
D. Frequently

15. Do you rake parr in :11,1-41 ir or school dramatics n any way?
A. Yes

, B. No

Dirt In the 'study of literature in general,''students are `asked to consider
different kinds of questions. `Some of' them are more important to undecstanding
literature than otheis. Read the list of questions below and choose the fife () that
you think are most important to your trnderstanding of literary v./Irks in general.
Indicate these five (5) by blackening the space A next to them on your answer card.
When you.have dons this blacken the space B for the fifteen (15) questions that you
did nor choose. (Answer even though you are not studying literature now.) We have
used the word story in each question, but you may think of stories, poems, or plays.

16. Is there any one parr of the story that explains the whole!

gO
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17. What does the story tell us about people I knoW?
18. What metaphors (or comparisons), images (or references to things outside the

story) or other writer's devices are used in the story?
19. Is there anything in the story that has a hidden meaning?
20. Flow is the way of telling the story relateC to what is is about?
21. Is the story well written?
22. What type of story is this? Is it like any other story I know?
23. Are any of the characters in the story like-people I know?
24. What happens -in the story?
25. Does the story tell me anything about people or ideas in general?

.26. Is the story about important things? Is it a trivial or a serious work?
27. Has the writer used words or sentences differently from the way people

usually write?
28, How can we explain the way people behave in the mete?
29. How does the story build up? HoWis it organized?
30, Is there a lesson to be learned from the story?
31. Is this a proper subject for a story?
32. When was the.story written? nat. is the historical background of the story and

the writer?
33. Does the story succeed in getting me involved in the situa
34. What emotions does the story arouse in me?

35. Wharis the writer's opinion of, or attiytde d the people in the story?

'Section R Literature Attitude Scaler (Trans and Interest)
Directions: These questions are being put to pupils in several countries with different
cultures, Their purpose is to find out what part books, films, etc. play in the !ryes of
young people. This material is confidential, and will' not be seen by anyone in
your school.

Read each question carefully, select the one answer most appropriate for you, and
mark it in the appropriate space on your answer card.

I. Have you done something you would not ordinarily have done because you read
about it in a story, poem, or play? (Fur example, when you were younger have
you dressed up 3s a pirate because you read a story about pirates?)
A. Often.
B. Occasionally.
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

2: While you were reading a book have you thought of yourself as on of the
people-in it
A. Often.
B. Occasionally,
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

3. Have you compared a person you met in real life with people you have read
abied (For instance, have you ever called a strong person Samson?).
A. Often
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B. Occasionally,
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

4 Have you been in a situation and asked yourself person in a story
you read would have done in that situation?
A. Often.
B. Occasionally.
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

5. When you read a novel or a story, do you imagine that what is ap -rning in
the story takes place in some town or city that you have seen?
A. I have never done it.
B. I have done it once nutwic
C. have done it occasionally.
D. I have done it often.

6. Have you done something or gone somewhere, felt that this has happe
before. and then realized that in fact it happened in a book you read?
A: Never.
B. Once or twice.
C. Occasionally,
D. Often.

/. When you read a story, how often do you imagine that the people in the story
'Itiok like people you know?
A. Often.
B. ,Occasionally.
C. Seldom.
D. Never.

8. When you meet a new persc n how n do you compare, the person to
someone you saw in a film?
A. Often.
B. Occasionally:
C. Seldom.
D. Never.

9. How often do you think that the people you are reading about in a story are
real people and not simply people in a story'
A. Never.
B. Once or twice.
C. Occasionally.
D. Often.

W. When you read a story or a play; do you try to .remember something that
happened to you that is like what you are reading about? Do you say to yourself
"Something like this happened to me once"?
A. Never.
B. Once or twice.
C. Occasionally.
D. Often.

I I. How many books have you read for u own pleasure in the past year.
Nope.

fi.' Fewer than 5.
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D. More than 10.

12. During the past year, have you read for your own pleasure?
A. None.
B. One or two.
C. 3 w. 5.
D. More than
During the past year, have you read any novels for your own pleasure?
A. None!
B. One or two.
C. 3 to 5.
D. More than'5.

14. During thb past year, have you read any biographies for your own pleasure?
A. None. u
B. One or r
C. 3 to 5.
D, More than 5.

d, which one of llowinWhen you choose a story or novel to
likely to be the reason for your choice?
A. Friends or parents recommend it.'
B. I have read other books by the same author.
C. The title attracts me.
D. I just choose any.

16. How often do you re-read novels, stories or plays?
A. NeVer.
B. Once or twice_
C. Occasionally.
D. Frequently.

17. Have you ever gone to a film because you read the story in a book?
A. Often.
B. Occasionally.
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

IS. Have you ever read a 1 Kok because you saw the story in'a film?
A. Never.
B. Once or twice.
C. Occasionally.
D. Frequently. ,

19. Have you ever read a book because you saw the story on television or heard the
story on the radio?
A. Often.
B. Occasionally,
C. Once or twice.
D. Never.

20. After you have seen a play or film, would you want to read a criticism of

177

the work?
A. Often.
a Occasionally.

C. Once or twice.
D. Never.
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General Section

Directions: Please record the answers to the following questions in section AA on
answer card 11. The responses should be made by blackening the appropriate oval
with an ordinary Pleaselive only one response to each question and erase all
Stilly marks.

1. Sex:
A. Male
B. Female

2. Age:
A. 27 or younger
B. 28-37
C. 8-47
D. 48-57
E. 58 or more

3. Did you major in science or English in college?
A. Yes, in science
B. Yes, in English.
C. NO, in some.other subject
D. No degree

4. If your answer io question 3 was yet, are you now teaching
A. your special subject only? -

B. your special subject and one or two other subjects?
C. only subjects other than those for which you were trained to teach?

5. If your answer to question 3 was no, are you teaching
A. a single subject?
B. two oz three subjecW
C. most of the subjects in the curriculum?

6. How many years of full-time elementary and secondary education have You-had?
A. Less than 6 years
B. Between 6 and 8 years
C. Between 8 and 10 years
D. Between 10 and 12 years
E. More than 12 years

7. How many years of full-time ethication have you had beyond secondary school?
A. 0 years
B. Less than 2 years
C. Between 2 and 3 years
D. Between 3 and 4 years
E. Mora. than 4 years

8. How many years, including the present year, have you been reaching a/
A. Less than 5 years
B. Between 5 and 10 years
C. Between 10 and 20 years
11 Between 20 and 30 years
E. More than 30 years
How many years, including the present year, have you been teaching altogether
in this school? s.

Appendix A
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A. Less than 5 years
B. Between 5 and 10 years
C Between 10 and 20 years
D. Between 20 and 30 years
E. More than 30 years

10. About how many hours a wee_ k do you spend in prep_arin
A. Less than 3 hours
B. Between 3 and 6 hours
C. Between '6 and 10 hours
D. Between 10 and 15 hours
E. More than 15 years

11- About how many -hours a week do you spend on marking papers nd
examinations?
A. Less than 3 hours
B. Between 3 and 6 hours
C. Betwesin 6 and 10 hours
D. Between 10 and 15 hours
E. More than 15 hours

12. Are you a member of a general teachers' association or union?
A. Yes
B. No

13. Are you a member of ubject niatrer reaching association?
A. Yes .

B. No
14. How often 4o you read periodicals. or journals about caching?

A. Regularly
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely

.15. How often do you read periodicals journals on a subject related to your
reac_bing field?
A. Regularly
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely

16. During the last year, have you attended .any conferences in education in an area
related to your teaching field?
A. Yes
B. Slo

Directions: In queions 17 through 21, please indicate how often you use each of
the following types of assessment in assessing your students' work. (Choose one
response for each type.)

17.. Standardized tests
A. Frequently
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely or never

IS. Teacher-made essay tests
A. Frequently
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely or never

le ons?
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19. Teacher-made objective tests
A. Frequently
B. Occasionally
C Rarely or never

20. Performance on homework
A. Frequently
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely or never

21. Performance on projects, c pa

A.- Frequently
B. Occasionally
C. Rarely-or never

Directions: In questions 22 through 26, please indicate how important each of the
following are in determining what you teach on a day-to-day basis. (Choose one
response for each practice listed.)

22. tat I think the students in my class will need when they leave school
. A. Very important

B. Of some importance
C. Of little importance

23. The curriculum or syllabus
A. Very important
B. Of some importance
C. Of little importance

24. Prescribed textbook
A. Very important
B. Of some importance
C. Of little importance

25. Standardized tests that the student will have to take
A. Very important
B. Of some importance
C. Of little importance

26. What the students will need ar the next grade or in their next course
A. Very important
B. Of some importance
C Of little importance

Directions: In questions 27 through 36, please indicate how often you use each of
the following in your instruction. (Choose one response for each kind.)

27. Textbooks'
A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never

28. Printed drill material
A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never

291 Individualized mated
. 'A, Often

I (e.g., programmed instruction)
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B. .Sometimes
C Rarely or never

30. Small group work
A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never
individual tutoring or individual conferences with students

Often
Sometimes

C. Rarely or never
32. Audio-visual materialsTV; films, slides, radio, etc.

A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never
Field trips and special projects
A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never

34. Lectures
A. ,Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never
Questioning
A. Often
B. Sqrnetimes

, C, Rarely or never
36. Discussion

A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Rarely or never

37. Within a classroom, teachers sometimes organize students into small instruc-
tional groups according to whether they are fast, medium, or slow learners. To
what extent do you practice such within class grouping? (Choose one.)
A. Always or almost always
B. Frequently
C. Occasionally
D. Rarely or never

38. In which one of the following types of institutions did you receive most your
post-secondary school education (including teacher training)?
A, No training beyond high school

Nordal School
C. Public college
D. Private college
E. Public university
F. Private university

Directions: The answer to question 39 is to be marked in the answer space or
question 1 in Section DD at the bottom of the reverse side of your answer card,



39. What is y teaching load in this school?
A. Puliiiirne
B. 'Alull-time
C. .i-3/4
D. 1/4-1/2
E. -Less than 1/4 dine

English Section

(To be answered by English teachers only.)
The answers to these questions should be recorded in Section CC of your answer
card.. -Do NOT answer these questions if you do not teach English. All English
teachers are requested to answer questions 1 through 21 even though in some cases
a question may.appear not to be applicable.

I. Do you primarily
A. teach literature as a separate subject?
B. teachlfterature as: part of instruction in English?
C. teach reading as a separate subject?
D. teach reading as part of instruction in English?
E. teach reading and literature as parr of instruction in English?

.

Directions: In qtkstions 2 through 6, please indicate 4-row many weeks (full-time
equivalent) of in-iervice teacher training you have received during the last 5 years in
each of the following subjects. Please also include evening courses and other short
in-service courses, counting 6 hours equal to one full-time day and 5 days equal to
one full-time week.

2. In literature:
A. 0 weeks
B. Less than 2 weeks
C. Between 2 and 4 weeks
D. Between 4 and 9 weeks
E. More than 9 weeks

3. In teaching skills of reading:
A. 0 weeks
B. Less than 2 weeks
C. Between 2 and 4 weeks
D. Between 4 and 9 weeks
E. More than 9 weeks

4. In linguistics:
A. 0 weeks at`
B. Less than 2 weeks
C. Between 2 and 4 weeks
D. Between 4 and 9 weeks
E. More than 9 weeks

5. 'In philology:
A. 0 weeks
B. Less than 2 weeks
C. Between 2 and 4 weeks
D. Between 4 and 9 weeks
E. More than 9 weeks
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6. In other areas of human ti
A: 0-weeks
B. Less than 2 weeks
C. Between 2 and 4 weeks
D. Between 4 and 9 weeks
E. More than 9 weeks

7. Do you schedule any periods in which students are allowed to s ntttime read-
ing materials of their own choice?
A. Yes
B. No

8. How do your students obtain their reading_ textbooks?
Buy their own

B. Loaned to them
C Do not have one

9. Does each student.have a dictionary exclusively for himself for use in class?
'A. Yes
B. No

10. Is there a class library; or hooka) ne
often teach?
A. Yes
B. No
If your ardwer to question 10 was yes, indicate how many books there are in
this classroom library or bookcorner.
A. Less than 10
B. Between 10 and 20
C. Between 20 and 50
D. Between 50 and 100
E More than 100

12. If your answer to question 10 was yes, indicate about how many laboks have
been added in the last year
A. Less than 10
B. Between 10 and 20
C. Between 20 and 30
D. Between 30 and 40
E. More than 40

-13. How .were the textbooks d in your classroom generally chosen?
A. None used
B. By you
C. By a local cormmittee of teachers or administrators
D. Other

14. About how many clock hours of pre-service training have you had in methods
of reaching reading?
-A. None
B. Between 1 and 0 hours
C. More than 10 ho rs

15. Has a standardized re ding test (i.e., one which refers students' scores to nation-
al or region-al norms) \been given to all children in your class during- the last
twelve months?

n the classroom in which' you rmc
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A, Yes
B. No

16. Do you give individual in
A. Yes
B. No

tiding to children in .your class? ,

17. Do' you divide the rips into.groups for instruction in reading?.

A. Yes
B' No

1E1 Do you often ask groups df students to read aloud?
A. Yes
B,

19. Do you often read aloud to the students
A. =Yes
B. No

20. Do you-often read aloud with the students llo
A. YeS'
B. No

21. Do you undertake any special work to improve the student's ra if reading?
A. Yes
B: No

ith the students just listening?

ng silently in the texts.

Direction': If you specifically teach literature, continue with questions 22-59. If You
do NOT specifically teach literature, mark response D to Auestion 27 and du NOT
answer the remaining questions:

22. Do you require or recommend that your students read' histories literature?
A. Require
B. Recommend
C. Neither require nor recommend

23. Do you require or recommend that your students read handbooks of literary
criticism?
A. Require
B. Recommend
C. Neither require nor recommend

24, Do you require or recommend that your students read biographies of individual
authors?
A. Require
B. Recommend
C. Neither require nor recommend

25. Do you require or recommend that your students read critical essays on in i-
vidual authors or works?
A. Require
B. Recommend
C. Neither require nor recommend

26. Do you urge your students to
A. read only those books which can be discussed in depth in class'
B. read as many ki)oks as possible?

27. About how much reaching time do you devote to modern literatur
after World War 1) as opposed to earlier literanire?
A. Time is devoted primarily to modern literature
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B. Time is devoted about equally between earlier and modern litera
C. Time is devoted primarily to earlier literature
D. I do nor teach literature
Which of the following do you think Is cflisest to your purpose in reaching'
literatdre?
A. Literary instruction should seek to encourage the students' personal develop
ment through their talk about literature
B. Literary instruction should seek to enable the students to comprehend the
complexity and beauty of individual literary works
C . Literary instruction should seek to show the students that their heritage is
best preserved through great writers and their works '

29. How often do you have studensOimprovise scenes from a literary text hey arc
readingeither:in pantomime or with words?
A. Frequently
B. Occasionally

.C. Rarely or never

Directions: We have interviewed numerous teachers of literature and have asked
them what questions they have found it most profitable or most important to ask in
class discussions or in writing assignments. The questions, of course, differed greatly,
but we found that th4 fell into certain groups. Below are the groups we have found,
They are in general terms and would have to be modified for specific works of
literature. Please rate each of the following questions 30 through 49 by indicating
the degree to which you chink each question is important to the aims of yoar coarse
in literiiiire according to the following tey:
A= Trivial; 13= Little importance; C Some importanCe; or D Very impoctant,

30,, Is it proper for an author to write a story about such a subject?
A. Trivial
B. 'Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important

31. What literary devices (netaphors images; allusions, rhetorical devices, or other
devices like dialogue or description) did you notice in the work?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some impoirance
D. Very impoitanc

32. Is the work symbolic or allegorical) What is its theme?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important
How would you describe the language (gram r, syntax Versification, o
dieting) df this work?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
0. Very important

34. How is tht work relax(' to the written (politically,in which it
philosophically, bio'graphically)?



A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. So Me importance
D, Wry important
What happens in the work? Who is narrating it? What s the ring?
A. Trivial.
B. Little importance
C. Some 411pm-ranee
D. Very important A

36.. How is the technigri the form, language, or -structure related.to what the
work says?
A. Trivial.
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important

37. What is the structure o o- is it organized?
A. Trivial
B. Little iiiipOrtance
C. Some importance
D. Very irriportant
Is the work we-41 written? _s the -form support the content? Is it c
constructed?
A. T vial
B. !Ale irneortance
C. _Soene imptItariee
D. Very .important

39.: How'would ;tau interpret he character «f this person? What is the gruff nee-
of the setting?
A. Trivial -

B. .Little importafic't
C. Some importance
D. Very important

40. Did you find- that any-orthese people are like people you know? Did anything
like this happen to you?
A. Trivial-
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important'

f'D0 any, of die formal.devices (sound, structure, syntax) have any si ruficance?
What symbols do you find in the work?
A. Tri-t-ial
B. Little importance
C. Soine importance
[4-Very important
What is the genre of the wirqk lnrvhat literary radition is it
A.. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important
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work describe the world as it i
is is described in this work?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C Some importance
P. Very important
What is the author teachit
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C Shrne importance
D. Very important

45. What is the tone (Om
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
Ek Very important'

hatls the work criticizing?

nt-of-view) in the work?

46. What emotions t feelings does thework arouse in you?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance _:
C. -Some, importance
D. Very important

47. Is this work about serious thing Is it significant literature?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important

;48. Does the work succeed in getting you involved in its situation
in arousing your emotions?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Sotne importance
D. Very important

49. Is there arty one part of thq work that explains the whole work?
A. Trivial
B. Little importance
C. Some importance
D. Very important

50. Which of the following best describes your general impression of your students?
A. Most are genuinely and seriously interested in literature
B. Most are mainly interested in comics,inovies, and television, not in serious`
literature
C. Most are interested in doing well in literature courses, bur not in what
they read

51. Was your post-high school education mainly in
A. literature?
B. some other field?

Directipos: Listed below are a number -of goals for teaching of literature that are

frequently mentioned by teachers. Please rankteach goal in order of its importaric



to you as r teacher, w
.' "eighth choice being the

Goals

A '7'-.;

th your first choice. the MOST important and yoUr

-
AST important.

A. /To improve the literary tastes 91 students
EV To teach the students the histori of their 'literature
C. To acquaint the students with their literary cultural heritage
D. To help the students understand themselves and the human condition
E To develop the students' ability to discuss the variety of literary forms that

arearound them
F. To develop the critical faculties and analytic skills, of the students
G., co develop the students' ability to use their language
H. To show the students the aays by which language affects their. response

to events
52, First choice (MOST important)
53: Second choke
54. Third choke
55. Fourth choice

56. Fifth choice
57. Sixth choice

'58. Seventh choice
59. Eighth choice (LEAST important)



e Ras& Analysis of Read n

abilrq scale results from the Rasch model analysis proceakre Can be used to
items -from separiate analyses. GiVen twotests that are analyzed Separately and

,both measuring the same trait as well as fitting the model, it can 'be said that the
'scales for them have the same units but an arliitrary oriEtn:'The introduction

of in arbitrary origin is introduced to permit estimation using irochdures described
by B-1)._ -Wright and !sir. A. Panchapakesan in "A Procedure, for Sample -Free kern,

E4scasion41 a rd Fleychological Measurement, 1969;29, 23-48, and the new
chin of, computer programa_hased _theit,wurk..Thei determination of ithe

scale origin results from setting the average item easinei ,fin lok units) to, zero,
whic'h results in fixing the 'origin of the ability scale. To bring two ability scales,

that- one has to, estimate the difference between the /hien easiness of the two /1
of items that'composed the two tests. This differenCkis th,e additive constant

at used to adjust both the item difficulty and theabiliry. to a scale having a
common origin. 1The procedures used for equating the lEA-leading tests result from
the fact that the students at each population level respohded to a set of kerns of
which approximately thirteen to fourteen items were,tbelsame across populations.
This common core of items is referred to as anchor items_ (see Figure 21 for a plot
of anchor, item difficulty in Population II against their difficulties in Population IV).
The principle used for equating this case is that the anchor items-should have the
same average easiness scale in both item sets. The diffecince in the average easiness
value for these anchor items reflects the fact thatth anchor items are easier than
nonanchor items in one of the item sets and harder than the nonanchor items in the
other item set. In short, the scale for either of the tests can be adjusted to the scale
of theother by using the perceived average difference ini the difficulty of the anchor
items as the adjustment fastor.

IN
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ttstme fires that the two sets, of a have the ssrme means and

m diffiafity for h
ollowing will illUstrate the procedures used with equating

reading test data on Populations H and IV.

Stindard +nano

, .

The goal is to hive item difficulties
equal an standard deviations equal.

Solving a and p for !particular transformation '_results in the follow
transformation equation for equating item difficulty for Population II items to
Population IV:

(7) b. 11.259 1.028 6;

The solution for transformation of Population II ability level estimates to Popula-
tion IV estimates, results from mere replacement of difficulty estimates with person
ability estimates. 'rhis.equation is as follows:

.4
(8) 04 = =1.259+ 1.025B=

Similarly one could transform the Population IV estimates of difficulty to F'Opula.
lion II estimates. To calculate the constants, a and r, for the transformation requires
the reversal of the standard deviations and subscripts in the equation so that equation
(4) with the reversal reads:



ion (5) can now b rewritteil.ro c
pidation IV-to Pi don II-isVrnatcs;,-

ture..the transformation required for

Solving he constant results in::

Solving a ancl
trgnsformation commas
Population

articular transformation. reiults in the following
ling item difficulty for Pdpulation IV items to

-4, 973 b4

Similarly ahility`traraformation would read:

(8)'-- 02 = 1.224 + .973 01
t

The particular anchor items that were used for both populations- are given in
Table .55. Estimates of the item difficulty fix each of the anchor items is Aiverrin
Table 6 along withthe statistics-required for the transiormations.,.Also given here:
are the trahsforme item Difficulty escirhates to, the other pripulalien scale.

ti
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DI

.2.35 -42.05 1.74 1.4

Figure 21 of ficulties for. Anchor Items on Reading Test.

Table 49

Reading Test Description by Papu ion and Form

Population

Number of Items_
for Section

C

Total Number
of Items Sample_ Size



Table 50

Slope Indei of Fit and Frequency Distribution . a ing stiTe

III Frequency Distribu on
Slope Index ii,..

-% ±.2 6 .8 - h 1.0 1.2 14 > .5
Number of

tems .

38 §4 2 1 ' 3 4 26

46 4 3 '. ;4 26

44 4 25

41 29'



- Summary Weport
Information Function for Each Siction C. ReadingItem

at DifferentPerion Ability Level a.
Popuiltion

Prison Ability Leve

0

-T.ransforrned
Item Diff.

3.4.93 -2.173 ..053
C2 -1.058 .196 .005
C3 -2.602 -1.306 .024
`C4 1.304 - .044 .007

.1.0Q 1.127 .002,
C6 -1.454 .190 ;008
C7 -1.930 .6531 .013
cs 2 X147 .767 '.014
C9 -2.863 -1.560 .030
C10 -2.826 -1.524 .029
C11 -1.317 .056 .007
C12 -.995 .257- 4:105
C13 - .914 .336 .005
C1& -2.134 .851. .015
C15 .355,: .879 .603
C16 .296- .937 .063

.119

.015

.059
:018

-.006-
.021
:on
.037
.074
.072

-019

.0,13
:039
.0.07
.007

.212 .248 .180- .092 .039'
.038 .090 -.178 .248 .214
.131 , .222 .244 .168 .'.082
.047 .109 .201 .250 .193
:016 .040 .095 .185 `.249
.054 .121 .213 .248 .179
.080. .164 .243 .25 .135
.087 .,.175 .247 .217 .125
.155 .238 .231 .143 . .067
.1511 '.236 =234 .147 .069

-" .048 .110 2 .250 :191
-.036 '.086 2 .246 .118'
.033 .080 65 .243 .224
.094 :249 .210 .117
.020

...183
.05 .115 .207 ...249

.010 .048 .110 ..202 .250.

2

.015 .006. .002 ;001
,121 .054 .021 .008
. 034 .013 .005 .002
. 102 .043 .017 .006
. 208- .115 .051 .020
. 091 .038 .015 .006
. Q61 .025 .009 ..003
.056 .022 .008 .003
:027 .010 .00 .001
.028 .011 ;004 .001
.101 .043 .017.. = .006
:127 '.057 .023 .009
..134 .061 .024 .009
.052 .020 -.008 .00i
.185 .096 .040 .016
.1911 .100- .043 .017



Cl?
C1.9 _.

9
C20
C21
C22_
.C23

_,:-- C24
C25

26

-.576 1.785
.462

'.001_
.004

..003 .008
.011 , ..029-

.022
,072 v

-1.335 .074 .007 .019,_ .048.. :111
353 - 1.763- .001 .003: .008 ).022

-3.338' -2.022 .046 .107 .199_ ..250=
1-- --- .897 .016 : .041 ..097 .187 ,

-2.357 = -1.068' .019 .048 '..111 ..,;.203
-f..903 .626 .012 .032 .078 .161

. - .489 .749 .003 '..,009 t .022 .057
-1,245 .014. _.007. . .017 .045 r .104 '

.055 .123 '.215 .247 .176 .089 .e d7
.153 37 33- .146 .068 ,.027 ".010
.203 50 90 .099 .042 .916 .006
.056 -..125 ..217 .247. .174 .987 .036'
.195 .103 :044 .017 '-.007 .002 .001,
.249 .206 .113. .050 .020 ,007 .003

.190 . .190 .042 : .017 -006 .002
241 t .227 .137 .063 .025 , .010 .004

.126 .218 .246 .173 .086 .036 .014

.195 .250 _'.198 .106 .046 .018 .007



Summary Report
information Function for Each ation D Reading Item

at t Person y Levels
Population II

nIforrned
tern

Person Ability level

-4 0 " 1 2
DI -2.022 ..742 . 014 036.

'.439 ,Q04 .012.4D2 .808
D3 -1.753
D4 -1.583
D5 a :032
D6 -1.142
D7 -2.754
D8 --1.8I9
D9 -1.767
D10 -1.171
D11 '.694 --

D12 1.824
D13 -2,255
D14 -1.269
D15 .831
D16 - .520

.0
.481 .011 '028 .06
.315 .009 .024 .060

1.194 '.002 .005 ..015
..114 .006 ..016 .041 .096 .186

-1.454 .027 .067 .1451 , .232 .238
-.545 .011 .030 .073 .153 .237
A94 .011 .028 . -.070 .149 .235'

. .d86 - .006 .016 .042 .098 ..189
1.900 .001 .003 .007 .019 ' .049
2,999. 4000 .001 .002 .007 .018

- .969 -. .017 .044 .103 .194 , .250-.010 .007 .018. .046 .106 .198
.416 .004 .012 .031 .075 .157
:719 .003 .009 .023 1" .058 .122

172 .246
.074 .155
147 .234
:132 .723

.038 .090

A

.219 .127 .057 .023 .009,
238 .231 .143 1 :067 :027
.236 .151 .071 .029 .011
.244 .1.67 .082 .034 -.013
.178 .248 .213 .121 .054
.249 ,Z07 .114 .050 .020
.154 .073 .030 .011 .004
.232 .145' .067 .027 0
.235 .15- .070 ..029
.250 .204 .112 .049 .019
.113 .206._ .249 .187 .097
.045 .105 .197 .250 .197
.199 .046 .018 1 -.007
.250 .196 .104 .045 .017
.239 .230 .141 .065 -.026
.220 .245 .170 .084 .035

5

.003

.010
.004
.005
.021
:007
.002
.004
.004
.007

.003
.007
. 010
. 013



D17
D18
b19
D20
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25
D26-

.555 - 288

.443 . :794
:021 1.245

-1.702 = - .431
-1-.368 - .106
-1.384 .122

.488
09 .340

- .871 .377
- .113 1.115

:009, .023 .058 .130 '.221 .245 .169
.003- .008 :.022 .054 .122 .214 .247
:002 .005 .014 -.036 .087. .174 .246
.010 ',.027 -.066 .143 :231 .249 .156
.007 .020 .050 .114 .206 .249 .187
.007 ' .020 .050 .115 .207 .249 .185
.004 .011 .029. .071 .150 .236 .234
.005 .013 :033 .080 .164 .24? .225
.005 ...012 .032 .078 = .161 .241 .227
.002 .006 .016 #14.041 .096 .186 .249

.084 .035 .013 .005'

.177 .089 :037 -.014

.218 .126 .056 .022

.074 .030 .012 .004

.097 .041 .016 .006

.096' .040 .016 .006
.148' .069 -;028 .011
.134' .061 .024 .009
.138 ,.063 .025 .010
.207 .114 .050 .020



Table 53

Summary Report
nforrnation Function for Each Section C

at Different Persim Ability nqi
'.L.,Population

CY
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8-
C9
Clo
C11
C12
013
C14
C15
C16

. 708 .- .530'`

. 565 .677
1.627 :414
s516 - .728
.147

1.901, .696.
1.165 .061

.695 .544

.349 ,899
1.602 .388
1.175 , .0500
2.734 '1.552
1.381 .161

.767 -2.046
1.170- :056
1.452 .234

:011 .029_ .012.
.013 .034 .081
:004 .012 .031
. 014 - .035 .085
.020 .050 .-.114

-.003 .009' .024
.007 .019 '.048
:011 .030 (.473
.016 :041 .097
. 005 .012 .032
.00/ :019 . .047
.001 '.004 .010-
.006 .015 .039
.047 .109 .201
.007 .019 .048
.005 .014 .036

.152

.166

.075
,:171
.206
.059
. 110-
. 153
.187
.077
.109
.027

-093
.250
. 110
. 087

. 237 .233 .146
. 244 .223 .13,3

'.157 0,240 .230
445 .220 - .128
.249, .187 .097
. 131 -222 .244
.202 -.250 .191
437 .232 '145
.24.9 .206 .113
.160 .241 .228
.201 .250 .192
. 067 1144 .232
. 182 .248 .211
.192 .101 .043
. 202 .250 .191
. 175 .247 .217

.068 .028 x..011

.060 .024. .009
. 141 .065 .026

.023, .009
.04 -..014 .006

,.r68 .083
'100 .043 .017
.068 .027 .010
.049 .019 .007,
.139 .064 . .026
.1.01 .843 %.017

.238 a .154 .073
.118 .052 .021
.017 .006 .002

.043 .017
.125 .056 .022

00044

. 010

. 4.03

.002
.013
1)0
.004
.003
.010
.006
.030
.008
.001
.006
. 008.,



C17 .390 .857 .015 .040 ..194 .183 .249 .209 .117 .051 .020 .008 .003
Cis: 1,.308 . .804 .006 .016 .042 .098 .189 .2.50 .204 .112 .049 .019 .007

C19 2.669:- 1.485 .002 .004 -.011 .029' .071 .151 .236 .234 .148 .069 .028

C20 2.507 1.380 .002 .005 :012 .032 .078 .161 .241 .227 .138 .. .063 .02
C21 1.718 .508 .004 .011 .028 .070 .148 .235 .235 .150 .071 .029 .011

C22 1.482 '.265 .005 .014 , .035 .085 .172 .246 .219 .127 .057 .023 .009

C23 2.795 1.615 .001 .004 .010 .026 .064 .138 .228 .241 .160 ..077 .032

C24 ': 1.749 '.540 _.004 .010 .027 .068 .145 .233 .237 .153 .073 .030 .011

C25 1.768 .559 .004 .010 .027 .067 .144 .231 .238 .155 .074 .030 .012



Table 54

Summary Report
Information Function for Each Section D Reading

at different Person Ability Levels
Population IV

Transformed
Item Diff.

Item
Diff. -4 -3 -2

Person Ability Level

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

D1 1.063 -2.350 .062 .135 .225 .242 .1-63 .079 .033 .013 .005 .002 .001D2 .129 -1.391 .026 .064 .139 .228 .241 .160 .077 ,.032 .012 .005 .002D3 .942 .290 .009 .023 .058 .130 .221 ,245 .169 .083 .035 .013 .005D4 .582 .660 .013 .033 .080 .164 _243 .225, .134 .061 .024 .009 .003D5 .220 -1.481 .028 .069' .148 .234 .236 .151 .071 .029 .011 .004 .002D6 .789 .447 .010 .027 .067 .144 .232 .238 .154 .073 .030 .011 .004D7 1.283. .061 .006 .017 .043 .100 .191 .250 .202 .110 ,048 .019 .007D8 .351 .897 .016 .041 .097 .187 .249 .206 .113 .050 .020 .007 .003D9 .396 .851 .015 .039 .094 .183 .249 .210 .117 .052 .020 .008 .003D10 1.627 .414 .004 .012 .031 .075 .157 .240 .230 .141 .065 .026 .010011 .507 .737 .014 .036 .085 .172 .246 .219 .127 .057 .023 .009 .003012 1.957 .753 .003 .008 .022 .056 .126 .218 .246 .173 .086 .036 .014013 .962 .269 .009 .023 .057 .128 .219 .246 .171 .085 .035 .014 .005D14 .394 .853 .015 .040 .094 .183 .249 , .210 .117 .052 .020 .008 .003D15 1.134 .092 .007 et019 .049 .113 '.205 .249. .188 .098 .042 .016 .006.D16 1.715 .505 .004 .011 .028 .070 .149 .235 .235 .150 .070 .029 .011



D17 2.379 1.187 .002 .006 .015 .038 .091 .179 .248 .121 .053 .021

D18 2.176 .978 .003 .007 .018 .046 .107 .199 .250 .195 .103 .044 .017

D19 1.189 .030 .007 .018 .047 .108 .200 .250 .193 .102 .044 .017 .006

D20 2.041 .840 .003 .008 .021 .052 .118 .211 .248 .182 .093 .039 .015

D21 .931 .301 .009 .024. .059 .131 .222 .244 .168 .083 .034 .013 .005

022 1.254 .031 .006 .017 .044 .103 .194 .-259 .199 .107 .046 .018 .007

D23 1.732 .522 .004 .011 .028 .069 .147 .234 .236 .151 .071 .029 .011

124 1.649 .437 .004 .012 .030 .074 .155 .238 .231 .143 .066 .027 .010

,-, D25 1.672 .460 .004 .011 .030 .073 .153 .237 .233 .145 .068 .027 .010

D26 1.621 .408 .004 .012 .031 .076 .158 .240 .229 .141 .065 .026 .010

D27 1.054 -- .750 .008 .021 .053 .120 .212 .248 .180 .092 .039 .015 -006
D28 2.664 1.480 .002----/ .004 .011 .029 .071 .151 .236 .234 .147 .069 .028

D29 1.638 .425 .004 .012 .031 .075 .156 .239 .230 .142 .066 .027 .010
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Table 55

s from Reading Test Pc/pulation II and Population IV

Items
II or IV

CI

Question

C15 Scientific Method has been encouraged .

C16 "Authority_as used in line 5 of the above article,
means

C17 C3 Deductive reasoning assumes the 4ccuracy of .

C18 C4 A central idea of the preceding article is that ,

C19. C5 Which of the four paragraphs is primarily concerned
with comparison?

C20 C6 Which of the fglar paragraphs is primarily concerned
h synthesis?

D13 Di How were the boundaries of a field in which
peasant was wor)ng marked off?

D14 02 What was it that terse informed the travellers hat
they were approaching Fez? -

D15 D3 When the travellers ware confronted by the wal
they appeared

D16 D4 The travellers arrived at h city walls when
jostling crowds ...

017 05 The author's primary purpose in this passage is to .

D18 06 In the paragraph that follows this one it is likely
that the author will ..

C2

D19 D7 The author's style is best described



Table 56

Reading Anchor Item Difficulty _ Two Populations

Anchor
Item

Population Il
Difficulty

Population IV
Difficulty

Transformed
Item Difficulty to d
Population li Scale

'li,

Transformed
Item Difficulty Co:

Population IV Scale

Cl
C2
C3
eA
C5
C6
Dl
D2.
133

D4
D5
D6
D7

Mean Difficulty
STDEV
Variane

.879
.937

r.785
.462
.074

1.763
.969
.010
.416
.719
.288
.794

L245

.589

.793

.629

.530
-.677

.414

.728
-1.107

.696
-2.350
-1.391

.290

.660
-1,484

.447
.061

.653

.816

.665

.708

.565
1.627

.51'6

.147
1.901

-1.063
.129
.942
.582
.220
.789

1.283

.355

.296

.576

.784
-1.335

.553
-2.255
-1.269

.831

.520
-1.555

.443
.021

Example- for Anchor Cl

27 [589
.629

.665
-.653

.629

.665
= .708 = 1.224 + .97364



Table 57

Means and Standard Deviations on Information Function for
Reading Test Aggregated over Items within Passages on Population 11

Mean on Information.Function for Paragraphs on Reading Tes

Passage . -5 -4 -= -3 2
Person

-1
Ability Level

0 1 2 3 4 . .5
_ .

1 :01,6 .039 .08 .142 .194 .202 .156. .090 .042 .016 .0062 .015 .038 .08 ..158 .214 .208 .145 .075 .032 .009 .0033 .003 .009 '. .022 .054 .115 .191 .226 .186 .109 .031 .0134 .017 .042 .092 ,160 .209 .199 .140 .075 .033 .012 .005
=5 .008 .020 I .050 .110 .189 .227 .188 .114 .054 .017 .0076 .009 .024 .057 -. .110 .161 .172 .147 .121 , .042 .057 .041
7 .007 .017 :042 ='^- .093 .166 .220 .206 .134 .066 .017 .0078 .006 .015 .039 .092 .174 .235 .209 .128 .060 .013 .005Population .010 .026 .059. .115 .179 .208 .177 .115 .060 .032 .016



Standard De viatio tnation Function for Paragraphs on Reading Test

Passage
[

-5 -4
.018

2 .011
3 .002
4
5 .004
6 .010
7 .005
8 .003

Population .011

Person Ability Level
=1 0 1 2 5

.040 .068 .051 .049 .075 .064 .037 .016 .006
.026 .051 .067-,.; .035 .05 .067 .045 ,021 .019 ' .003
.006 .015 ;034°- , .057 , .04 .023 .058 .055 .031 .013
.035 .062 .048 .055 .072 .056 .029 .012 ' .015
.011 .026 50 - .059 .051 .04& .058 .037 .017 .007
.024 .053 .101 .025 .053 .085 .101 .077 .041

.013 .031- .058 .082 .053 .060 .037 .017 .007 1

.007 .017 .045 .027 .034 .044 .018 .013 .005

.025 .048 6 .062 .022 :061 .065 '.051 .032 .016



Table 58

Means and Stand Deviations on Information Function for
Reading Test Aggregated ver Items within Passages on Population IV

Mean on Information Fu ction for Paragraphs onReading Test

Person Ability Level
1Passage =5 =4 =3 =2

1 .011 .028 .068 .138
2 .008 .020 .049 .108
3 .014 .034 .072 .126
4 .003 .009 .023 .058
5 .022 .053 .109 .178
6 .011 .028 .069 .141

6005 .013' .034 .080
8 .005 .012 .032 .077

Population .010 .025 .057 .113

.2 1

.18

.125

.218

.214

.156
.156
.181

0 2 3 4 5

.221 .163 . .089 .040 .016 .006

.224 .187 .116 .058 .024 .010

.201 .168 .107 .054 .023 .009
.207 .233 .176 .095 .042 .017
.192 .120 .057 .024 .009 .003
.221 .160 .087 .039 .015 ,..006
.224 .219 .146 .072 .030 .012
.230 .220 .144 . .071 .030 .01
.216 .1, 85 .115 .056 .024 -.009



Standard Deviations on Information Function for Paragraphs on Reading Test

Passage -5 -4 -3 -2
Person, Ability Level'

0 , 1 2 3 4 .5

1 .006' .015 .034 .058 .052 .018 .060 .052 .027 .012 .005
2 .005 .012 .028 .052 .061 .039 .044 .061 :045 .022 .009
3 .017 .039 .i369 .078 .059 .062 .074 .075 .050 .024 .010
4 .002 .004 .010 .024 .044 .046 .008 .047 .043 .023 .010
5 .019 .042 .065 .057 .030 .064 .061 .035 .015 .006 .002,
6 .006 .014 .032 .055 .051 .016 .057 .050 .027 .011 .004
7 .003 .007 .018 .037 .053 .028 .034 .052 .034 .016 .006
8 .002 .015 .012 .026 .041 .032 .021 .042 .033 .017 .007

Populatipn .011 .024 .045 .060 .055 .041 .058 .061 .039 .019 .008

J
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Table 59

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Population 11 Grouping Variable Rotated Story

Chi-Square x 108.7
Y
z

Response
Preference

Degrees of Freedom 80

Function 1

Significance .01

function 2

estion Sea Force Never Fountain

Part-whole .30
Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content .22
Well written

Type of story

Char. like people .30
What happens .43
People or ideas .23

_estion Sea Force
a

Never Fountain



Trivial-serious

Language

Explain behavior

Organization

.27

Lesson .21 .27

Proper subject

Historical

Succeed involving .20
-Emotions

Writer's opinion

Centroids

Function 1 Function 2

Group x -s'kt .02
Group y .16
Group z .19



Table 60

Standard Discriminant Function Weil

Population Grouping Variable Sex

Chi-Square x 126.2 Degrees of Freedom 56 Significance
y 102.7 53
a 102.7 52

Response
Preference

Function 1

estion
"x a7

Sea Force Never Fountain Question Sea Force Never Fountain

.001

.001

.001

Function 2

Part-whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

.22

.29 .24
'.4-

.25
.23 .29

0
Hidden meaning .22 .23

Eorrnontent .36
Well written

Type of story

Char, like people .22 .37 .23
What happens .29 .23



People or ideas

`Trivial- serious

Language

Explain behavior

Organization

LessAn

Proper subject

Historical

Succeed involving

Emotions

Writer's opinion

Male
Female

.23

.29

.23 .25

.21

.25

.24

.28

.27

.27

.21

.20

.37
.33

.32
.30

.33
.30



Standard Dlicriminan nett

2041

.y 100.7

FunctionR2.
Res

YPrefenc on Never Fountain
art-whok 22 .23
Tell aboUt people .21 `.30
Metaphors . .25 .421 JO

.22 .2216
Hidden meaning - .38
Form-content .27 .33

.22

.20
of sto'q

Char. like people



Lesson

Proper subject

Historical .21
Succeed involving .25 .21

.23

.21
Emotions .22 .22 .30

Writers'

22v



Pop tion I1 Grouping Variable Sciclo- Economic Status

of -eedom
57
54

FOnction Function 2
Response
Preference.

a
on Ses< Force Never Fountain 'on Sea Force Never Fountain

Part-whole

Tell about people 19
Metaphors .34

liklikx meaning -.25
Form -content

_

.31

.27
Well written

Type of story .21 .22
Char. like people

2 1



:22
7.25

Languip
Explain beha or .

Or tion

Lesson m = 22-
Proper subjeq.

Historical

Succeed involving

Emotions

Writ r's opinion

..21 .37

Centroids

Low 38 . 33
Hi .51 < +A4 42



Jcsiy7Wrtl'7--

Standard

A

Table- 63

nt Funt

Papulado.

oars z 68.8
-484
97.5Ef

Group Isle ;Sri

ees of Freedoni 53
19
18

.S cance 0

Function 1

Response
Priference cation Sea

Part-whole .30 -.20

Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

-Form-content

Well written

rype of sory
Char. like people

What happens

.23



.Proper subject

Historical .30 .22

Succeed involvin

Emotions .23 .

Writer's opinfon ,

. .



4,

Table 64

Population,I1

Chi uere x 372.9, .61.2
y 406.9, 974

398.0; all

unction unction 2

iion Sea Force Never Founta
Fart-whole

. Tell about people .22

y z
estiort Sea Race Never Fountain

.20 . .27

-hiciaphon
Hidden meanin

.23
.22 .32

.22

.24
.21

Well written .27
.22

Type of story

.24



What Ppens

,...-People op ideas

Trivial-serious

Language

behavior

',Organization '.20

Lesson

Proper subject

Historical

Succeed involvin

Emotions

Writer's opinion

.20 6

.28

.36

.20 .24
.2$

Low
Middle
High

.80
,02
.64

.83
05
.69

.66
.39
.66

, Low
Middle
High

.19 .05
.43 (-.35

.23 '.40



Tahli'65

Standard Disarbninatit Function Weights

Population IV G- rouping Variable Score on 'The Sea"

reedoni 114, ;56 lgnificaiice ..000, NS
46,.22 .001, .03.
48 23 ..001, .01

Function 1 Function 2

3! Y x y aForce Never Fountain Question Sea Force Never Fountain

hip uare x 279.5,r 65.9
y 196.3,' 35.6
2 229.82i 40.70

PreferencePreference

itd-Ak-tx

. *

Part-whole :33
Tell about people .24
Metaphors .29 _

Hidden meaning.

Form:content .25 .20
Well written

Type of story'

Char. like people

What happens .20 .20

.25

- .24
.19
.27

.22

4 .40



Po i. or ideas .14
.23

.28

Trivial-serious .31
.26

Explain behavior

Orginiz

Lesson

Proper subject

Historical

cceed involvtn

EmOtions

Writer's opinion

.29

.29

.21

.30 36

-.22

.28

.39 .45' $5Z
**

.34

.25
.26

7.20

.20

.30

C.entroids

z



Table 66

Standard Discriminant FunctionWeights

Population Grouping Va 'Score on Rotated Story
Chi u 403.4, 88.9 Degrees of Fr or 118, 58 Significance .001, .006y 369.1, 72.3 114, 56 .000, .07.'z 399.5, 88.7 114, 56 .000, .003

Response
Preference

Function 1 Function 2

Parr-whole

Tell about people

--Me taphois -4

Hidden meaning

`z
ion. Sea Force Never Fountain

Form -content .25
.20

Well written

.23
of a .26

.20
Char. like people

24 .20 .27
.20

.

.20 .21
.30 .21

Y
Lion Sea Force. Never Fountain

.29

A21

. -.27.

.29.

21 .22



t appene
People, or ideas.

= .23

.21

lvlal How -.24 .32
-.26

-.21 -.20

Explain behtprior ".26

Orpnization -.23 -.20 -.23
Lesson .32 .Z0' .33

Proper subject -.26
Historical -.23 .32 7.21

. Succeed involving .21 .29 .33

Emotions

Writer's opinion -.22 6 .21

Centroids

Low -.88 -.82 -.69 .29 .07
Middle .17 .12 , .33 Middle -A3 -.32 -.34
High .58 .55 .64 High .15 .25 .41

23u



Population IV

i-Square x. 262,4,
y 176.3,_
z 235.6,

'Table 67

StandaidT crltninant Function Weights_

Trouping Variable Score on Rotated Story,

66.9 pegreei of Freedom. 114, 56 Significance .001, NS
51.3 . 48, 23 .001, .001
42.1 48, 23 .001, .009

unction

Response,
Preference testion Sea Force Never Fountain

hole .26
.22
.25 .22 .21

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content .23
Well written .21
Type of story .26
Chat. like people .23

.28

.25

.21

.26
.3 .23

.26

Function 2

x a
estion Sea Force Never Fountain

.22
..22.

.47.
.20

.23

.23

.27
.45



rious

Language .21 .20
=Explain behavior

tion

ion

Proper subject

Historical

Succeed involving

Emotions .24 .22

Writer's opinion

.23

.25

.27

.30

.36

.36

.85 .65 .60
.61 .16 .17
.49 .37 .56

Lo .21 ..09 .09
.38 .25 .32'

.22 .34 .21

2 ')



Table 68

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Population II

Chi-Square x 82.0
y 77.6
-z 80.3

Grouping Variable Transfer

Degrees of Freedom 51
53
54

Significance .004
.02
.01

Response
Preference Question

Function 1 Function 2

Sea Force
y

Never Fountain

Part-whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content

Well written

Type of story

Char. like people

.25

.24

.28

.21

.30

.25

.24

.25

.21

.22

.23

.25

x

estion Sea Force Never Fountain
y z



What happens

People or ideas

Trivial-serious

Language 32

Explain behavior 21 .33
Organization 30
Lesson .20
Proper subject

Historical -.23 21 25

Succeed involving 24 .19
Emotions .26 24 .51

Writer's opinion

Cm troids

x Y

Low
High

.28
29

.28
.26

.28
.27

2



Table 69

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Population IV Grouping Variable

Chi-Square x 44,6 Degrees of Freedom 16
y 57,56 13
z 51.43 16

Response
Preference

Pa whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content

Well written

Type of story

Char. like people

Question Sea

Function

x
Force

y
Never

,26 .28
.29

.21 .31
.45

.31 .23
.23 .38

.22

.21
.26 .40
.21

Transfer
it-

Sigrilikance
.001
!oot

Function 2

z

Fountain Question Sea Force Never Fountain

.24

.22



What happens

People or ideas .27 .39

Trivial-serious .38 .23
Language .33

.25

Explain behavior .41 .23 .18

Organization .26 .24
Lesson

Proper su jeet

Fiistorical 30

Succeed inning .38
.23

Emotions .28 .23 .29 .43

Writer's opinion

Centroids

y z

Low .24 .24
High .23 .27 .26



Table 70

Standard -scriminant Function Weights

Population II Grouping Variable Interest

Chi-Square x 54.35
y 58.11
z 80.8

Degrees of Freedom 52
52
53

Significance NS
NS
.008

Response
Preference

Part-whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content

Well written

Type of story

Char. like people

What happens

People or ideas

Function 1 Function 2

y a
estion Sea Force Never Fountain

.21

.26

.23
.26

x a
Question Sea Force Never Fountain

.23

.32



Trivial- serious

Language .24

Explain behavior .28

,Organization .21
Lesson

['liver subject

Historical .21
Succeed involving .38
EmotiOns .21
Writer's opinion

Low
High

Centroids

.29
.26



Table 71

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Population IV Grouping Variable Interest

Chi-Square x -68.9 Degrees of Freedom 55 Significance .098
y 76.8 19 .001
z 63.6 16 .001

Response
Preference

Part-whole

Function 1 Function 2

Question Sea
x

Force
y

Never
z

Fountain Question Sea Force Never

,33
Tell about people .21 .29

.24
Metaphors .23 .24 .33

.33

Hidden meaning .33 .28
.26

Form-content .20

Well written .24 .26 .24
Type of story

Char. like people .33
What happens .44

Fountain



People or ideas

Trivial -s ,rious

.23

.21

.23
.23

.33

Language .21

-Explain behavior .22 .24

Organization .20 .20
Lesson

Proper subject

Historical .24

Succeed involving .23 .44
.45

Emotions .33 .29 .21
.32

Writer's opinion .31 .22

Centroids

x z

Low .29 .31 .27
High .30 .32 .28



Population H

Table 72

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Grouping Variable Like Rotated Story
Chi-Square x 109.8, 41.8

y 113.6, 50.3
Degrees o Freedom 114, 56

114, 56
Significance NS,- NS

NS, NS
122.9, 43.6 110, 54 NS, NS

Population IV

Table 73

Standard Discriminant Function Weights

Grouping Variable Like Rotated Story
Chi-Square X

y
z

117.1,
84.2,
89.2,

47.8
31.3
30.7

Degrees of Freedom 112, 55
30, 14
32, 15

Significance NS, .001
.001, .005
.001_01

Response
Preference

Function 1 Function 2

Question Sea Force Never Fountain Question Sea Force Never Fountain
Part-whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

.39 .20 .25 .44 .38
.37



Hidden meaning,

Form-content

Well written .22
Type of story

Char, like people

What happens .

People or ideas. .28
Trivial-serious .37
Language .27 .41

Explain behavior .25
Organization .21

Lesson .35

Proper subject

Historical .23 .29
Succeed involving

Emotions .28 .42

Writer's opinion

y y z

Low .57 .95 Low .66 .42
Middle .22 .13 Middle .16 .23
High .23 .17 High .05 .11

0



Table 74

Standard Discriminant Function eights

Population lI

Chi-Square x 149.6, 69.6
y 160.2, 52.6
z 128.1, 43.8

Response
Preference

Part-whole

Tell about people

Metaphors

Hidden meaning

Form-content

Well written

Type of story

Char, like people

What happens

People or ideas

stion

.29

Sea

Grouping Variabl Like "The Sea"

Degrees of Freedom 114, 56
114, 56
1,14, 56

Function 1

x
Force

y
Never

.24

.24 .21

.29

.42 .22 .33

.23

448 .36
29

.20 .36

.37

.21

.22

.28

z

Fountain stion Sea

.24

.20 .23

.26

Significance .01, .10
.002, NS
NS, NS

Function 2

Force Never Fountain

.30

.20 .24 .28



Trivial-serious

Language -.21 .30

Explain behavior .32 -.26 .27 .21

Organization -.28 .46 .23

Less -.21 .30 .36

Proper subject

Historical -.31 .25 .26 -.20

Succeed involving .27 .26

Emotions .43 .23 .23

.34

Wri opinion 25 .42 .21

Low
Middle
High

-.51 -.58
.20 .03
.11 .31

Centroids

x

Low .06
Middle -.23
High .39



Population IV

Table 75

Standard 'scrirninant Function Weights

Grouping Variable like "The Sea"
Chi-S uars x

y
z

174.3, 78.2
157.2, 43.9
98.63, 23.11

Degrees of Freedom 114, 56
46, 22
34, 16

Response
Preference

Significance .001, .03
.001004
.00111 NS

Function 1 Function 2

x y a
on Sea Force Never Fountain

Part-whole
..,

Tell about people .26 -.23
Metaphors .26

Hidden meaning .21
.40

Form-content

Well written .22 -.27

Type of story -.26 -.26
Char. like people .23
What happens -.22

-.24

.21

4.32 -.30 ' .39

.30

.21
.20

7-.23

-.21 .22 .25
.33

.29

.26 -.21
-.33 -.20
i)



-.31
People or ideas -:23

.20

Trivial-serious .26

Language -.21
-.27

Explain behavior .25

Organization

Lesson

Proper subject

Historical; .35

Succeed

Emotions -.21

is opinion

.27

.34

-.23
-.29

.33

.22 .23

.27

.22

.23
,27

,50

.24

-.20 -.50 .

-.23

-.27
.27

-.24 .20
,29

-.29
.22

-.26

Low, -.65 -.82
Middle -.01 -.02
High .34 .32

-.51 Low -.29 -.21
-.16 Middle .37 .28

.34 High -.26 -.19



Appendix D: Discriminant Analysis
with Rigid.Axes R6tation
Literature' Teacher Curricular Patterns

Donald Quirk

The discussion, of U, S. literature teacher curricular patterns appearing in an earlier
--..cheptcr resulted from a series of-stetistical analyses of data made available through

the !EA databank at tfie University of Illinois. All large-scale computation was
performed on the University's Cyber 70 system using the Statistical Package for the
Sticisl Sciences (see Nie, N. H., et al. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (2nd
ed.). New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975.).

A preliminary,toalysis of the data found chat seventeen of-the twenty response
preferences (see Thop,ter 2; also Appendix A) showed sufficient communality to be
taken as a.group. Likeivir;-early analysis showed Population ll teachers and 'Popula.
tion IV teachers to have similar factors underlying their responses. Consequently,
the two teacher populations weft pooled and became the basis for a single Factor
analysis. The analysis based upon the seventeen variable correlation matrix utilized
an iterative technique beginning with squared multiple correlatidIns substituted as
diagonal elements of that matrix representing estimates of each variable's communal-

; . ity. Kaiser Varimax rotation to simplify the factor Structure yielded the factors
displayed in Table 76.

As evident in the Male, items showing the'greatest loadings on factor 1 (item
nos. 31, 33, 36, 37, 41, 42, and 45)'share a common emphasis upon language, its use
and its structural iMportance to a literary work. Items with.,heaviest loadings on
factor 2 (item nos. 40, 44, 46, 47, and 48) emphasize the relationship between the
literary work and the personal experience of the reader. Since the two patterns
represent alternative or, to some extent, competing emphases in U. S. literature
curricula, it seemed potentially valuable to study them in the context of other
curricular features. Put another way, we sought to determine whither the "content"
represented by each of the two factors could be linked to a pattern of formal
practices and methods used in the classroom 4orming what might be called a
curricular paradigm.

To explore this relationship we performed a discriminant analysis using factor
scores and population membership as bases for assigning teachers to one of the
eight groups. The median value for each factor 'was used as a basis for assigning.a
given teacher a 'high- or a "IA" classification on that factor (Table 77). The twelve
dependent variables included in the analysis were selected based upon a stepwise
inclusion criterion.

The overall analysis yielded,a Highly significant differentiation among the groups
(Table 78). Some Bartlett's V statistic was significant overall and after the removal
of the first criterion (but not after the removal of the second), two discriminant
functions will be discussed.
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oadinge of Seventeen Response Preferences from Teacher Questionnaire
-English Section on Factors 1 and 2

(After Varirnax Rotation)

Item
Number

31

32

33

35

36

37

38

39

40('

Factor
1

.480

.393

. 596

.291

. 677.

.702

.681

.193

-.099

Factor
2

-.051.
.106

.003

.121

.104

. 073

.159

. 213

.637

itern

Number
Factor Factor

2

41 .634 .096

42 .589 , .049

43 -.002 .651

44 .095 .438

45 .409 .302

46 .103 .691

47 .327 .464

48 .105 ..689

= 1:34 2.41

Table 77

Description of Eight Groups Used
in c iminant Analysis of IEA Curricular Variables

Group ID -Population
Score on
Factor 11

Score on
Factor 21

Number of
Cases

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LOW LOW 79

-LOW HIGH 79

HIGH LOW 79

HIGH HIGH 81

IV LOW ' LOW 79

IV LOW HIGH. 87

IV HIGH LOW 83

IV HIGH HIGH 110

1. High and Low scores are in reference to the median value for each factor. This is
done somewhat arbitrarily to secure approximately equal group sires.
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Table 78

Summary of Discriminant Analysis with'
Twelve Curricular. Variables and Eight Groups

Number
Removed Eigenvalue

Canonical
Correlation

Percent
of Trace

0 .10744 .31147 39.6
1 .07259 .26014 26.8

.03942 .19474 14.5

Wilk's
Lambda Chi-Square D.F. Significance

.76941 174.57822 84.. .000
,--..85207. 106.61409 66- .001

.91392 59.94504 50- .158

Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function
2

17 -.17229 -.26717
18 .50037 -.08613
19 -.46357 -.18817
21 -.11254 .32975
22 .22983 .34247
25 .36002 -.55168
26 .24232 -.14063
27 .22316 .45317
30 .01123 -.21789
32 -.15116 .09430
33 -.04034 -.50671
34 .42163 -.05173



Appendix D

As in the Case of other forms of canonical variate analysis, discriminant analysis
provides relatively little without considering the functions in terms of the criteria.
Figure 22 shows the eight group centroids mapped onto the discriminant space.
Moving from the lower left of the graph to the.upper right; we find wearo moving
from Population II teacher groups to Population IV, Similarly, moving from the
upper left to the Jower right, we move' from teachers low in factor 1 and high on
factor 2 to-teachers high on factor I and low. on factor 2.

8

O._ , 0.2 0.3 0.4

Horizontal Axis: DI

Figure 22. Projection of Eight Group Cent oids onto Discriminant Space: Dl, D2.

)
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.Por reasons of parsimony we would prefer to discuss group traits (es, popula.

tion membership) in- terms Of. a single discriminant axis. Although no srlcalled
. , . .

"objective" criterion for rotating the discriminant axes guarantees this parsimony,

inspection of the relative locations of the group centroids shows that a rigid rotation

of approximatel); 45 degrees should. achieve it. While such It rotation alters the

loadings for each' function (see Harman, H. H. Modern Factor Andy& (2nd ed.).

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967, p. 300), M. M, Tatsuoka in Mativariate

Arsaiyrit, (New York: Wiley, 1971) has shown that it does not affect the overall

diicriminatory power of the space. The discriminant functiorii and the group cen.

troids in the rotated spachre shown in Table 79..

Table 79

Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients

after Rigid Axes Rotation of 45 Degrees

Item-

Number
Function

1

Function

2

Item

Number

_

Function

1

Function

2

17 -.3107 .0671 26 .0719 .2708
18 ,2929 -4147 27 4782 .1626

19 -A608 ., .1947 30 -.1461 -.1620

21 .1536 .3127 32 -.0402 .2455

22 .4047 .0796 33 -.3868 -.3292
25 -.1355 -.6447 34 .2616 -.3347

Group Centroids in Ro aced Discriminant Spice

Group, Function

1'
Function

2'

1 -.6037 .1630

2 -.1272 .5982
3 -.1638 -.3727
4 -.1826 -.0636
5 .3522 .0239
6 .2383 .2383
7 .0595 -.3525
8 .3350 -.1718


